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ABSTRACT

Author: Haltiwanger Morrison, Talisha, M. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: Nooses and Balancing Acts: Reflections and Advice on Racism and Antiracism from
Black Writing Tutors at Predominantly White Institutions
Major Professor: Harry Denny

Over the past 10-15 years, writing center scholars have acknowledged the significance of
race to writing center work and examined the ways racism manifests within writing center spaces
and practices. More recently, conversations have shifted from acknowledging racism to how to
combat it through antiracist activism. However, due to the demographics of the field, the voices
most often contributing to these conversations are white scholars, many of them directors at
predominantly white institutions (PWIs). This study positions Black writing tutors as individuals
with expertise to share on how to engage in antiracism through writing center work that stems
from their experiences as tutors and as Black Americans. It argues that tutors’ identities as Black
students on predominantly White campuses are relevant to their tutoring work and must be
considered when making decisions about how to encourage and support tutors in antiracist
writing center work. It also challenges professionals in the field to acknowledge the racism still
prevalent in writing centers, which also continues to shape writing center dialogue and practice.
The study presents a grounded-theory analysis of two rounds of semi-structured interviews
with nine current writing tutors, self-identified as Black. Participants included eight women and
four first-generation Americans. The argument is presented through a three-part analysis that first
examines institutional culture and climate around race for the Black participants, including their
interactions with other students and institutional agents, as well their experiences with racially
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charged events on campus. The second part of the analysis considers how the racially tense and
often oppressive environment of the broader campus is mirrored in that of the writing centers
where the participants work, where their experiences of racism lead them to filter their words and
actions. In the final part of the analysis, I offer the participants’ perspectives on writing centers’
potential for antiracism, as well as their views on responsibility for racism, perspectives rooted in
their experiences as Black tutors, students, and Americans. I conclude that while writing centers
have the potential to be sites for antiracism, they currently remain tense and unwelcoming spaces
for many Black tutors. I argue that White administrators must be more aware of broader campus
climate and how it affects their center and staff, and must willing to breakdown the status quo, in
their centers and in the field, to make writing centers as spaces and as a discipline more inclusive.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of my education, I have only ever attended predominantly White
institutions (PWIs). From preschool until now, as a doctoral student, I have looked around and
seen few like me. As an undergraduate, I was fortunate enough to connect with another, lovely
Black female student on my first day on campus. She had a Black roommate. Within my first
week, I had a core of Black women friends, something I had never had before. I went to Black
Student Association meetings, Black Greek social events, and marveled at the common
experiences of Black people from places as different as small-town Oklahoma, Houston, DC, and
California. But I still moved through campus aware of myself. Aware of glances when a group of
Black people stood or walked together. Questions when I wore my hair in braids, when I decided
to stop using relaxers and began to wear my natural curls. And in English classes, where I sat,
the lone Black body my freshman year, as I had all throughout my high school years, the only
Black student in the advanced and AP classes.
But being a Black student at a PWI is not all bad. Eventually I wasn’t the only Black
student in my English classes. A male student named Jason, who was a friend of a friend,
became my friend through our shared experience of sitting semester after semester in classes
together. We joked about being the only Black English majors (both in the writing track),
conspired to convert our journalism friends, and rejoiced whenever we “got another one.” I
began working at the OU Writing Center at the beginning of my junior year. At the time, I was
the only Black tutor, though there were a couple of other tutors of color, and Jason also joined
the staff the following semester. At the writing center, the staff talked frequently of race. It was
a part of our ongoing training, part of our regular conversations. The writing center at Oklahoma
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was a place where critical conversations, formal and informal could happen, and one of the
places I was first engaged in critical conversations about race and racism.
What was hard for me as a student, and as a person, was when I lost this space, this
connection and these friends. When I started my master’s program I was one of only a few
students of color in the English department. I was the only Black student. Due to limited funding,
TAs were not allowed to take on additional tutoring roles in the writing center, which were
hourly positions not included as part of graduate assistantships. As a result, my writing center
support system, along with others I had relied on during my undergraduate career, was gone. I
was cut off from any sense of community as I also was away from my family from the first time
(my undergraduate campus had been 40 minutes from my hometown); and I was in my first
semester as a graduate student. The small number of Black graduate students on campus were
immediately swept into their own programs without any real connections to one another. There
was no friend ready to be made on my first day, nor any Black students waiting to be “recruited”
to my major. Alone in my program, the writing center did not feel a home to me.
At Purdue, I did eventually find my way back to writing centers. I returned to tutoring as
soon as I was eligible to, following my first year of teaching, but to be honest, it was not until
after I started tutoring again that I fully remembered why I wanted to do it again. At Oklahoma,
the writing center had been a sort of home base, a place where I engaged in important
pedagogical and intellectual work, as well as in meaningful conversations with my colleagues. It
was one of the few places where conversations around race did not seem taboo. It was also a
place just to spend time and do my own work sometimes. Purdue writing center has been the
same, but neither place has been free of conflict or struggle of various kinds.
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1.1

Project Origins: The Personal and Professional
My interest in this project grows out of my experience as a Black, female tutor in the

writing centers. As a tutor, I have had countless wonderful sessions with undergraduate and
graduate students, and even a few with faculty. I have also had many that were not wonderful,
for any number of reasons: an unprepared or unwilling student or a poorly written or
communicated assignment objective. Sometimes the lackluster session was more my fault, as I
had not worked well enough with the student to establish appropriate goals for the session, or
been too focused on setting goals, or some other reason. And I’ve had some that have made me
upset, uncomfortable, even physically distressed. Most of these sessions have been with students
whose projects take up the issue of race, or whose topics are laced silently with race (or racism),
but the student has neglected (or refused) to address race outright. Race is coded into new
language of “culture” or “language,” which Villanueva refers to as the New Racism, the slippage
of terms away from “race” to things less sticky, more comfortable to talk about, now that we are
past racism. As a tutor, I have felt it is expected of me to speak when this happens; I recall what
a former colleague and co-author, Geneva Canino writes about choosing (or not choosing) to
engage, “In that moment when race arises, whatever position we take or fail to take, whatever
strategy we choose to employ - be it conciliatory and passive, direct and confrontational, or
somewhere along that spectrum, direct and confrontational - we are teaching something. Our
failure to act does not mean that we are able to take ourselves out of the moment and choose to
teach nothing.” From my position as a Black woman, I feel that speaking is expected more of me
(sometimes from myself) because I know that my silence may be interpreted as permission or
approval.
It is often difficult, as a Black woman, to withstand the constant barrage of ubiquitous
racism. Geller et al. write of the everyday racism within the writing center. This is certainly an
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issue. But for tutors of color, especially on PWI campuses, what happens outside of the walls of
the center is also important. A story:
I get on the bus to go home after a day of tutoring and teaching. I walk past the
driver, a White man, in his 50s or 60s. I say hello. He does not respond. I sit in a
seat near the front. From my seat, I can see his rearview mirror. Every-so-often, I
see him look into his mirror, in my direction. He has a look on his face I can only
describe as disgust. I look around, wondering what he could be looking at. There is
only one other person on the bus, a White male sitting towards the back, nowhere
near where I am sitting. I look out the window. Nothing. About three times the
driver looks up towards me through his mirror, he’s mumbling something I cannot
make out. As we near my stop, I pull the cord to indicate I need to get off.
Technically, the bus is supposed to do a loop around a couple of blocks before
stopping to pick up new passengers, but this driver and every other driver usually
stops at the block before the main stop to let off passengers, rather than making
them take the trip around, which takes about 3 extra minutes. I expect this to
happen, as it always has, when I pull the cord, but when the driver sees me pull the
cord, he looks up again, mumbles, and keeps going. I am shocked. When we finally
get to the main stop I stand up to exit the bus. A few other passengers, all White,
have gotten on along the way and are also exiting. Each says “goodbye” or “have
a nice day,” he replies to each. “Goodbye,” I say. He turns away without
responding.
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I thought about the incident I describe above as I walked the rest of the way home from the bus
stop, and the next day, and occasionally still now. It was one of the most overt reminders of how
little regard many have for people who look like me and a striking example of the conditions that
lead to racial battle fatigue, or fatigue from the onslaught of racial micro- and macroaggressions
students of color experience on PWI campuses (Hubain et al.).
Another example of the weariness of some Black students occurred in the writing center,
when a Black student who was struggling in his first-year composition course requested to work
with me because I was the only Black tutor at the Writing Lab and he thought he would be more
comfortable with me. Another Black student, who had not specifically requested to work with
me, wrote about feelings of isolation on campus and how grateful he was to have connected with
business organization for racial minorities. Both of these were tutorials in the writing center, but
about feelings and experiences that occurred while elsewhere on campus.
The semester I worked with these two students was the fall semester following the
Charleston shootings1, which along with several arson attacks on Black churches prompted an
ongoing email exchange with my own pastor about racism in the US and in Indiana. Our
conversation ended when I was unable to provide quick fixes to racism and White discomfort
with my presence in the church and when the pastor responded by sending me an anti-political
correctness article. He genuinely thought the article would be helpful, not hurtful, which it was.
Educating him was simply too exhausting and I decided to disengage from both the conversation
and the congregation.

1

The Charleston Church Shooting was a mass shooting in Charleston, South Carolina on June 17th, 2015. A White
supremacist and domestic terrorist attended church services at a historic Black church, before opening fire at the
conclusion of services, killing nine people, including the church’s pastor.
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1.2

Orientation to the Field
My purposes in sharing the stories of my experiences with my pastor and on the bus are

twofold. First, I want to provide context for the study, the conversations and experiences of racial
tensions in my own life, on a campus of ongoing protests against incidental and systemic racism
and our administration’s refusal to respond, which pushed me towards this project: an
investigation of what it is like to be a Black body on a White campus, moving in and out of the
center, and potentially being tasked with doing anti-racist work as part of tutoring duties.
Second, I want to stress that these experiences do happen, and not simply to me. As I noted
above, as I discussed the two Black students with whom I worked, they were writing about
experiences and emotions tied to their campus experience. A conversation not fully attended to
in current writing center scholarship is the simple fact that, when you are a person of color, you
are not just a person of color as a tutor (or in whatever professional work you do). You are also a
person of color in the classes you take and/or teach, as you walk across campus, as you ride the
bus, when you go to church, or anywhere else. And so, you deal with racism outside of the
writing center. These are incidents that affect tutors as people, and may not be so easily “dropped
at the door” in the name of “professionalism,” especially when taking on racism is now part of
the professional work of tutors. Further, racism itself is not “dropped at the door” of the writing
center. Although I have had few truly uncomfortable or upsetting experiences in the writing
center, the “everyday racism” spoken of by Geller et al. in The Everyday Writing Center, is, I
believe, everyday. Racism occurs, in subtle and overt ways in writing centers. This is evidenced
somewhat in the scholarship regarding attitudes towards diverse Englishes (Greenfield; Young;
Wilson), and also through the experiences of people of color have experienced racism and/or felt
unwelcome in their writing centers (Esters; Faison & Treviño; Denny, Geller et al.). This project
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sheds more light on the relationship between in- and out-of-lab experiences for Black tutors at
major PWIs, including those of racism.
Black tutors, as Black people, have a great personal stake in antiracism, although personal
commitments to it may vary in degree, or even be nonexistent. On the other hand, all tutors, as
people, may be deeply committed to antiracism or other forms of anti-oppression work and may
be involved in activist activities outside of the writing center. And for many Black people in
particular, in the era of Black Lives Matter, the movement and the injustices that have
necessitated it, has created new motivation to speak and act that did not exist five or ten years
ago. Solidarity protests, rallies, and “die-ins” have occurred across the nation, where Black
tutors, if they don’t participate, witness, and are prompted to reflect again on their vulnerable
position in American society.
As time passed during the process of planning the study, the political landscape of the US
shifted again when Donald Trump won the 2016 presidential election. Trump’s election caused a
shift again in the national landscape and conversation around race, which was reflected on
college campuses, where conflict arose between supporters and critics and where students staged
protests against his election and, later, executive orders.2 This change in the racial climate of
college campuses affects students of color, including Black students, and I contend that what
affects them as students affects them as student employees, i.e., writing center tutors. And so, I
seek to learn about experience of Black tutors at PWIs, about their experiences in and outside of
the center and how it shapes their tutoring practices and beliefs. How comfortable and welcome
do their feel on their campuses and in their writing centers? What does antiracist tutoring look

2

It is worth noting that Trump’s election has also had a significant effect on the Black Lives Matter movement. The
movement’s leaders state that there has been a shift away from demonstrations towards an emphasis on local policy
and action. As one of the originators of the movement, Alicia Garza, explained, “in Trump’s America, our
communities are under attack.”
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like from their perspective and who is responsible for it? Do they take on personal responsibility
for racism, and if so, for what reasons and in what ways? What support do they receive from
their administrators and fellow tutors? How are their decisions influenced by personal histories
and experiences?
These questions helped guide me to and through this project, from the origins I trace above.
In the following chapter, I provide a review of relevant literature, followed by my specific
research questions and methods in Chapter 3. Chapters 4 through 6 contain my analyses, and I
conclude with a summary of my findings and their significance and implications for the field, as
well as directions for further research.
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CHAPTER 2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The experiences of students of color on predominantly White campuses has been often
discussed and well documented by scholars in higher education. Scholars in these fields have
acknowledged that as administrators whose purpose is to help students achieve academic
success, there is a need for them to understand students’ whole experience on their campuses,
including their racialized experiences in what are often intentionally or unintentionally hostile
spaces. Writing center scholars have also turned their attention to matters of race and racism, but
have thus far remained largely focused on the space of the writing center, and on the identities of
students as tutors or writers. Little attention has been given to broader campus culture around
race and how it affects tutors and writers of color, or to the experiences of tutors and writers of
color outside of the writing center. For Black tutors and other tutors of color, these experiences
are not isolated from their tutoring work. While some people are able to compartmentalize and
completely separate difficult experiences from their work lives and responsibilities, for many,
that is a difficult task. That task becomes more challenging when their jobs are located in the
same environment as the upsetting experiences, when those same uncomfortable or oppressive
moments occur on the job, and when combating oppression is added to the job responsibilities,
particularly by a person who does not experience that oppression. Writing center directors may
benefit from a more thorough understanding of the racial climate in which their centers are
situated, and which their tutors of all races work and attend classes. Below I discuss some of the
major issues and topics relevant to this study, including campus racial climate, as well as how
writing centers have taken up matters of race, racism, and antiracism.
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2.1

Campus Racial Climate
Campus racial climate refers to the general sense of safety and well-being among students

of color on college campuses, as well as their sense of inclusion in campus culture and activities.
Racial climate has been examined by a number of prominent scholars in higher education
(Hurtado, Harper & Hurtado, Solozano, ), who have examined characteristics such as rates of
students of color on campus, at both graduate and undergraduate levels, numbers of faculty and
administrators of color on campus, programmatic support of students and faculty of color,
prevalence of racism on campus, and significance of broader societal racism on campus politics,
all which contribute to campus culture. The scholars have noted that larger schools tend to have
more negative climates, likely due to increased number of students. More prestigious institutions
also tend to have more negative climates, perhaps due to elitism in admission and educational
policies that creates less welcoming environments for students of color (Harper & Hurtado).
Racial climate is significant for students’ of color sense of comfort at an institution and can play
a big role in their success. Negative climates are a contributing factor in the high attrition rates
for students of color at predominantly White institutions, as students lack support systems, report
feelings of isolation, and experience institutional and overt racism. For Black students, these
experiences are unique, and often heightened, due to the history of and ongoing anti-Blackness in
the United States.
2.1.1

Black Students at PWIs
The history of Black students in higher education is one primarily of exclusion and

segregation, dejure or defacto. Exclusionary tactics during the eras of slavery and Jim Crow
eventually led to the proliferation historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs),
however, despite legal segregation coming to an end, Black students still have difficulty
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accessing, participating in, and succeeding in predominantly White institutions. A major reason
for this is that institutions of higher learning, like the rest of the United States have never been
fully interested in or devoted to integration (Feagin et al.; Bailey et al). As Feagin et al. note, the
“break with racial exclusion was not intended to mutually integrate black and white young
people in public schools and colleges, but at most was designed to assimilate black young people
in a unidirectional manner to the dominant white perspective” (12). Integration remains a
challenge even at institutions founded after the end of segregation or with no formal history of
segregation, impeded by segregation in K-12 education that relegates Black students to poor
schools with fewer resources and less able to prepare students for college. Integration is also
stunted by persistent institutional racism and insufficient institutional support for Black students
and other students of color (Feagin et al.; Harper; Tienda; Chesler, Lewis & Crowfoot). Another
barrier to integration for students of color is the approach taken to diversity initiatives, namely,
increasing numbers without programming and initiatives to fully involve people of color and
other groups. Diversity through numbers alone is not enough to promote integration and
inclusion, which Marta Tienda defines in her article “Diversity ≄ Inclusion: Promoting
Integration in Higher Education, as “organizational strategies and practices that promote
meaningful social and academic interactions among persons and groups who differ in their
experiences, their views, and their traits” (467).
2.1.2

Black Women at PWIs
Black women in the United States have unique histories of oppression and subjugation,

unique histories of service to White men, White women, and Black men, and of fighting for
recognition and freedom and access (Hill Collins, Harris-Perry, hooks “Ain’t I a Woman”,
hooks, “Killing Rage”). However, as Chavous et al. note, there has not been substantial research
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on the intersections of gender and race for Black or African American students in higher
education. While broader society continues to create fewer opportunities for Black women, they
continue to earn degrees at higher rates than their male counterparts. Though, they earn degrees
at lower rates than White women and Asian/Pacific-Islander women, and remain one of the
lowest paid groups, despite their degrees (Patton). Further, their experiences in higher education
remain particularly gendered. While for many Black women, their identity is first and foremost
as a Black person (Gay & Tate), many others report feeling “double bound” (Gay and Tate) or a
sense of “double jeopardy” (Jackson) because of the intersection of their two (or more)
marginalized identities. At predominantly White institutions, Black women report being
confronted with whitewashed concepts of “woman” and “feminist” into which they must fit
themselves or which they must redefine as they consider their values and post-college careers
(Jackson 179-80). However, as Black people, they also deal with stereotypes and tokenism,
expectations that they represent all of Black women or Black people (Jackson 179).
These expectations on Black women come in part because of their academic success.
Chavous et al. note that Black women have higher academic performance than Black men, but
also an easier academic adjustment. One reason for this may be that Black women are more
adept at “passing,” which Signithia Fordham argued in 1993 was essential for both White and
Black women. By “passing,” Fordham meant adopting the gender codes and persona of White
men, in order to be “taken seriously” as a woman (4). Fordham describes the strategies young
Black women at a predominantly White high school take to achieve academic success as
primarily “becoming and remaining voiceless and silent” or “impersonating a male image-symbolically--in self-preservation” (10). The young women feel the “double bind” of being
Black and woman, and thus try to counteract it by becoming invisible, or becoming more male.
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2.1.3

Black Lives Matter and Campus Racial Politics
Although the oppression of Black women and Black people more broadly has sometimes

led to self-preservation and silence, it has also sparked social actions throughout the history of
the United States. One of the most recent examples of this is the rise of the Black Lives Matter
(BLM) movement, which has spread to college campuses across the nation, as students show
their support through protests and rallies.
The Black Lives Matter Movement (BLM) began in 2012 following the death of 17-year
old Trayvonn Martin and the subsequent acquittal of George Zimmerman. It grew into a hashtag
and then a full-fledged movement following the shooting of another unarmed Black teenager,
Michael Brown, in Ferguson, Missouri in the summer of 2014 (BlackLivesMatter.org).For many
Black Americans, to be Black in the 21st century is to live with the constant reality of racism
(and racially-motivated violence), while facing intense denial that it exists, with many deniers
pointing to the election of the first Black president as proof that we are now, finally, “post-race”
(Valiente-Neighbours, Anderson & Foster). The movement, while receiving the most media
attention for protests against police shootings, was founded by three queer Black women, and has
at its center several intersecting issues deeply affecting Black Americans, including queer and
trans issues, Black women’s rights, and racism within the larger prison industrial complex
(BlackLivesMatter.com). Bijan Stephen writes of the movement,
I believe that Black Lives Matter has changed the visceral experience of being black in
America. I see this in the way it has become a community reflex to record interactions
with police-- a habit that is empowering, even as it highlights black vulnerability. I see it
in the rise of a new group of black public intellectuals and in the beginning of a new
political language.
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Stephen goes on to talk about how the movement helped him reflect on everyday experiences
growing up facing microaggressions and structural oppression, things that, at the time, he lacked
the language for. It also helped him realize the commonality of his experience, as the movement
brought together Black people from across the country who captured and shared their
experiences through social media.
The outpouring of stories on social media and the collective instinct to record police,
Stephen notes, points to the vulnerability Black people experience during interactions with
police. Hooker calls attention to Black vulnerability as well. Citing Steven Johnston’s comments
on the extreme power disparity between the Black protesters in Ferguson, Missouri and the
heavily armed police officers, Hooker notes that Johnston concludes with a “call for equal
vulnerability.” However, she goes on to point out that “the problem is precisely that not all
citizens are called upon to be equally vulnerable” (454). This must be of concern to those in
higher education, including writing center administrators who encourage their tutors, all of them,
to engage in antiracist activism, especially at PWIs and in centers where tutors of color often
have few, if any, who share their more vulnerable position. And especially for Black tutors,
many of whom are dealing with the persistent and sometimes overt anti-Blackness endemic to
US society and which has risen amidst the backlash of the BLM movement.
Students on college campuses have been motivated by BLM and the deaths of Martin and
Brown as well as others such as Eric Garner and 12-year-old Tamir Rice. They have staged
protests and “die-ins” across the country to call attention to these deaths and racism on their very
campuses (Anderson & Foster, Taylor, Bowerman, Dimmer). Just as in larger US society, these
protests and claims of injustice have often been met with denial, such as Purdue, where fellow
students told protesters to “quit embarrassing [them]selves” and “bringing shame to the
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university,” (Gerken) or more racism, such as threats to “put on a banana suit and head to the
protest” (Bangert), or actually arriving at the protest in a gorilla suit and attempting to hand out
bananas to Black protestors (Bowerman). Chesler, Lewis, and Crowfoot assert that recurring
incidents of racial harassment and violence, rather than being individual incidents, “both reflect
and foster institutional racism” (50).
Many of the issues Black students face come from the assimilationist purpose of
education noted above (Feagin et al.) and the belief among the majority of White people that
people of color, especially Black people, are to blame for the “race problem” in America (if there
is one), and further, if Black people would “just stop thinking about the past, work hard, and
complain less (particularly about racial discrimination), then Americans of all hues could ‘all get
along’” (Bonilla-Silva 1). White students often expect that all students think as they do (Chesler,
Lewis & Crowfoot 81). At the same time, White students, even those who grow up or have
frequent interaction with people of color, frequently maintain negative stereotypes or little
understanding of Black people or other people of color (Chesler, Lewis & Crowfoot 80-84; Picca
& Feagin 3). Students of color are often expected to educate their White peers on issues of race
and racism. One Black student expresses “anger and frustration in being ignorant questions and
so on” and notes that “White students don’t use mental energy to do that.” (Chesler, Lewis &
Crowfoot 118). Acosta et al., writing of the same issue, describes Black students as “casualties”
sacrificed at the expense of educating White peers (120-121). The racism that Black students
experience on campuses is real and often commonplace. The ubiquity of it may be as much of a
reason why tutors choose not to speak as it is that they choose to speak.
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2.2

Writing Centers
Writing center studies, like writing studies, is an ever-diversifying field, taking up more

issues as the needs of students change and diversity, and as student bodies change and diversify.
Another factor changing the field is growing need to serve students beyond a strict attention to
their compositions, a need fueled by empathy and social justice. This is made evident in our
common narrative of a welcoming home for students to come and relax, which I discuss more
below, but also in the proliferation of groups and initiatives dedicated to social issues such as
antiracism, gender inclusivity, LGBTQ rights, language diversity, among others. These topics are
addressed at annual conferences, in writing center scholarship, and even as part of tutor training
(at some centers). The field is sorting through is priorities and possibilities, while many
individual centers are contending with institutional traditions and constraints. Who, How, and
What, have always been major questions the field has had to answer for others and for itself. As
writing centers put more effort into taking on large social issues, the field will have to continue
evaluating its purpose and practices.
2.2.1

Writing Center History and Purpose
Writing centers as a site of pedagogical work have a long history of tension with the

concepts and realities of authority (Boquet, “Our Little Secret; Carino “Power and Authority”;
Lunsford; Kail & Trimbur). In Noise from the Writing Center, Elizabeth Boquet notes the variety
of “origin stories” at the center of writing center history and lore. All of these--open admissions
policies, writing groups, in-class conferences-- and more are the field’s beginnings. None,
however, is without tension or conflict regarding “writers,” language, access, and “community.”
Writing center scholars have repeatedly tried to define writing centers and articulate their
purpose, pushing back on notions of the writing center as “skills center” or “fix-it shop,” a place
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for remedial or struggling writers (North; Kelly L.). Instead, the writing center becomes a place
of practice for all writers, a site of collaboration and a sharing of knowledge, in which writers
and tutors engage (Boquet, “Our Little Secret;” North; Geller et al.; Bruffee) Even more, the
writing center becomes a space that pushes back against and undermines institutional demands;
they are presented as places where students can be empowered through their own writing
practices and processes (Kelly; Boquet, Noise; Kail & Trimbur).
The change in practice coincides with the attempts to define and redefine the writing
center and its purpose. However, as Peter Carino insists, any definition of writing centers
“should recognize them as both a culture unto themselves and as an activity in relation with
larger cultures: the writing program, the profession of English studies, the university, and the
culture in general” (“What do We Talk About When We Talk About Our Metaphors” 37-8).
Writing centers, rooted simultaneously in histories of more equitable admissions policies and in
gatekeeping and language policing practices of higher education institutions, can never be spaces
without conflict, as the writing center’s very existence is one of contradiction (Boquet, Noise
10). Despite attempts, many of them successful, to change writing center practice and policy to
be more just, writing centers remain ingrained into educational systems of racial and linguistic
privilege. Andre Lunsford, in “Collaboration, Control, and the Idea of a Writing Center,” urges
writing center practitioners to remain diligent in their interrogation of writing center practices.
She contends that even as the field embraces a more collaborative model for tutoring, we must
do so carefully, “because collaboration can also be used to reproduce the status quo.” According
to Lunsford, a tutor-centered approach can be just as unbalanced as a teacher-centered one.
Further, ‘it can also lead to the kind of homogeneity that squelches diversity, that waters down
ideas to the lowest common denominator, that erases rather than values differences, [which is]
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particularly troubling given our growing awareness of the roles gender and ethnicity plan in all
learning” (112). In the past and even now, writing centers frequently serve as what Nancy
Grimm describes as “normalizing agents, performing the institutional function of erasing
differences” (Good Intentions xvii). While Grimm, Lunsford, and many of the other scholars
referenced above speak primarily of student writers’ authority and position in the writing center,
their points are not irrelevant to tutor-tutor or tutor-director relationships, particularly for tutors
from marginalized backgrounds or identity positions, such as Black tutors. Negotiations with
writers of power and authority, attempts to engage in collaborative learning, always happen
differently for those in marked bodies. Black tutors and other tutors of color must contend with
this additional layer in their tutoring practices, but also in their everyday interactions with their
fellow tutors and directors. Some evidence of this is shown, for example, in Geller et al.’s
discussion of a Black female tutor whose White co-workers repeatedly failed to recognize her,
leading to her resignation. This study examines those relationships more in-depth.
2.2.2

Writing Centers as Community and Home
As writing center practitioners and scholars have worked over the decades to redefine

their purpose and remove themselves from their history as policing and gatekeeping agents of
their institutions, a common metaphor of the writing center as “home,” “safe space,” or a
“community” has arisen (Boquet Noise; Carino; McKinney, “Peripheral”). The metaphor of
writing center as a “home” or “safe space” becomes a means of articulating the culture of writing
centers, and distinguishing them from classrooms and other sites of unequal power distributions.
Writing centers become a place in direct opposition of the more stringent regulations of the
larger university and classrooms in particular. They offer students round tables instead of desks,
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comfy couches and mugs of hot coffee to enjoy while they work on their writing in a judgementfree zone (Carino; McKinney, “Peripheral”; North).
Recently scholars have begun to push back upon and challenge this narrative, contending
that writing centers are not equally open and welcoming to all. McKinney questions whether
writing centers need to be “homey,” but also notes that many of our “homey” features may make
writing center spaces welcome to tutors (White, middle class, tutors), but not to writers.
Meanwhile Faison and Treviño write as female tutors of color who have not always felt welcome
in writing centers. They challenge the field to think beyond student writers to consider how
tutors and scholars of color may also be excluded from the “home” being built through our
narratives and practices.

2.3

Writing Centers and Race
Writing center scholars have more and more recently turned their focus towards issues of

race, racism, and antiracism. They have noted race as an important and highly visible form of
identity (Denny; Geller et al.; Condon) and racism as a powerful and persistent form of
oppression (Condon; Geller et al.). This turn in writing center studies is motivated by the belief
that “writing center staff- tutors and directors alike- have a special and important role to play in
antiracism,” (Dees, Godbee, & Ozias) and also by the recognition of racism within writing
centers. Confronted with the reality of racism within the writing center, scholars have begun to
think through how to work against racism in the center and across academic institutions.
One common way to begin this process has been to increase the representation of
students of color on the tutoring staff in writing centers (Geller et al.; Grimm, “Retheorizing”;
Davila; Denny). While representation and “diversity” is not enough (Denny), inclusion of
students of color and their voices is an important step. However, training for all tutors remains an
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issue, as tutors are not adequately prepared to discuss matters of race and racism when they arise
(Greenfield & Rowan; Geller et al.; Davila). While Geller et al. note the lack of training texts
that sufficiently address racism (96), Greenfield and Rowan argue that the “12-week approach,”
in which tutors go through a training course that includes race as a “topic of discussion,” often at
the end (if at all) is a major barrier to antiracist writing center work. Following the course, the
authors claim, tutors have no ongoing dialogue or meaningful engagement around the issues of
race and racism. They call for tutor education, within courses and beyond and claim that failing
to educate tutors leaves them ill-prepared to recognize their own prejudices or those of student
writers, incapable of having meaningful dialogue about racism and intersecting forms of
oppression. It also may assume that tutors of color are prepared for this work (130-31).
Geller et al. offer up the concept of the “Trickster,” a god-like figure the spirit of which
can encourage writing center professionals to be flexible and opportunistic, willing to work with
moments of destruction. However, they caution against identifying all disruptions as Trickster
moments, asserting that “some of the moments must be seen for what they are--eruptions of
racism, sexism, homophobia, able-ism, etc.” (19). Writing center directors and tutors, like many
other, cannot deny these moments in efforts to avoid confrontation or maintain the status quo.
There is a need for writing center practitioners interrogate their daily practices, including those
that may be oppressive, and to acknowledge their centers’ situatedness on campus, as well as the
local campus climate regarding race, as this is essential for intervening within and beyond the
writing center ( Geller et al. 105, Dees et al.).
Much of this conversation within writing centers revolves around the concept of implicit
responsibility. Frankie Condon’s work I Hope I Join the Band is directed at fellow White
(aspiring) antiracists in the field as a challenge to take up their responsibility, but in a way that is,
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well, responsible. Condon warns against charging in without thorough knowledge or consultant
with people of color and against the dangers of “whiteliness, or “learned ways of knowing and
doing characterized by a racialized (white) sense of oneself as best equipped to judge, to preach,
and to suffer” (34). Condon goes on to argue to her White colleagues, “If those of us who are
raced white are to join with peoples of color in the creation of the commodious thought and
language of antiracism, we must learn to recognize and resist whiteliness working in and through
us even as we share the work of antiracist activism with peoples of color” (143). Several other
scholars make or seem to make impassioned calls to White members of the field. For example,
Grimm’s seminal work Good Intentions calls for a reconsideration of mainstream tutoring
practices within our overwhelmingly White field, which may maintain inequality and privilege,
and Ozias and Godbee put forth a plan to sustainably organize antiracist efforts. These efforts are
important, given the overwhelming Whiteness of the field of writing center studies.
However, Nancy Grimm asserts the importance of acknowledging the presence of people
of color in the field. We are here, reading the scholarship, and doing the work of writing centers
as well. And it is important that people with the most at stake in the matter of racism have say in
how the field takes up the work. Very little work has brought out the voices of people of color,
and less that of tutors. Vershawn Young has argued consistently for students’ of color right to
speak and write in their own languages. And Rasha Diab, along with Thomas Ferrel and Beth
Godbee, has offered guidance on how those in writing studies can make actionable commitments
to antiracism. Villanueva provided his valuable overview of racialized codes, and Suhr-Systma
& Brown, a valuable tutor publication, sheds insight into the everyday language of oppression.
These are not all of the publications by scholars of color, but they are some of the most
influential. They help shape the conversation in the field about what writing centers and writing
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studies can do to support students of color and people of color more broadly, and to make
universities less racially oppressive places. This project seeks to further address the gaps in
writing center scholarship by contributing the voices of multiple people of color, particularly
tutors of color, who can shed insight into the context of racist institutions, and also advice on
what and how writing centers can change to make more racially just practices and spaces.

2.4

Conclusion
In this chapter, I’ve traced the major fields and conversations informing the following

study, which investigates the experiences and perspectives of current Black writing tutors on the
campuses of predominantly White research institutions in the United States. In the following
chapter I discuss my research methodology, including my rationale for my participant and site
selection and data collection and analysis methods. I also provide an overview of my major
themes and conclusions.
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CHAPTER 3.

METHODOLOGY

This dissertation is a study of the experiences of nine self-identified Black writing tutors
attending predominantly White research institutions. Writing center scholars have taken up the
topics of race and racism in the center, but have not yet fully considered the significance of the
broader campus racial climate in which their centers are situated. PWIs, which are often de facto
segregated institutions and which previously denied admission to students of color on the basis
of race and/or institutions that maintain racially exclusive policies. Such institutions are
important sites to examine, as they educate around 80% of college students in the United States,
including approximately 87 % of Black students (McClain; Penn Graduate School of Education).
They also make up some of the top universities in the United States, many of which have
prominent writing centers. This makes them the institutions where those interested in writing
center studies are most likely to attend for advanced degrees. Making the field more diverse is
often discussed in writing center scholarship and at the annual IWCA conference, but if this is
truly a goal of the field and organization, then examining the experiences of people of color who
are currently in the writing center community is an essential step in getting them to stay and
develop in the field. While HBCUs (Historically Black Colleges and Universities) and other
minority-serving institutions(MSIs) are also useful and valuable sites to study, PWIs allow for
not only for examination of experiences of student-tutors at institutions in different parts of the
US, but their contexts require consideration of societal conversations and attitudes regarding race
and how these affect campus politics, include those in the writing center.
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This IRB approved study (Protocol # 1612018584)3 begins the process of examining
these experiences, studying the sites that educate the majority of American students, including
Black students and, importantly, institutions that educate future professionals in the field. In the
remainder of this chapter I present the methodological frameworks and specific research methods
applied in my study, the purposes of which are to 1) examine the campus racial climate of my
participants’ institutions and their experiences under that climate, 2) to investigate how this
climate may be similarly reflected in the experiences of the tutors in their writing centers, and 3)
to understand and present the perspectives and advice on antiracist writing center activism from
the participants’ experience as Black writing tutors.

3.1

Research Questions

This study presents a qualitative analysis of nine Black writing tutors at seven research PWIs in
seven different states. The study was guided by the following research questions:
1. What are the everyday experiences of Black writing tutors in the centers and on the
campuses of predominantly White (research) institutions?
2. How are these experiences tied to the broader campus culture and attitudes towards race,
racism, and Blackness?
3. Do Black tutors view writing center work as a means through which to engage in
antiracism? If so, what is their advice on how to approach this work?

3

IRB materials (Informed consent and recruitment materials) can be located in the appendices
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3.2

Sample Selection and Recruitment
At the beginning of the study, several criteria were established to determine participant

inclusion in the study. To be considered for the study, all participants needed to meet each of the
following criteria:
1) Identify as Black and/or African-American
Since my study is focused on Black tutors, only tutors who identify as Black and/or
African-American were considered. However, this included tutors who identified as bi- or multiracial, as well as tutors who identified as Black and a specific ethnicity (e.g., JamaicanAmerican)4, as Blackness and Black identity comes in a variety of forms, and this variation may
shape both an individual’s experience and perspectives. I made the decision to focus on Black
tutors exclusively, as opposed to all tutors of color, for two primary reasons. First, as I stated in
the introduction, is my own experience as a Black woman in predominantly White writing
centers on predominantly White campuses and the resulting investment in others with shared or
related experiences. The second reason is that while all people of color may experience racism,
different racial groups have distinct histories in the United States that shape the lives and
experiences of current members of those groups. These unique and diverse experiences extend to
college campuses and are worth deeper exploration in this context. Research demonstrates that
Black students often perceive and even experience more racism on campuses than other nonWhite groups (Ancis et al.; Gurin, et al.; Johnson-Bailey, et. al). To begin to understand the
multiple ways these tutors experience life on campus and conceptualize their roles as tutors, it is

4

African tutors were not specifically excluded from this study, however because I did not state their inclusion in my
call for participants, I may have unintentionally excluded potential African tutors who identify as Black from the
study.
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necessary to look deeper, not wider, and to focus on the Black experience, which as I’ve noted, is
already greatly varied.

2) Be a current writing center tutor at a predominantly white research institution
As I noted earlier, PWIs are important sites to study for the impacts of racism on writing
center work because of their histories and ongoing practices of exclusion and discrimination.
Students of color continue to struggle in these environments, which can often be hostile socially
and academically. Citing a report from the National Center for Educational Statistics, McClain
and Perry noted that while HBCUs enroll a significantly smaller percent of Black students than
PWIs (12.9% to 87.1% in 2004), HBCUs have higher retention and graduation rates, with 21.5%
of all Black undergraduate degrees being earned at HBCUs (1). McClain and Perry point to
campus racial climate, or “the current beliefs, judgments, and outlooks within an academic
society about race, ethnicity, and diversity” as a central issue affecting students’ experiences,
their decisions to stay in school and ability to graduate within four years (page citation).
Research institutions were selected for a number of reasons as well. Although there are a
variety of predominantly White institution types, Black students and other students of color
continue to face significant barriers to large research institutions, enrolling in college at lower
rates than other racial groups, and being over represented at for-profit private institutions. In
2010, 39% of African-American students attended public two-year colleges (Institute for Higher
Education Policy). Between 1994 and 2013, most of the top 100 research institutions, public and
private, decreased the percentage of Black students they admitted (McGill). Low numbers of
Black students on campus contribute to negative campus racial climate, as do larger student
populations typical of research institutions (Hurtado; Harper & Hurtado). Given the number
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current members in the field working at these institutions, and future professionals who will need
to be trained in at these institutions, examining the centers, climates, and experiences of Black
tutors working within them is beneficial to our understanding of how race is operating in our
writing center community.

3) Have at least one semester of previous experience
Participants needed to be able to draw on current experience, but on previous as well.
More importantly, they needed an understanding of what tutoring meant, and to be able to
discuss their approach to tutoring and offer advice confidently. The requirement that they have at
least one semester of prior experience prior to the semester in which they were interviewed was
based on the desire to have tutors familiar enough with tutoring to reflect on their practices and
writing center work to consider it as a possible means of antiracist activism and the implications
of that work. Tutors in their first semester may have still been in their training program,
depending on how the training or education process worked at a given center, and may still be
gaining confidence in or determining their tutoring approach. Further, a single semester of
tutoring may not be sufficient to draw on when discussing experiences inside the writing center,
or to determine comfort levels discussing race and racism with their coworkers or with student
writers.
These criteria were established based on the purpose of my study, which was to seek out
the experience of Black writing tutors at PWIs. Cresswell notes that for studies investigating
certain phenomena, such as racism in PWI writing centers and campus environments, it is
necessary to be narrower in selection criteria, so that participants have experienced the
phenomenon being studied. This is particularly true of grounded theory studies, as participants
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need to contribute to the theory (155). Another requirement for the study was that participants be
willing to complete two rounds of interviews, although they were free to discontinue their
involvement at any time. I initially recruited subjects through selective recruiting by contacting
their directors via email. Directors were sent an email in which I identified myself as a doctoral
candidate seeking interview participants for my dissertation project and containing recruitment
letters for both the director and potential tutor participants. Interested tutors were instructed to
contact me directly to receive more information along with the informed consent. When this
method failed to produce an adequate number of tutors for the study, a general recruitment email
was sent out through the WCenter listserv, directed at both writing center administrators and
tutors. Tutors recruited through this method this followed a similar process of contacting me for
additional information and an informed consent form.

3.3

Participant Description

Research participants included nine current writing tutors. All tutors self-identify as
Black, but several have additional racial identifications. One tutor identifies as Black/Multiracial, and one identifies as Mixed-Race/Black or Mixed-Race/African-American. Five of the
nine have specific ethnic identifications, and four of the participants are first-generation
Americans born in the United States to immigrant parents. The participants included three
graduate students and six undergraduates. Due to the dearth of Black males in the field, there is
only one male participant in the study, the remaining eight participants identifying as female.
Tutors ranged in age from 20 to 36 and came from a variety of disciplinary backgrounds. Tutors
attended seven institutions, each in a different state. Five of the participants attended public
institutions, and four, including the one male participant, attended private institutions. Below I
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provide more detailed descriptions of each participant using the language and identifications they
have provided.
3.3.1

Robin
Robin is a 32-year cis-gendered woman and identifies Black/Multi-racial. She attends

INSTITUTION A, a large public research university in the Midwest where she is working on a
Ph.D. in American Studies. At the start of the study, Robin was completing her second year and
in her second semester as a tutor at her writing center. Following the spring semester, Robin
decided to leave her program and pursue full time employment. She was no longer a student or
tutor at the time of our second interview.
INSTITUTION A is a top public research institution in the Midwestern United States.
The school has a large student body, with approximately 50,000 students, 4% of whom are Black
or African-American,5 and 65% of whom are White. Robin describes her writing center as fairly
diverse, with several tutors of color, including two other Black women. Her center staffs between
40 and 50 tutors from all academic levels and various disciplinary backgrounds. Topics of race
and racism are discussed openly in the writing center and included in the semester-long training
curriculum.
3.3.2

Felicia
Felicia is a 24-year old Black woman. At the start of the study, Felicia was completing

her master’s in English with a concentration in Composition and Rhetoric. Felicia worked at her
writing center for four semesters, and in addition to tutoring, held an administrative position. She
5

It should be noted that this number does not include international students, whose races and ethnicities are
typically not tracked (listed as “International” or “Non-resident Alien”). Therefore, when reported percentages of
Black students on campus, I report only the number of Black American students. Unfortunately, I cannot account for
international students from Africa or elsewhere who may identify as Black and participate in Black student
organizations and events.
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had previously tutored for a semester at her undergraduate institution, and also tutored for a local
community college. Between interviews Felicia graduated with her master’s degree, while
originally planning to pursue a Ph.D. in English Education, decided instead to return to her fulltime job.
Felicia earned her degree from INSTITUTION B, a large public research institution in
the South. INSTITUTION B has around 38,000 students, with a Black student population of
around 11%,6 with a White student population of between 76% and 78% over the past six years.
Felicia’s writing center was also predominantly White. She was one of two tutors of color her
first year, the other being a male African student. During her second year in the center, a Chinese
tutor joined the staff. Race was not a significant topic of discussion in her center, although her
director was open to the topic.
3.3.3

Nica
Nica is a third-year MFA in English student concentrating in fiction writing. At the time

of our first interview, Nica had tutored for two semesters and was completing the second year of
her MFA at INSTITUTION C. During her third year, she reduced her tutoring hours and began
teaching composition courses. Nica is 36 years old and returned to school after earning a M.A at
another institution and working as a teacher. She identifies as a Black woman.
INSTITUTION C is also a public research institution in the South. The school as a 5%
Black student population, and a White student population of 69%. The student body population
falls between 24,000 and 25,000. INSTITUTION C’s writing center staffs over 40 tutors, with
several tutors of color. Nica is the only African-American tutor, although she states that there is

6

Like many institutions, INSTITUTION B counts multi-racial students as a separate category, meaning some multiracial students who may identify primarily as Black, such as Robin from institution A, are likely left out these
calculations
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an international tutor from Africa on staff as well. Race and racism are included in the training
curriculum in her center and in specific center programming.
3.3.4

Sharee
Sharee is 20-years-old and attends a INSTITUTION D, a selective private institution in

the Southeast where she is a junior with a double-major in Global Health and International
Comparative Studies. Sharee had two semesters of experience at the time of the first interview.
She a first-generation American and identifies primarily as Nigerian-American and as Black.
Sharee’s university is a mid-sized, religiously-affiliated private institution with
approximately 15,000 students. The school has a Black student population of _%, while White
students make up _% of the student body. At her writing center, Sharee is the only Black tutor,
although there are a couple other tutors of color among the 20-25 tutors on staff. Her training
curriculum did include readings and guest speakers on topics of race and other issues of diversity
such as disability, gender, and sexuality.
3.3.5

Kristina
Kristina is also a junior and identifies as a woman. She is 20-years old and identifies as

Black, African-American, and West Indian. She is earning a bachelor in communications and
master’s in government. At the beginning of the study, Kristina was completing her second
semester as a tutor in her center.
Kristina attends INSTITUTION E, a private, religiously affiliated institution in the
Northeast. INSTITUTION E is the most diverse school of all the participants’ universities, and
one of the most diverse in the country. Black students make up 18% of the degree seeking and
14% of the total student population, while White students make up 34% of the degree seeking
population and 41% of the total student population. Kristina’s writing center is also the most
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diverse of all those included in the study, with several other tutors of color, including other Black
tutors among the more than 40 tutors on staff. According to Kristina, readings on race and racism
are not included in the training curriculum.
3.3.6

Fatou
Fatou is a first-generation Guinean-American woman. She identifies as Black and

African-American, and says that her African identity is very important to her racially and
ethnically. She is 20-years-old junior double-majoring in Cognitive Science and Political Science
at INSTITUTION F. At the time of the first interview, Fatou had two semesters of tutoring
experience. In her third semester, she took on an additional role of writing fellow.
INSTITUTION F is a large public research institution in the Northeast with a student
body of around 26, 000. The school has a Black student population of approximately 5%, while
White students make up around 60% of the student body. Fatou is one of several tutors of color
on staff at her writing center, including two other Black women. Fatou’s training included
readings and conversations about race and diversity.
3.3.7

Carrie
Carrie is a 21-year-old secondary English major at INSTITUTION F. At the beginning of

the study, Carrie had just completed her junior year, her first year on campus, having previously
attended a regional campus in the same university system. Carrie’s gender identification is
female, and racial identification is Mixed-Race/Black or Mixed-Race/African-American,
although she frequently refers to herself as just “Black.” At the time of the first interview, Carrie
had tutored for two semesters at her current writing center. She had also tutored for two
semesters at her regional campus, for a total of four semesters of experience. However, she said
she did not receive much formal training at her first center.
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3.3.8

Stephanie
Stephanie is 22-years-old, identifies as a cis-gendered female and as Black. She is a first-

generation Sudanese-American. At the beginning of the study, Stephanie had just graduated with
a double major in international relations and community health from her mid-sized private
university. Stephanie worked at her writing center for two semesters. She attended
INSTITUTION G, a selective private school located in the Northeastern United States.
INSTITUTION G has a 3-4% Black student population rate and a 53-56% White student
population rate. The entire student body is composed of about 11,500 students. The tutor
population in Stephanie’s program is predominantly White, but there are a few other tutors of
color. According to Stephanie, her training did include readings on race and language diversity.
3.3.9

Andre

Andre is a 21-year-old junior, also at INSTITUTION G, where he is majoring in
international relations with a minor in entrepreneurial studies. Andre identifies as a Black male.
Ethnically, he identifies as West Indian-American and is a first-generation American. At the
beginning of the study, Andre had worked for two semesters as a writing fellow in his writing
center.

3.4

Methodological Framework
For this study, I employed a grounded theory methodology. Adapting the original

methodology of Glaser and Strauss, Kathy Charmaz defines grounded theory as “a systematic yet
flexible method that emphasizes data analysis, involves simultaneous data collection and
analysis, uses comparative methods, and provides tools for constructing theories” (165). Corbin
and Strauss explain the procedures of grounded theory are useful for studying old problems from
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new perspectives, and also to “study new and emerging areas in need of investigation.” They
also state that “knowledge gained through grounded theory methodology enables persons to
explain and take action to alter, contain, and change situations” (11). The topic and purpose of
this study make grounded theory an appropriate choice, as there is perhaps no problem older or
more salient in the United States than racial tension and inequality. Further, as stated previously,
the voices of people of color and tutors have been underrepresented in scholarship in writing
center studies, including on the topic of race and writing centers’ role in combating racism. Thus,
this study offers new perspectives on an old problem and an area of growing interest to writing
center scholars. Additionally, by seeking out the insight and experience of Black tutors, the study
builds connections across participants that speak to common issues on PWI campuses and in
writing centers at a variety of institution types. However, it also theorizes about possible
approaches to these problems, based in knowledge gained from the participants’ experiences
working in centers and living on their campuses.

3.4

Data Collection and Analysis
Data were collected through two-part semi-structured interviews and analyzed using a

grounded theory approach. Interview research is research that views “people, their
interpretations, perceptions, meanings and understandings, as the primary data sources” (Mason
56). It is a collaborative process between participant and researcher (Kvale and Brinkmann)
through which researchers and their participants can seek out and make sense of lived
experiences (Seidman). Jackie Grutsch McKinney notes that interviews are a useful approach for
writing center researchers because writing center questions often focus on individual experiences
and perceptions about the functioning of a writing center or the work of writing center tutors and
professionals (53). She goes on to say that “Qualitative interviews let us dive deep with
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participants, to talk to them long enough that we walk away with a sense of their experiences and
perspectives on those experiences.” Unlike journalistic interviews, McKinney notes, “a
qualitative approach seeks perspectives and personal stories” (54).
Each participant completed two semi-structured interviews and agreed to follow up via
email for additional questions and clarifications.7 One participant, Kristina, requested and
completed a third interview to share additional updates on her experiences at her writing center.
The first round of interviews took place during the months of May and June of 2017. Due to the
semi-structured nature of the interview, and the variability in the participants’ experience, the
interviews ranged in length from 45 to 80 minutes. Because of my grounded theory
methodology, the data collection and analysis processes are iterative, flexible, and intertwined,
with analysis taking place during as data is still being collected (Corbin & Strauss; Charmaz
“Constructivist” 299; Cresswell 86). This required that I allow the interview questionnaire to
evolve, as initial data revealed emerging common strands relevant to the experiences of Black
writing tutors and the contexts of predominantly White institutions in the United States at the
time of the interview. The flexibility of the questionnaire is another benefit to the semi-structured
approach. From the first interview, I generated data regarding
A. Background and demographic information about each participant (e.g. age, major,
racial identification)
B. General writing center experience (e.g. number of semesters worked, application
and training process, motivation for applying to work in the writing center)
C. Racialized writing center experiences (e.g., inclusion of race-related readings and
trainings, comfort levels discussing race with coworkers and directors, witnessing

7

I contacted Kristina and Carrie for clarification of comments made during the second interview.
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of racism in the writing center, working with other Black students or students of
color)
D. Perception of campus racial climate (e.g., perception of campus racial diversity,
race-based events on and around campus, institutional value of diversity and
inclusion)
E. Writing centers and antiracist activism (e.g. writing centers’ potential for
antiracism, tutor responsibility, personal activism in and outside the writing
center)
Initial interviews were manually transcribed and analyzed using a constant comparison method
(Charmaz; Corbin & Strauss) to develop initial themes. The initial themes were used as a
foundation for further exploration during the second round of interviews (Seidman).8 The second
round of interviews took place during the month of September 2017 and lasted between 25 and
40 minutes in length, with the exception of one interview, which lasted 60 minutes.9 The second
round of interviews generated in-depth data regarding:
A. Significance of race and other identities to campus experiences (e.g., friend
circles, perception by others)
B. Specific experiences of racism in the writing center (e.g. interactions with other
tutors and directors, pushback from students)
C. Specific experiences of racism on campus (institutional racism, microaggressions,
interactions with professors)

8

The questionnaires for both interviews can be found in the appendices.
The third interview with Kristina was a follow-up to events discussed during the second, and is considered part of
that round. The third interview lasted approximately 30 minutes.
9
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Throughout the data collection and analysis process, I also relied on memoing process
common to grounded theory methodology (Cresswell 85; Corbin & Strauss 107, 117-118). My
memoing process was ongoing during the collection and analysis processes, and involved
reflection and note-taking on observations from the data, which helped guide analysis. One
example is the note that in the initial interviews, all female participants mentioned, although
sometimes in passing (not in response to a specific question), their gendered identities explicitly.
Only the male participant did not, which led to questions about raced and gendered experiences
during the second round of interviews.

3.5

Positionality

I have acknowledged in the introduction and earlier in this chapter that the idea for this project
grew from my own experiences as a Black female writing tutor on the campuses of
predominantly White institutions. Beyond being a tutor, I have also been a student, teacher,
mentor, and human being on these campuses. Coming into this project, I was aware that my own
experiences were shaping the questions I chose to ask, as well as my interactions with the
participants. The scarcity of Black males in the field led to eight of my nine participants being
female, and my analysis taking on a heavily gendered nature, giving me even more in common
with the majority of my participants, even those who are first generation Americans or multiracial, as all of the participants identify primarily or equally as Black. Given how I came to this
project, the subject of my study, and how invested in the project and the topic I am, I feel the
need to reflect on my positionality as it relates to the study, it’s participants, and the findings.
I will begin by stating that I believe considerations of positionality are important for any
study exploring identity. H. Richard Milner makes this point in particular about studies involving
race, arguing that researchers need to explore their own racial and cultural identities as part of
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the research process. He stresses this for researchers who are not part of the racial group they are
studying, namely, White researchers, but states it can be useful for those who share racial
identities with their participants as well. I contend with my positionality not to deny any potential
biases, but rather as an acknowledgement of my identity and position in relation to that of my
participants. Corbin and Strauss stress the importance of considering researcher background as
part of the research process and theory building (28-29). I acknowledge that I receive my
participants’ stories and accept their accounts of their racialized experiences as truth, in part
because these are the stories they give to me, in part because I hear reflected in their stories
elements of my own experiences that I cannot deny. Citing Dillard, Milner notes that “each time
a researcher engages in research, he or she is (re)searching himself or herself all over again, in
addition to studying something or someone else” (395). I am a part of this study in multiple
ways. Several participants asked why I had chosen this topic, leading me to share some of my
experiences. I build rapport through my back and forth with the participants as they share their
stories, and I share my own. And I firmly believe that many of the participants only agreed to
participate because of my own identity as a Black person, perhaps even my identity as a Black
woman, given the gendered nature of many of the experiences shared.
Milner allows for the disputing or countering of narratives given by participants (396).
He suggests that researcher and participant may interpret a given situation differently, and the
researcher may offer a different explanation. However, for most of the experiences shared with
me, I believe it would be inappropriate for me to dispute, given that I did not witness any of the
encounters. Further, I believe that challenging my participants’ stories may violate their right to
be believed, and undermine one of the purposes of this study, which is to call attention to the
realities of racism in these environments. My positionality as a Black woman, student, and
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writing center professional has given me the (un)fortunate ability to recognize racism for what it
is. And I approach this study with the assumption that the participants who have chosen to share
their experiences can do the same.

3.6

Chapter Preview
As noted earlier, the analysis process was iterative and ongoing. I conducted a

preliminary analysis of initial interview data, which yielded themes such as responsibility,
complex identities, silence and negotiation of words, gender, power and institution and
microagressions. Several of these became the basis for the second interview’s questionnaire,
providing more depths to the participants’ initial responses and allowing me to develop
categories that eventually developed into the chapters I present below. In Chapter 4: Racial
Injuries: Climate and Culture and Nooses on Campus, I discuss the racial climate as perceived by
my nine participants, based on their judgement of institutional value placed on racial diversity
and inclusion, as well as on the handling of racially charged events. I also discuss specific
incidents of racism they experience in daily life or through encounters with the institution, all of
which inflicts injuries on them as students and people, which in turn, affects them as tutors.
In Chapter 5:” Forced to Filter: Experiences of Black Tutors in PWI Writing Centers, the
focus shifts to inside the writing center, and I argue that many of the same injuries the
participants endure elsewhere on campus also occur in their place of work. I offer a theory of
“filtering” to explain the ways in which the participants negotiate the racial climate of their
writing centers in the when they are confronted when attacks on their character, denials of
credibility, and silencing moves by their tutees, but also by their fellow tutors and directors. The
third, and final, analysis chapter is entitled “Potential and Responsibility: The Who, What, How
for Writing Center Antiracism.” This chapter offers the perspectives and advice on antiracism
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from the nine participants, based on their experience as writing tutors and Black Americans. The
tutors offer their opinion on writing centers potential for meaningful antiracist activism, as well
as what form that activism might take. They also share their insight on the responsibilities of
various stakeholders in this matter.
This study closes with a reflection on activism, on this project about and as activism. It
reflects on the give and take that occurred between research and participants, particularly as this
project grew, because of its participants, into a Black feminist study. The researcher considers
her own experiences as a Black, female writing tutor, and the process of mutual validation of
experience through conversation with others. The chapter concludes with considerations of the
implications, limitations, and possibilities of such research.
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CHAPTER 4.

RACIAL INJURIES: CLIMATE AND CULTURE AND
NOOSES ON CAMPUS

While there has been no shortage of attention to writing centers’ institutional contexts, what
this means for centers as sites for antiracist activism has yet to be adequately explored. Similarly,
while writing center scholars have considered the significance of race in their centers, there has
been less scholarly attention paid to the broader campus culture regarding race and how this may
affect the lives and work of their tutors. Numerous scholars have called for increasing the
diversity of tutors in writing centers as a first step to more racially aware and just centers.
However, when inviting students of color into positions in the center, writing center
administrators at PWIs must always remember that the centers are located within institutions
where their student employees of color are frequently subjected to racial microaggressions and
harassment and always subjected to racism embedded into the institution itself through policies
and practices that, for example, lead to a three percent Black population at an institution, and
then make it harder for those three percent to matriculate or to progress with the same speed or
academic performance as their White peers. Students of color report higher perceptions of racial
bias on their campus than do White students (Rankin & Reason, Harper & Hurtado). Black
students tend to report the highest perception racial bias and experiences of racism compared to
other racial minority groups (Gurin et al.; Ancis et al.; Johnson-Bailey et al.).
The nine participants in my study, from seven different public and private institutions in
the United States, detailed racial slurs hurled out of cars at Black women as they walk across
campus, nooses hung from trees, and a variety of other racially-charged events targeting Black
students and other students of color, which their university administrators failed to adequately
address. They reported protests in response to national events linked to the Black Lives Matter
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Movement and the election of Donald Trump as President of the United States, both of which
have changed national discussions on race and racism and also led to specific race-related events
on campuses. These events are not relevant in the abstract, not for students who inhabit the
identities being analyzed or attacked.
The Black tutors in this study, like those at all centers with peer tutors, are Black
students. They are Black students in their classrooms, and when they walk across campus, when
they sit in their dorm rooms, or the cafeteria, or the student union. They remain students when
they tutor. More importantly, they are “people.” And their identity as “tutor,” does not supersede
that of “person,” particularly when they are confronted with an onslaught of racism at all levels
of their educational experience and when they face that same (unaddressed) racism in their
writing center environments. The participants’ identities as Black Americans are significant to
their everyday experiences on their campuses. Writing center administrators must think beyond
their centers as institutional sites, to consider institutional culture and context from a racial
politics perspective, and how that context affects the lives of their tutors, and thus the work of
their centers. As Pimentel et al. write, “Students and teachers do not leave their race, ethnicity,
sexuality, gender, or class in a heap outside the classroom [or writing center] door (112).” The
identities of my nine participants shape their experiences on their campuses, including and
particularly their experiences of racism. It also shapes their activities and ways of engaging with
others, often in response to or as a way of coping with their environment. In the remainder of this
chapter, I first provide more information about the identities of my nine participants, the
similarities and differences, before providing an overview of the participants’ perspectives on
institutional culture and/of racism and specific events on their campus. Then, I provide an
analysis of the participants’ narratives to demonstrate how this culture leads to local racial
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injuries as Black students on PWI campuses, both through daily and routine interactions with
classmates and teachers, as well as through encounters with institutional agents and realities,
through which institutional racism becomes localized and affects participants directly.

4.1

Participant Identity and Diversity
The tutors included in this study inhabit a variety of identities across the spectrum of

Blackness. Five of the nine participants have ties to specific ethnicities (Sudanese, Nigerian,
Guinean, and 2 West Indian), and four of those five are first-generation Americans, which
changes the way they have learned about Blackness from their family members as well as what
“Black” means. Sharee, for example, a Nigerian-American, has mostly Black friends on campus,
but also feels the need to connect with other Africans and first generation Americans of African
descent. All participants, however, assert their identities as Black Americans, based on their
lived experiences in their home cities and states, and on the campuses of their institutions. In
addition to the ethnic ties of some participants, two more of the nine are mixed-race
(Black/White, and Black/White/Native), with both women identifying both as Black and as
multiracial-Black. The variety among the participants demonstrates that there is no single
“Black” identity. The participants come from a variety of racial and ethnic backgrounds, class
backgrounds, and geographic areas. Despite this, there remain commonalities across their
experiences, at both the public and private institutions, at both the graduate and undergraduate
levels, that can help shed insight on what it is like to be a Black student at a predominantly White
institution.
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4.2

Institutional Culture and/of Racism
Sylvia Hurtado’s foundational 1992 study on campus racial climate found that institutions

that students of color at large, public, or selective institutions reported high rates of racial
conflict on their campus. Hurtado’s findings have since been expanded upon by several other
studies, including Hurtado and Harper’s 2007 meta-analysis, in which they identify nine themes
of campus racial climate from fifteen years of research. One of the themes was that consistently
across the literature Harper & Hurtado found Differential Perceptions of Campus Climate by
Race, with White students perceiving climate as more positive than students of color. White
students also tended to overestimate the satisfaction of their minority peers. Students of all races
acknowledged racial segregation on campus and expressed frustration over the disconnect
between espoused institutional commitment to diversity and actual policies and support
programs. The participants in this study discuss some of the same issues as those from previous
studies, indicating a culture of disrespect and institutional racism at their schools, where, as
students of color, they do not feel valued or expected to perform at the same level as their White
peers.
The participants in this study expressed a sentiment reflecting one of Harper and
Hurtado’s findings, which was that institutional commitments to racial equality and inclusion
were insincere or did not go far enough. Despite this, some participants did give more positive
takes on their administration's’ efforts than others. Kristina, whose campus is the most diverse
and whose president is a racial minority,10 expressed the most positive opinion of her

10

The remaining university presidents are all White men, with the exception of one, who is a White woman.
According to the 2017 American College President Study, as of 2016, 70% of college and university presidents were
White, and 81% were male. 58% were over the age of 60. http://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/ComprehensiveDemographic-Profile-of-American-College-Presidents-Shows-Slow-Progress-in-Diversifying-LeadershipRanks.aspx
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administration’s approach and commitment to diversity and inclusion, noting that the
administration “brags about [the school’s] diversity,” but had also supported Muslim students
following the Muslim ban.11 Andre also gave a mostly positive review of his administration,
giving them a seven out of ten in terms of effort to make the campus more diverse. He states, “I
think that the administration and the people overseeing the school are very progressive and want
to do the right thing, but there’s also the fiscal aspect of it. And, having been really close to the
director of diversity within admissions, I can definitely tell that, in an ideal world, they would
have a more diverse school, so I give them that, but it’s not as diverse as it should be.” Robin
felt that her administration was doing an adequate job, but based this primarily on her experience
at a previous institution, which she said “was lackluster, at best.” She said that at her current
institution, a genuine commitment to racial diversity and inclusion, “seems more important,” but
“there’s definitely still more work that needs to be done.”
The remaining six participants, when asked if they felt their university administration
valued diversity, gave responses amounting to, “yeah, but” or, “they say, but.” For example,
Stephanie, who attends the same institution as Andre, described the school as progressive. She
responded, “I think the administration tries, but they also kind of hotly push down activists.” She
went on to say, “the administration tries, but I feel like it’s just kind of like for show at times.
Umm, it kinda depends on individual administrators.” The “for show” sentiment was repeated by
others, such as Sharee, who said that her administration wants to “uphold a certain image” and
“minimize conflict;” Carrie, who said her administration’s diversity efforts were a “facade;” and
Felicia, who gave this response:

11

Formally titled Executive Order 13769, “Protecting the Nation from Foreign Terrorist into the United States,”
first issued January 27th, 2017 (http://www.cnn.com/2017/01/28/politics/text-of-trump-executive-order-nation-banrefugees/index.html)
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Okay, so I think that it’s on the table, like, I think the language says diversity, but I see
ways where they could recruit students, especially since a lot of African-Americans live
in [the state], and it’s a state institution, so I just think that, they care, but I think more
action could be put into the caring, and the words on the page.
Felicia’s response, like Sharee’s and Carrie’s indicates a separation between the claims
the administration makes, and its actions. The women do not feel valued as part of the campus
community. Their comments represent common issue in higher education administration as
observed by Chesler, Lewis, and Crowfoot in Challenging Racism in Higher Education, that
administrations of colleges and universities across the country “publically support diversity
efforts that reach out to historically underrepresented groups, although they may or may not
vigorously pursue this agenda in practice” (161). Citing Knowles and Harleston, the authors note
another barrier to diversity is that administrators understand diversity to mean simply “adding
people of color, ‘but they do not consider the possibility that the institution itself might have to,
or should change’ (6)” (163). The “numbers only” approach explains why even students such as
Felicia, on a campus with a 12% Black student population, significantly higher than many of
other participants’ institutions and PWI’s around the country, still expressed feeling unsafe and
unwelcome on her campus, and that her administration was not fully committed to making her
feel so.
Nica and Fatou gave the most blatantly negative reviews of their administrations’
approaches to racial inclusion. Nica, a graduate student at a large public institution, explains,
I am not sure how important they see [racial inclusion], because I know right now I am working
with another professor and we’re trying to create the Black Graduate Student Association and
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reestablish it because...that’s the first time I met other Black students and a number of them feel
like we’re not included really, that we’re not actually made to feel comfortable or included in the
[campus] environment. So, I can’t really say that the administration feels really that it’s anything
that’s important at all.
Fatou had perhaps the most negative perception of her university’s administration, “I
think that they like to say that it’s very important, but when it comes down to . . .. Like they
make statements regarding different incidences, but when it comes down to the day-to-day
operations, there’s a lot of underlying racist things about it.” Fatou points to a specific example
indicating her administration’s not just lack of commitment, but direct act of racism, in which
racial cultural groups were barred, by the Chief Diversity Officer, from participating in the
university’s homecoming events. The cultural centers were not barred as punishment for
inappropriate behavior or any wrongdoing. The justification given was that allowing them to
participate somehow “perpetuated inequality.” Fatou explained that during the homecoming
parade, the traditionally White Greek organizations would create floats designed around the
year’s theme. The cultural centers, without the same money and resources, typically walked with
signs and banners. According to Fatou, the Chief Diversity Officer, “said that it just didn’t look
fair, since the White Greeks have the large floats, and we were walking, and she said that we
were academically disadvantaged.”
Harper and Hurtardo discuss Chief Diversity Officer positions being created to help
address racial inequality and promote inclusive practices on college campuses, but in Fatou’s
example, the opposite seems to occur. Fatou took offense to the diversity officer’s claim that
students affiliated with the cultural centers were “academically disadvantaged.”
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when you use language like that, towards the cultural centers, the people who make up
the cultural centers have those cultural backgrounds, so a lot of it was, almost an attack
on our character and our capabilities of students of color on this campus. It also makes
the assumption that the students in traditionally White Greek organizations have a higher
propensity to do their work, and to do their work well, despite this huge distraction that
happens in October. So, instances like that happen, but when they’re [the administration]
pressured to make statements about things, for example the results of this past recent
[presidential]election, when the student body puts a lot of pressure on them to make
statements and they do, and they want to act like our voices are heard and the president
hosts all these forums and we have all these discussions, but they’re usually reactionary,
as opposed to proactive.
Fatou does note that she believed the diversity officer was given orders by a higher
administrator to deliver the message about the barring from homecoming activities, but the
whole situation, including the language used, points again to what appears to be a trend in the
participants’ accounts, which is that efforts to improve diversity and address the needs and
concerns of students of color are minimal, surface-level, or, as Fatou, says “reactionary.”
Further, there are clear, though unspoken, assumptions about the students’ of color academic
performance collectively, that gives no consideration, from Fatou’s perspectives, for why
students of color might be “academically disadvantaged” or to make meaningful change. Instead,
Fatou says her administration is content to hide inequalities, “even though those inequalities are
gonna be there, even if you can’t see them.”
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4.3

Racialized Events & Institutional Response
Fatou’s story of how her administration handled homecoming provides just a single, but

striking, example of how PWI administrations often fail their students of color, leading them to
feel neglected, insulted, or otherwise wronged. Participants in this study based their perceptions
of how the institution valued racial diversity, inclusion, and equality primarily on the limited
recruitment of and programmatic support for Black students and other students of color, as well
as inaction in response to racist events on campus directly affecting Black students and other
students of color.
When it came to the typical duties of an administration often associated with diversity,
many of the participants thought their upper administrations could do better. Felicia, for
example, felt that her campus should have a larger percentage of Black students, given the state’s
large Black population, and that her university had not done enough to recruit Black students and
other students of color. Stephanie had participated in her campus’s “3% Protest,” in which Black
students on campus had called attention to the university’s low number of Black students on
campus and demanded stronger recruitment. Meanwhile, Robin, a Ph.D. student in American
Studies, felt that, beyond recruiting students of color, the university needed more targeted hiring
of diverse faculty and staff, a claim that is also made by Chesler, Lewis, and Crowfoot, “Clearly,
a focus needs to be placed on creating in predominantly white institutions an environment that
supports and develops graduate students of color and faculty of color” (163). Although simply
having them there is not enough to bring about change by itself, as people of color at PWIs face
significant racial barriers and discrimination at all levels (Chesler, Lewis, and Crowfoot), by
supporting graduate students and faculty, universities can help establish a critical mass of people
of color committed to academia and higher education that is necessary to create change.
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Several other participants, while lamenting the low numbers of Black students at their
universities, pointed out issues beyond the limited recruitment of undergraduate students, such as
racial incidents on campus and their administrations’ frequently unsatisfactory responses. Sharee
detailed numerous events that had occurred on her campus during her first two years and
immediately preceding,
The year before I arrived, someone had hung a noose on campus. And then my freshman
year, in the fall, someone defaced a Black Lives Matter poster. And then, in the spring of
my freshman year, someone had all over the sidewalks written “Trump 2016,” so this was
obviously before he got elected, but this was during Hispanic Student Recruitment Week,
so it was targeted towards Hispanic individuals, and that was really upsetting. And, there
were incidents during my sophomore year, too, I just can’t remember them off the top of
my head. [And] during my freshman year, a Black employee, a Black staff worker at [my
university] had been hit by a White administrator, like, he hit her with his car. And, there
was a lot of backlash against that and like, “he said, she said.” And, uh, until a thorough
investigation was done, I think they wouldn’t properly punish the administrator who had
hit the employee.
Sharee recounts example after example of racial incidents, all over the course of a couple of
semesters, one directly involving an administrator who nearly escaped punishment for injuring a
Black staff member. Like Fatou, she felt that her administration responded more often due to
pressure or obligation, rather than genuine concern over the events that have occurred.
In the fall when the poster was defaced, there was a lot of student backlash. So, the
administration sent out an email. And that usually happens when there’s an incident on
the campus. The administrators send out an email saying, “we don’t tolerate this, blah,
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blah, blah, blah.” With very pretty words, and they don’t- to me I don’t interpret them as
insincere, but if they don’t comment then they’re ignoring, so they have to comment.
Carrie and Nica also felt that their administrations did not adequately respond to or take action
when racist events happened on campus. Carrie felt that her school was putting little effort into
making her and other students feel welcome and included. When I asked why, she responded,
Because there’s still small isolated racial incidents that occur on campus that kind of get
pushed to the side. They don’t get too much attention other than conversations between
students. So, I would think that if the overall campus community is encouraged and says
that they want to improve racial equality on campus, those conversations would be more
public and actually influence some more positive changes.
Nica pointed to protests on her campus about national events such as Donald Trump’s election,
and more local concerns, such a protest against inequality on campus. According to Nica, those
leading the protest against inequality went to the administration seeking “acknowledgement and
awareness that things like this happen and that it needs to be addressed.” However, she says, “it
didn’t seem like anything actually came from that. I’ve never seen anyone from the
administration physically come out to protest that I saw. I didn’t see anybody come out.”
It is clear from the accounts thus far that the participants feel that there is a tendency to
overlook and ignore the needs, concerns, and feelings of students of color on their campuses.
Often these feelings arise from inattention to students of color, and a failure to support, listen to,
and defend them from harassment. Nica, again, expressed this when she spoke of her efforts to
reestablish the Black Graduate Student Association, because she and other Black graduate
students felt in campus discourse, as well as the administration’s refusal to respond to Black
students’ protests and concerns regarding a White student’s use of blackface, posted on the
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student’s social media accounts. Fatou shared similar stories regarding a learning community
intended to support the retention of Black male students on her campus. Although the university
was providing support, the program was “being put under a microscope the entire year. So, that
was not fun because that was all you would hear about, and there was always extra security on
[the Black men’s] floor, not security, but RAs did extra rounds on that floor, and things like
that.” According to Fatou, the program was “demonized,” before it officially began, with racist
messages written on the group’s Facebook page: “I remember this one Facebook comment; this
man said, ‘they already have a learning community for black men. It’s called the prison system.’
A parent said that. On our Facebook page. And someone else made a similar comment, further
down, and no one from [the university] flagged it or said anything was inappropriate about it.” In
both Fatou and Nica’s examples, we see university administrations failing to defend the dignity
of their Black students. In having RAs conduct extra rounds, the university takes extra steps to
undermine the dignity and attack the character of Black students, as it did when referring to them
as “academically disadvantaged” and barring them from homecoming, this time by effectively
policing them in what is supposed to be not just their home, but a community of support to help
them be successful in an already difficult environment.
The significance of the social media posts in the participants’ accounts should not be
overlooked. Tynes et al. point to similarities between on campus racial microaggressions and
online racial discrimination for Black students at PWIs. Their findings were consistent with other
studies, indicating that Black students have more negative perceptions of campus racial climate,
and also finding that Black students not only experience higher rates of discrimination on
campus, but also higher rates of online discrimination than their White peers. Nica and Fatou
discuss how Black students on their campuses have been disparaged online, and their universities
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failed to respond adequately. In some cases, the university did respond to online racial
harassment. Felicia explained that a White student threatened a Black student on her campus,
writing “I’ll kill you, nigger.” The student was expelled. It is worth noting, that a difference
between Felicia’s example and Fatou and Nica’s example is that the social media post is a death
threat, as opposed to “mere” harassment. It may not be completely unfair to wonder if the student
would have been punished for donning blackface or making racist remarks, particularly since
Felicia also recounts how, during the time of the election, students were “drawing pictures on the
sidewalk” and they “drew the pictures at night, going around at night.” The pictures were of a
wall and had captions read “build the wall” and other “Trump-heavy rhetoric” that made her feel
unsafe as a Black student on campus. The university did not investigate, and Felicia says, “I just
went to my house, you know, cuz I didn’t know who those people were.” Felicia was not
physically harmed or personally threatened, but she felt unsafe being on her campus.
Several studies have examined how students of color attending predominantly White
institutions are affected by their racial climate on their campus. Their academic performances
may suffer, as well as their emotional well-being (Hurtado, Harper & Hurtardo, MorganePatterson & Barnett, Reiter). Most writing center directors, being White university employees
and administrators, cannot imagine the feeling of being a young Black female student on a
campus where she feels her physical safety is in jeopardy, and those in power do not care. But
the distance from that experience is precisely why directors must make more conscious effort to
pay attention to racial climate of their campuses, of what the students of color in their writing
centers, those who come in as writers and those who are employed as tutors, may be
experiencing once they exit the writing center. If Black students and other students of color do
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not feel safe and respected generally on their campuses, then writing center directors must
recognize that, and work hard to make sure their centers are spaces of support and inclusion.
The need for writing centers to be a space that is strikingly different from the hostile
racial environment students of color face elsewhere on campus is immense as hate crimes
targeting people of color have increased both off and on college campuses. According to the
National Center for Educational Statistics, in 2014 there were a total of 804 hate crimes on
college and university campuses, with race being the primary motivator/bias, followed by sexual
orientation. The same was true in 2013. Four-year colleges and universities such as those
attended by my participants had the highest rates of hate crimes, likely because they have the
highest enrollment of students. However, race was the primary category of hate crime across
institution types (Musu-Gillette et al. p 128). The Anti-Defamation League reported that during
the 2016-2017 school year, there had been at least 107 incidents of White Supremacist flyers
being posted on college campuses in 32 states by March of the Spring 2017 semester (as cited by
Journal of Blacks in Higher Education, “Anti-Defamation”). And, along with many other
heinous racist acts, the JBHE also reported nooses being found hanging on two college
campuses, in one case from a tree with bananas attached (Journal of Blacks in Higher Education,
“Racism”).
While racism has always been a problem on college campuses, the participants’ stories
point repeatedly to the 2016 election of Donald Trump as a significant event that shifted the
racial climate at the schools. Following the election, there were widespread reports of hate
crimes across the nation against Muslims and other marginalized groups. Participants across
institutions spoke about chants and sidewalk messages of “Build the Wall.” Kristina said that,
following the election, she sensed and heard “new ideas being formed on the campus, and people
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being unafraid, like in the world now, being unafraid to show their true colors or true racist
sides.” Robin stated that immediately after the election was when she felt her identity was “most
salient” and she was “felt a sense of being really aware of [her] identity more than normal.” She
also recounted the story of an Asian-American female student who was physically assaulted on
her campus, while on Carrie and Fatou’s campus, Muslim students, led by a fellow writing center
tutor, staged a protest in response to Trump’s ban.
Nica reported protests and demonstrations on her campus following the election, as did
Andre. Fatou explained that, the day after the election, she had a shift at the writing center and
she did not want to go in, not just because she was tired from having stayed up to watch the
results, but because she was dealing with her emotions as a Black woman who now had a
president who engaged openly in racism and every other form of -ism imaginable. Fatou went in
for her shift because “the tutees who scheduled with [her] did not ask for [her] not to be there,”
and she felt she had an obligation to the writers who had scheduled appointments with her.
Immediately after her shift at the writing center, she went to a demonstration regarding the
election results during which students made demands of the university’s administration. Fatou
was unsure of what the demands were. Not being a huge fan of protests and demonstrations, she
attended primarily out of solidarity. While there she witnessed another moment of students of
color being policed, like the Black male students in the learning community, and having their
sense of safety threatened, as Felicia’s was on her campus following the election. Fatou
explained, “I was just looking at everyone’s faces, and the cops in the distance with their hands
on their sides, right? So, I’m just like, it’s literally 4:00 pm. The sun is still out. Who is going to
do something that you have to shoot them for? Why is your hand on your gun? For what reason?
On a campus that has cows on it?” Fatou is there observing the faces of people hurt by the
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election’s results and concerned about how it may affect their lives as students. She is upset by
the cops’ behavior in such a setting: a PWI campus, with cows on it, at 4:00 in the afternoon.
Additionally, unlike the examples earlier, the policing and physical threat here are much more
real. These are real police with real guns at the ready. And, at least from Fatou’s perspective,
they did not have her protection in mind when they put their hands to their side, ready to draw
their guns at a moment’s notice.
The notion of Black people as inherently dangerous has centuries-old roots, and the
perceived threat is intensified whenever Black people gather, including for peaceful
demonstrations. This occurred during the Civil Rights Movement, when Black people were
beaten and jailed for gathering, and more recently during the Black Lives Matter movement.
Black Lives Matter has had perhaps the most visible impact on campus racial climate in the past
several years, with protests and die-ins occurring on campuses across the country and students
spurred to activism by reading story after story and viewing video after video of Black men and
women killed by police. Sharee spoke of a Black Lives Matter poster being defaced on her
campus, and Andre expressed frustration with “progressive” White students leading Black Lives
Matter protests at his campus, while accusing a prominent Republican politician of being a
member of the KKK.
and then they’re gonna say something that’s really ignorant and don’t understand the
issue; now this guy, who’s probably a decent guy, is going to associate Black Lives
Matter with a lot of ignorance. That’s the type of stuff that gets to me [my school] where
people wanna do whatever they can to help, but don’t think about the ramifications of
every action, because they don’t live with the consequences everyday like a Black student
does, like an undocumented immigrant does.
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Andre makes several important points, one of them being about the difference in consequences,
or lack of consequences, for White people. Many of the students on Andre’s campus have no
sense of what their Whiteness affords them. However, although one would hope writing center
directors would not make baseless accusations that a politician is a Klansman, it is not
unreasonable to ask how many directors have investigated their Whiteness much more than these
students. And if directors are committed, if not to antiracism, then at least to unoppressive work
environments, then that is a crucial first step.
Another point Andre makes is about the perception of Black Lives Matter, which can
vary greatly. Black Lives Matter began in 2012 following the death of 17-year old Trayvonn
Martin and the subsequent acquittal of George Zimmerman. It grew into a hashtag and then a
full-fledged movement following the shooting of another unarmed Black teenager, Michael
Brown, in Ferguson, Missouri in the summer of 2014 (BlackLivesMatter.org). Following
Brown’s death, police descended on Ferguson with riot gear and tear gas, which they used
repeatedly on peaceful demonstrators, sparking outrage from both sides of the political aisle. The
movement continued to be criticized and its leaders disparaged, however. And in August of 2017
the FBI released a report entitled “Black Identity Extremists Likely Motivated to Target Law
Enforcement Officers.” The report reads, “The FBI assesses it is very likely Black Identity
Extremists’ (BIE) perceptions of police brutality against African Americans spurred an increase
in premeditated, retaliatory, lethal violence against law enforcement and will very likely serve as
justification for such violence.” While the report does not name Black Lives Matter, it does make
a direct connection to Michael Brown’s death, reading,
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The FBI assess (sic) it is very likely this increase began following the 9 August 2014
shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, and the subsequent Grand Jury
November 2014 declination to indict the police officers involved. The FBI assesses it is
very likely incidents of alleged abuse against African Americans since then have
continued to feed the resurgence in ideologically motivated, violent criminal activity
within the BIE movement. (2)

An article from Foreign Policy in October of 2017 noted that the term “Black Identity
Extremist” returned only five Google search results, all from law enforcement documents, and
all from within the previous two months. The report itself cites six examples of individuals
deemed to be “Black Identity Extremists,” Black people who have attacked police since 2014,
including Micah Johnson, the man who shot 11 police officers in Dallas in July of 2016. Despite
the limited number of violent incidents in which police have been victimized by Black people,
and the fact that those people had no ties to the Black Lives Matter movement, the movement
and Black people more generally are being implicated alongside a small number of individuals
who have chosen to take violent actions against police officers. Writing center directors need to
be aware of these conversations, of what is happening in the world that affects people of color,
because what affects people of color affects students of color, including their tutors. Black
people who stand up for justice are being labeled “Black Identity Extremists” and are being
targeted by the FBI. And a Black tutor at the writing center leaves her shift, and goes to peaceful
demonstration, only to be watched over by a police officer with his hand on his gun.
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4.4

Direct Injuries
In addition to a general sense of disrespect and not being valued as part of their campus

communities, many of the participants in this study had individual experiences that also shaped
their perceptions of the campus racial climate. Some of these were relatively “mild;” for
example, several of the women reported having had White men shout at them from passing cars.
In most cases the women did not feel threatened by these shouts, but found them stupid and
annoying. More injurious to the participants were the incidents of racism that took place in faceto-face interactions as part of their daily life as students, or incidents in which institutional
racism made a direct impact on their individual lives or educational experiences. In the following
sections I present an analysis of these two forms of racial injuries as experiences by the Black
writing tutors on their campuses.
4.4.1

Daily Campus Life
Several studies have examined how racism is an everyday occurrence for Black students

and other students of color on the campuses of PWIs. While the participants in this study did not
report experiencing racial microaggressions on a daily basis, they did have many stories to share.
One of the most common experiences expressed by students of color at predominantly White
institutions is the idea that they must be “representatives” for their entire racial group (Chesler,
Lewis, & Crowfoot; Reiter; Harper & Hurtado). Beyond this, students of color have their
intelligence challenged or questioned, as those around them rely on negative stereotypes
regarding people of color and academic achievement. Lewis, Chesler, and Forman provide an
in-depth analysis of the challenges facing students of color at PWIs when confronting the
expectations of their peers.
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Whether they come from racially segregated or desegregated secondary schools, once
they enter predominantly White college environs [students of color] are required to
negotiate and/or renegotiate their identities, expectations, and relations with others. By
paying close attention to the words of these young people of color, one realizes that they
are confronted with a daunting set of pressures and demands. They are expected by their
White peers to be representatives of their racial/ethnic group and to embody certain
racial/ethnic stereotypes--the supposedly “positive” as well as the obviously “negative”
ones. At the same time, Whites question why they emphasize recognition of their own
and others’ race/ethnicity, and why they will not just assimilate or “blend in.”
Furthermore, not only do Whites ascribe racial/ethnic identities and behaviors to students
of color, they and members of the students’ own identity groups also often challenge
students of color with regard to their racial/ethnic membership “qualifications” (e.g. are
they “too Black”?’ do they “act White”? Are they “really Latino”?). Additionally, the
individual abilities and talents of students of color and their membership in the collegiate
community often are questioned or discredited because of their ascribed group affiliation.
Thus, contradictory expectations, demands, and assumptions come from several
directions, placing students of color into awkward and often objectionable or painful
circumstances. (85-6)
Participants in this study dealt with many of the challenges detailed above, including the
expectation that they “represent” their racial group. Sharee, for example, said this came up
frequently in her classes, where she was “hyper-aware” of her identity because she was
frequently the only Black person:
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my first two years of college, the majority of classes I took, except for my pre-med
classes, because normally those are so big, and all kinds of people are in those class, so
it’s really awesome, but the majority of my seminar classes, or something like that, I
would be the only Black female, like the only Black person, and the only Black female.
And those classes weren’t oriented on race or anything, so there wasn’t an appropriate
context for that to come up, but when it did, I was just that anything I said, could be
construed as, “oh, this is the way we have to think about it.”

Carrie expressed similar experiences, complicated by her mixed-race background. Carrie is
Black, White, and Native-American, although she identifies primarily as Black and sometimes as
mixed-race/Black or mixed-race/African-American. Carrie said she feels as though her
experiences at her institution have been more racialized than gendered, explaining, “on campus,
the most obvious thing I think that people realize when people talk to me is not that I’m a
woman, but that I’m Black. And so, I usually feel, and that could be my own judgement, that
that’s the biggest thing in the room.”
Carrie went on to say that her racial minority status affected the way people responded to
or received her opinion: “And I just feel like being a representation as a minority, my opinion on
these things is heightened to a level of, like accuracy. Even though, I could have my own biases,
and I could have my own confusion, people will take what I say and see it as the most accurate
thing, I guess. You know?” She continued, “I guess because of my minority identities: woman,
African-American, mixed-race, that people that are not what I am, they take what I am as the
absolute truth, and not just my own opinion and my own reasons based on my own experience,
but the absolute truth for everyone else who is like me, and that is not the case. At all.” Like
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Sharee, Carrie expresses concern over how her words are being perceived, knowing that her
experience is her own, and not representative of all Black women, or even all
Black/White/Native women. Making things even more complicated for Carrie are some of the
contradictory expectations explained by Lewis, Chesler and Forman. While Carrie is expected to
represent for all like her, she also frequently has to explain and defend her identity:
whenever I’ve had the conversation with other people about “what are you?” and I’ll tell
them, I’m Black, White, and Native American. And they’ll go to, “whose White”? And,
neither of my parents are just full White. My mom’s Black, and my dad is mixed-race, so
that’s how me and my family are mixed-race, and so that’s why I feel, every time I have
the conversation with someone, they’ll be like, “you’re not mixed-race. You have to be
half-this/half-that to be mixed-race.” So, it’s like I don’t fall into the category of what
common mixed-race is, so that’s why I just tell people that I’m Black.
So, although Carrie identifies as Black and feels it is the most important part of her identity, as
evidenced by her comment earlier (“it’s the biggest thing in the room”), she also feels it is more
convenient to identify as “Black” as opposed to “mixed-race” in order to avoid uncomfortable or
upsetting conversations. Carrie noted that these conversations most often happen with other
Black students, who often have learned to think about race in particular ways. White students,
who do not think about race or want to talk about it, simply accept her as “Black” and move on,
which is potentially limiting in a different way.
Another aspect to group representation for students of color is the expectation that they
embody certain stereotypes associated with their group, positive or negative. Several of the
Black tutors in this study did report this experience, although none of them spoke of positive
stereotypes. This may have been because most positive stereotypes around Black people pertain
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to athletic ability, which was not particularly relevant to this study. The most common negative
stereotype they spoke of, however, was assumptions about intelligence and academic potential.
Felicia explained that racism and White students’ lack of exposure to students like her created a
barrier to her education,
as an African-American female, I was, of course, a minority on campus [. . .] and also an
African-American female from the South, with a dialect. So, all of those factors played
into some of classmates who were not from the South or had never take a class with
African-Americans, or even interacted with African-Americans on a personal basis. So
that was kinda a barrier.

She provided an example of an experience from one of her classes,
I know in some of my classes, it was like an introduction to graduate studies. And, we
had a group project to do, and we were givin’ ideas, and so I noticed that the guy who
was recording our answers, didn’t record any of my answers, in contrary he recorded
everybody else’s answers, including his. And so, when it was time to review, the teacher
said one of my answers out loud, said it was correct, and so everybody in the group was
like, “wow, we shoulda wrote that down.” And so, I would just notice little instances of
people not trustin’ my judgement, or my input.
In Felicia’s example, she is assumed to be less intelligent and capable because she speaks in
African-American Vernacular English, a dialect that is viewed as inferior to the White middleclass English typically used in academic settings. According to Felicia, she dealt with this issue
on a regular basis, despite being on a campus and in a state with a relative large Black
population.
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Robin spoke of a somewhat similar experience to Felicia’s. Although her graduate
program is much more diverse than Felicia’s, Robin was still felt silenced in her classrooms.
According to Robin, the “conversation would often be dominated by White males” in her
courses. She says, “ I think that that grew to be very frustrating for me and I would kind of shut
down in the classroom.” These classroom experiences were an obvious barrier to Robin’s ability
to fully participate in her courses and were one factor in her decision to leave her doctoral
program. This clearly changed her status as a student, but also, in leaving her program, Robin
also left her writing center, her experiences outside the center having a direct impact on the
writing center itself.
The other participant who spoke about their intelligence being openly questioned was
Fatou, who is in the honors college at her institution. Fatou described the honors college as a
“cesspool” of White people, with about eight Black students in a class of approximately 360 in
the honors program. According to Fatou, she’s been asked numerous times by White students in
the program why she is in the program and how she gained admission.
I’m also in the honors program, so there will be students that I meet that were in my
honors building or would come to room or whatever, because they were friends with my
roommate, and would ask me, like how did I get into the honors dorm and questions that
I thought were, like, really outlandish questions to ask someone while you’re in their
room. In their presence. Taking up their resources. Sitting on their futon. And then asking
them how they got the honors program, as if there had to be some mistake as to how I
ended up there in the first place?
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Fatou explained that the experience of having her academic potential challenged was new to her,
which was part of why she was so upset by the chief diversity officer’s labeling of students of
color as “academically disadvantaged.” Fatou had attended a racially diverse STEM high school
where she was accustomed to being surrounded by other high achieving people of color,
although she and the other female students were considerably outnumbered by their male peers.
The implication that she did not deserve to be in the honors program, and that her
undeservingness was based in her racial identity, was a frequent, and frustrating experience for
Fatou, particularly during her freshman year. Although Fatou was upset and offended by the
questions, she also acknowledged that some White students asked them because they simply had
not encountered someone like her before, especially not in a program for honors students.
Whereas Fatou was “used to seeing rooms where [she was] one of the darkest faces or the only
dark face,” her presence for White students was unusual and perhaps uncomfortable.
Andre expressed a similar problem at his school. Students on his campus are fairly
progressive. However, many of them come from areas and backgrounds with little interaction
with people of color. This contributes to Andre’s frustration with their approach to activism, but
at the same time, he recognizes the lack of exposure as a source of the problem. He gave an
example from his involvement with Greek Life on his campus. The Greek organizations were
“having a terrible time” and thought they should put more effort into their diversity initiatives.
They decided to create a new position dedicated to these initiatives, however the description of
the position and the responsibilities assigned to it were significantly less detailed than the all
other positions, which Andre took as an indication that the position had not been carefully
thought through.
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The president of the Greek Life group was essentially like, “we’re gonna create a new
diversity position, and someone’s gonna lead this”. And the list of the role, and it was just
a shame relative to everything else. Everything else was very detailed. Everyone else was
doing their own thing very specific to that, and the diversity person had like, three bullets,
and one of them was to take notes at meetings. And I was like, you don’t really see how
you’re ignoring the significance of this.
Despite his frustration over the situation, however, Andre attributed the incident, like most
others, to ignorance,
I get it, because you don’t understand the nuances of the problem. And like, for me, it’s a
lot easier relative to most students to, like, see it as that and not get too pissed off,
because I feel like, I’m unique because I came from a very conservative school before
[college]. Where, it’s kinda just things like that, where I think for the most part their
intent is not to be malicious, but due to the sort of the bubble of [our school] and the
background that most people come from. They don’t know shit about people of different
races, religions, anything.
What makes situations like this more frustration for Andre, however, is that, from his
perspective, his fellow students do not attempt to educate themselves, as he indicates with the
Black Lives Matter protest example above, when White students claiming to be protesting on
behalf of the movement incorrectly labeled a prominent politician a Klans member. Andre
decided to take on the role of the diversity officer, because it was clear no one else was equipped
to do it or would take the role seriously, even though he did not have really have time for another
position in his schedule.
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While at Andre’s school he deals with people who are interested but uninformed on
topics of race, Nica confronts people who are uninformed, and uninterested. Another difference
is that one of the primary people with whom she experiences this challenge is her professor and
thesis advisor. During our first interview, Nica mentioned a situation with a professor/advisor
regarding a story she wrote for class that had escalated to the point where she was worried she
might not finish her degree. She was going back and forth on whether race was at the center of
the situation, but felt that it may be, given that she was a Black woman, her professor was White,
and the story was largely about race. She explained,
I do feel that there is a problem with race. I’m dealing with a situation right now, and I
can’t say whether it’s race or if it’s just this person, but I feel like it’s both because it
deals with this fiction piece that I wrote that deals a lot with race. I didn’t appreciate my
critique so I went in and tried to discuss it with her and that turned out even worse. It was
basically like I must be ignorant if I don’t understand why she’s right, and it’s turned into
this huge matter that I’m dealing with right now. So, it started because of a story that
dealt with race so that’s why I’m really battling on whether or not it’s because of race this
is happening, because it’s been this whole...like I might not even get my degree honestly.
Because of all of this, so, there’s definitely an issue because I had an issue that I wanted
to talk about race and to actually have a conversation about it, and it was completely shut
down.
Nica attempted to write a story about race, and received a harsh critique related more to the
subject matter than to the quality of the writing itself. Rather than explaining the critique or
providing more feedback on the writing, Nica says the conversation was “shutdown,” which
indicated to her that the problem really was her, and the content, not how well or poorly written
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it was. Unlike in Andre’s situation, the power dynamics here are much different for Nica. She is
a student confronted by someone with control over her grade in the course and, as her advisor,
her success in the program. In such a position, she has no choice but to try to move on from the
damaging situation.
4.4.2

Institutional Meets Local
When we think about Institutional Racism, we most often think about statistics and hard

evidence, racism that is infrastructural and hard to see unless it is sought out. However, we also
know that institutional racism has very real impacts on the lived experiences of people of color,
on those in prison or who cannot get jobs after being released, on those who cannot afford to
feed their families, on those who cannot get an education or struggle to finish it. In this section, I
illustration some of the ways institutional racism became localized in the lived experiences of my
research participants as students on their predominantly white campuses, contending again that
institutional racism and culture are not distant or abstract concepts, but tangible forces making
impacts on the lives of Black writing tutors on our campuses.
One of the examples that demonstrates localized institutionalized racism is the example I
just discussed between Nica and her advisor. When I followed up with Nica about the situation
during our second interview, she was no longer in risk of being forced out of the program, but
she was being encouraged to graduate early, which made little sense to her, as she says, “I’ve
never made any suggestions about graduating early. I can’t anyways because I’m a TA and
they’ll only pay for so many hours, and plus it wouldn’t benefit me to graduate early.” Nica had
continued working with the same advisor, but says the relationship eventually grew more and
more strenuous,
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She was my advisor and when I would go to her it was not about advising it was about
telling me how I was wrong and she was right, was the feeling that I got, which I
would’ve brushed off. But because I had to miss her book reading she took offense to that
and during class, during class, was very disrespectful and very inappropriate. And so, I
was like okay, and I was actually still okay, after that I was like okay, “You’re a nutcase.
I’ma stay away from you.”
Eventually, Nica had to find a new advisor, which was difficult, because there was a perception
that she was difficult to work with, and there are no Black faculty in her program or even in the
department who might have been more understanding of the situation. There are several factors
contributing to Nica’s situation, but one of them certainly is a lack of diversity among the faculty
and the students in the department, which decreases cross-racial interaction and conversations
around race, but also gives students of color fewer people to whom they can turn to for support
and understanding in difficult situations.
The failure to hire and promote faculty of color is a more obvious form of institutional
racism, similar to failure to admit and retain students of color. It is also one of the indicators of
campus racial climate, as noted above. For Nica, it is possible that a Black professor or other
professor of color would not have changed her situation, but having faculty with whom they can
identify is important for students of color, and as accustomed as Black students may be to seeing
White faces at the front of the classroom, they still notice the lack of Black faces. Sharee, for
example, made this comment, “there’s something I wanna add. It’s not about me, but it’s about
my educational experience thus far. So, I’m a first-semester junior now, and I don’t know if this
will be- hopefully I’ll graduate and this will have happened, but I haven’t had a Black professor
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yet, which is really frustrating.” She also noted that all of her friends but one who had had a
Black professor had only had those professors when they took courses in African and AfricanAmerican Studies. So, in courses Black people tend to take and teach. The one friend who had a
professor in a different course was a friend with a Black physics professor. Sharee said it was
“really exciting that he [her friend] has a Black professor in STEM. But I’m, so, so far, that
means I’m in my fifth semester, and so far, I haven’t had a Black professor.” Most, possibly all,
White students take for grated that they will have a White professor in close to all of their
courses. Meanwhile, Sharee is counting down the semesters until she runs out of opportunities to
be taught by someone who looks like her, which may not happen because her institution has not
hired very many people who look like her.
Diversity and seeing people of color in positions of power means something to students
of color, as Sharee makes clear. However, it is not enough by itself. Returning to Fatou’s
homecoming example, it becomes clear why this is true. Cultural centers on Fatou’s campus,
used almost exclusively by students of color, were barred from participating in homecoming by
the Chief Diversity Officer, a Black woman, because their participation “perpetuate inequality.”
Fatou felt that the woman, who was new to the position, was most likely delivering the message
on behalf of an administrator higher up in the system, as it would make no sense for the diversity
officer herself to ban students of color from participating in an event. However, the position
itself, and it being filled by a woman of color, did not prevent this act of racism. And as Fatou
was heavily involved with the African-American Cultural Center on her campus and with the
homecoming event, this act of racism taken by the institution directly impacted her, providing
another example of localization of institutional power.
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On a more regular basis, Fatou contends with her feelings about her status as a student at
her institution. Fatou’s school as an eight percent Black student population. While not great, it is
much higher than the three percent at Stephanie and Andre’s school, where students led a 3%
Protest, and even the five percent at Nica’s institution, which is another public institution.
However, of the Black students on Fatou’s campus, over half (60%) are student athletes. Fatou
was familiar with these numbers because when she heard them, they stuck with her. She said the
numbers were “striking, to know that over half of the Black students on campus are there as
athletes, which means they’re more than likely being recruited for their athletic ability, aside
from being students, and me being an even smaller minority, that’s just a student.” Fatou stated
bluntly that she felt her administration did not truly value diversity. These feelings are certainly
understandable for someone who lives their daily life as a Black, Guinean-American woman on a
PWI campus where the majority of the Black students are recruited based on their athletic ability.
For Fatou, this reality leads her to question the extent to which her institution values her as a
student, and these feelings are only exacerbated when other students question her admission to
the institution and its honors program, and when agents of the institution, supposedly responsible
for making the campus more inclusive for students of color, bar her and other students of color
from participating in one of the largest and most important events of the year, an event centered
around a sports program whose success can be attributed largely to Black student athletes.

4.5

Conclusion
In the above sections, I’ve discussed the racial injuries that the Black student participants in

this study encounter on various levels: institutional, local, and mixed. I’ve shown why, for
various reasons, the students have an overall negative perception of their campus climate. They
are frequently called upon to explain or defend themselves and their identities, sometimes even
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from those whose job it should be to make campus more welcoming for them. Campus is often a
constraining space for them, where they feel unappreciated and unheard. The physical and verbal
reminders of their unwelcomeness come in variety of forms, including uncomfortable or hostile
encounters with those around them, and literal nooses hung on their campuses. These
experiences contribute to the feeling of being in what Fatou describes as a “cesspool” of White
people, and the general lack of safety conveyed by Felicia. While there are some positive
experiences as well, those positive experiences happen primarily because they seek out
experiences and friendships with others with similar backgrounds and values, and because they
choose not to engage during every potential moment of conflict or insult. Sometimes they don’t
correct people or educate them. Sometimes, they remain silent, or do what I describe in the next
chapter as “filtering.” Filtering is a negotiation of a tense racial climate. In the following chapter,
I analyze the environment of the participants’ writing center that makes filtering a necessary
action for self-preservation.
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CHAPTER 5.

FORCED TO “FILTER”: EXPERIENCES OF BLACK
TUTORS IN PWI WRITING CENTERS

Geller et al. explain one of the central conflicts in writing centers- the conception of
writing centers as “safe houses” (7). This view of writing centers as safe, welcoming, and
inclusive, while ideal, runs counter to the institutional and regulatory purposes at the origins of
writing centers (Boquet, “Our Little Secret). But Boquet and Geller et al. all note that writing
centers have progressed over time and urge practitioners to continue, with the latter sounding a
warning, “Despite all our talk about collaboration and community, we walk through our classes,
through our buildings, through our campuses, through our neighborhoods, disconnected from
what matters to us. If we attempt to ignore these negative influences on our work and on our
students, we reify troubling institutional impulses in other ways: participating in or somehow
supporting rote training, standardized tests, and obsessive bean counting, for example” (8).
Although the authors do not list racism as one of the institutional impulses they might
support, they acknowledge later how the racism in their writing centers reflects that of their
various institutions and of larger society (Geller et al. 87). They go on to state, “Since writing
centers are situated within institutions that wittingly or unwittingly foster racism, they cannot
completely escape resembling and reproducing much of what students of color experience
outside our spaces” (92). Writing centers are not isolated from their campus surroundings (Ozias
& Godbee 151). The nine participants in my study come from seven different research
institutions, four public and three private, and yet, as I discussed in the previous chapter, had
remarkably similar experiences on their campuses as their identities shaped and were shaped by
their institutional environments, their professors, and their fellow students. In this chapter, I turn
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more directly to the writing center, considering how those environments extend into the center’s
walls and how the experiences outside of the center mirror those inside.

5.1

A Balancing Act: Filtering in the Center
The participants were asked about their experiences as tutors in their centers and

programs. In response, they had much to say about the culture of their various centers fostered by
their directors and built communally by the entire staff. They spoke of the types of training and
education they had received on race and diversity and how openly these matters were discussed
in their writing centers. They also provided insight into how incidents of racism affecting
students, such as incidents on campus or recent Muslim Ban and DACA decisions, were
responded to by their centers. As expected, there was a variety of responses. At one center, the
directors decided to put out a collective state of support in response to the Muslim ban. At
another, the director supported a Black tutor’s series of open writing workshops where students
could reflect on campus and country-wide issues related to race and other matters. Some
participants reported overhearing their directors and fellow tutors having discussions among
themselves, but never collectively. At other centers, no discussions occurred.
Tutors bore witness to the racism that others experienced. For example, Stephanie shared
a story about another Black female tutor who shared that she had wanted to become a tutor after
working with a tutor during a summer bridge program for students from underperforming
schools, only to have a White tutor make assumptions about her background based on her
affiliation with the bridge program, and Carrie shared how a Black female tutor at her session
frequently had her sessions interrupted by students asking her questions, not always related to
writing. When asked about their experiences of racism, about their level of comfort as a Black
person in their center and with talking about race with their coworkers and directors, their
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responses described a balancing act: constant negotiation of the racial climate of their center
that requires them to “filter,” working around the discomfort, hostility and fragility of their
White coworkers while also protecting themselves from further emotional distress. Their
narratives tell stories of discomfort and frustration with the environments of their writing centers,
but also accounts of resistance, rhetorical savvy, and methods of self-preservation.

5.2

Things that Happen: Racism in the Writing Center
The tutors’ experiences give evidence of the prevalence of racism within writing centers

that puts them in a position of filtering. Most frequently, incidents of racism manifested in ways
that fall under one of the following three categories: Attacks on Character and Identity, Denials
of Credibility, and Silencing. These categories are separate, but there are overlaps as well, as
racism is complex and multifaceted, and it is possible, for example, to undermine someone’s
credibility by attacking their character or identity. In the following sections, I present a theory of
filtering in response to institutional racism within the writing center. I point to common elements
across narratives and focus in on key stories to highlight the three categories participants more
frequently discussed when recounting their experiences with racism.

5.2.1

Attacks on Character and Identity
Just as they are outside of the writing center, within the center’s walls and from their

positions as tutors, several of the participants in my study faced experiences during which they
felt their characters and identities were under attack from student writers, their fellow tutors and
even their directors. Kristina shared an experience during her first semester when she was
shadowing an experienced tutor. The writer for the session had brought in a paper in which he
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wrote about “African-Americans who always think of themselves as being victimized.” The tutor
working with the writer helped the student with his paper, but did not address the racism in his
language or assumptions. Kristina, observing the session, stated that she felt the paper and the
way it was handled “minimized [her] experiences as a Black woman.”
In the previous chapter, Felicia recounted how her identity as a Black woman speaking in
African-American Vernacular English created challenges for her with White classmates who
stereotyped her as unintelligent. This occurred in the writing center as well, Felicia explained,
“in the writing center, I would have students, I would give them advice, and I would notice that
they wouldn’t write it down, or they would look at me strange. And so the tutoring session would
last maybe 20 minutes [of a 50-minute session] because they really didn’t wanna be there with a
Black tutor.” Robin, a Black multiracial woman, was commonly exotified by people outside of
the writing center, but also inside. She explained,
I’ve had a few people ask me what my ethnicity is. Like, “oh, you know, you’re really
pretty, what’s your background?” And it’s just like “oh my gosh.” And that’s always
really awkward, especially when it’s coming from like you know, a client. And it’s just
really weird. . . . And oddly enough, they must know that it’s not appropriate, because the
only times I’ve been asked that, it’s always been at the end of a consultation. It’s never
been at the beginning.
Both women were confronted with responses to their different embodiments of Blackness. For
Felicia, her Blackness was tied to language and the racist attitudes towards AAVE (Greenfield,
Young). For Robin, her Blackness is tied to Whiteness, ambiguity, and the “mixed-race beauty
myth” (Younge), to the “something” that makes her different and makes people ask, “what are
you?” Like Carrie, who faces similar questions outside of the writing center, Robin is put in a
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position where she has to explain herself to others in order to move on with the session. She
always does this quickly, because she is so uncomfortable, and wants the moment to be over as
soon as possible, whereas Carrie simply limits her racial identification to “Black,” rather than
explain her actual racial identity (Black, White, Native American) to people who tell her, “that’s
not what ‘mixed-race’ means.” Both Carrie and Robin are confronted with personal
interrogations into their racial makeup that lead them to filter their responses, and in Carrie’s
case, her actual racial identification, while all three women must contend with notions of
appropriate or acceptable Blackness.
In another example, Fatou, a first-generation Guinean-American, spoke of an incident
where she, too, had to explain and defend her identity.
There was this one incident that kind of blew up . . . I think [our directors] asked how can
we better- how can we upkeep professionalism in the center, because it’s really easy for
people to fall into their relaxed positions and not take their jobs really seriously because
we are student employees and we don’t have a dress code or anything. . . But, umm, she
[a White grad student] mentioned everyone wearing their name tags, which we have, and
they’re really nice, so I was like, yeah, of course, you should wear your name tag. But her
reasoning behind it was because “some of us have unusual names,” and we should wear
our name tags so people can see our names. One, just because you see my name tag
doesn’t mean you can read it, but when she said “unusual names,” she shot her eyes over
at me, and the Indian girl beside me, and the Arabian girl beside me, too. So, in that
section, she looked at that section and immediately said unusual names, which one, I’m
used to being told because my name isn’t from this country, so I know that it’s not typical
of White Americans, that makes sense to me. But to call it unusual is not okay.
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The White tutor’s comment statement is significant in the context of a conversation about
professionalism, as Black women historically have struggled to gain access to representation in
professional settings, where they frequently face racial discrimination and oppression (Bacchus,
Bell). Although Fatou dresses up on days she works, her professionalism as a tutor is called into
question. And the comment is framed as one of professionalism, an example of what Villanueva
terms the “new racism,” a linguistic shift from discussions of race to language or culture, or in
this case, professionalism and names. It is not Fatou, nor her Blackness, that is unprofessional or
unusual. It is her missing name tag, and her name.
Fatou explained how she a couple days after the meeting in which the comment was
made, she approached the graduate tutor in private to express her concern over the comment and
that she and some of the other tutors of color had been offended. The White tutor became
defensive and refused to apologize, instead reasserting that when she had spoken, she only
meant that people should wear their name tags. Reflecting on the tutor’s explanation, Fatou went
on,
but if my name is “unusual,” or atypical of this culture, what would wearing my name tag
really accomplish? Because if you can’t read “Fatou” on paper, you can’t read “Fatou”
when you’re setting up your appointment, what makes you think you can read “Fatou”
when it’s on my chest, on my name tag? And, she really couldn’t answer the question, so
I just made it clear that it was offensive to me and to other people, I just would hope that,
even if she didn’t mean anything offensive by it, your word choice is really deliberate,
and particularly working in the writing center, you know what words can do and how
they can change situations and how the connotation can be. And so, I didn’t have time to
keep dealing with her defensiveness, particularly with everything that I was expressing to
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her, coming to her as a person who wasn’t necessarily a tutor, but someone who was
disrespected because my, for most of my academic life, my name has been considered to
be weird, so that was taken into account, and then I went and talked to other
undergraduates, because we were the only other ones of color [laughs], and we went to
one of the directors at the time, and then we had an emergency meeting.
Fatou finds fault in the logic in the reasoning the White tutor uses to explain her comment, as the
difficulty some may find in reading or pronouncing her name will not be appeased by the
presence of her name tag. The name tag will make her identifiable to writers coming in, but that
is true of for all tutors. Fatou also connects this experience to others she has had as a student,
stating that “for most of [her] academic life, [her] name has been considered to be weird.” Her
statement demonstrates how the comment is indicative of other educational experiences and the
attitudes of those she’s encountered in educational institutions where her name, rooted in her
western African heritage, has made her susceptible to the racist attitudes of many.
Fatou’s example also allows for an interrogation of the linguistic ideologies of White
racism. As Jane Hill explains in The Everyday Language of White Racism, “A central function of
language ideologies in the reproduction of White racism is that they make some kinds of talk and
text visible as racist, and others invisible” (39). Stereotypes, considered to be false, are visible as
racists. Comments coded in the ambiguous language of professionalism are less visibly so. But
Hill points to another linguistic ideology, a performative ideology, which Fatou addresses in her
confrontation with the White tutor. According to Hill, performative ideology is an ideology
“shared by most Americans [and that] holds that words have an active force, that they can soothe
or wound” Performative ideology is about “how language makes people feel” and “ makes it
possible to understand some words as assaultive, rather than as true or false” (40). Realizing that
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the White tutor cannot see the racism embedded in her language, and confronted with the tutor’s
defensiveness at the suggestion that her words were offensive, Fatou makes a different kind of
appeal, through a different type of filter, as a fellow writing tutor and person who is mindful of
the power of language to do harm, intended or not.
Those who work in writing centers might be expected to have greater awareness of these
linguistic ideologies. Racist language should be visible as such, and some language should be
clearly assaultive. But this is often not the case, in large part because writing centers at PWIs are
largely staffed by White people. And they are White people in writing centers at institutions that
never anticipated a need to examine such language, because there were no Black people around
to be offended or even notice it. Thus, those in writing centers must take it upon themselves to
constantly interrogate the language circulating in the center and work against the language of
racism that permeates the center and the campus environment.
The incident Fatou accounts started out as what Geller et al. term “everyday racism,” but
the White tutor’s continuous justification of her comment amplified the situation to one in which
Fatou felt disrespected as a Black woman and person of African heritage. Other tutors faced
similar experiences, most notably, Kristina, who told a story of repeatedly being called
“aggressive” by both her fellow tutors and her directors.
Umm, so, yeah. I think it was last semester. I got pulled into the director’s office, and
they were saying that other people were saying that I was saying things, and it wasn’t
true, and everything was completely out of context. And I was sitting there bawling my
eyes out. And one of the main things- because I was talking to my family about it- was
that because here I thought everything was going so nicely, and then you hear that people
are kinda talking about you behind your back, and it was, like, horrible. So, like, one of
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the things that they brought up was that when I was sitting down and we were all, me and
some of the other consultants, we were having a conversation about something
completely different than anything related to writing, so it was like our personal lives and
stuff like that. And I was defending my point . . . completely how anyone would defend
their point, and then I heard in this meeting that I was being aggressive and it went too
far. And then I was telling my family that it was completely so clear that it was because I
was- although there are a lot of other Black consultants where I work, I feel like that was
a big part of why it was seen as aggressive, or it went too far. Because here were all these
non-Black people on this side, and then I was telling them my point, and then it was like,
“oh this Black girl’s kind of aggressive.” So that’s what I felt that situation was like.

Kristina had a conversation with her colleagues about a topic unrelated to writing, and unrelated
to race. Yet, her colleagues found her tone and approach so aggressive that they reported her to
their directors. Unfortunately, this was not the only such incident for Kristina, as she described
conversation with a graduate consultant, whom she had never met before, who told her, “the only
thing I’ve heard about you was that you were going around asking for help for something, and
you were being really aggressive.” Taken aback by the comment, Kristina had to stop and
consider where this story could have originated and why her actions may have come across as
“aggressive.”
Now, I was sitting there, and I was talking to him, and I was like, what is going on, like I
do not know what anyone is talking about. Because I’m not gonna like, like I said
before, I am very introverted. I’m just like, completely calm at work, and I’m not just
gonna go there and just, like, raise hell in the place. But, I’m hearing that that’s kinda
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what I did. And then I was thinking, what did I need help with? What did I maybe go to
people and ask about? And, I had to write a manifesto for one of my classes and I didn’t
exactly know what a manifesto meant, or like, how she wanted it to be written, and so I
went to consultants. Well, not all consultants. I went to one of my directors, and I went
to one of my friends/acquaintances there, and I was like, okay, what’s a manifesto. And
I was never being, like, you guys have to give me answer, or, like, anything that would
be seen as aggressive. I was just, like, oh, I have a manifesto. Do you guys have any
ideas about what a manifesto is, and then that came off as aggressive. But I don’t have
any idea why me doing these things is seen as aggressive, whereas, there might be things
other people do, that are just the way I’ve done them, that are not seen as aggressive. If
that makes any sense, all that.
Kristina’s narrative portrays an awareness from the beginning that what she says, and the body
she inhabits when saying it, are determining how her comments are being received (“oh, this
Black girl’s kind of aggressive”).
The notion of the aggressive or “Angry Black Woman” has a long, complex, and strange
history. Popularized through “Sapphire,” a character from the 1930s serial Amos ‘n’ Andy, the
trope actually originated at least 100 years earlier to 1830 when White men dressed up in
Blackface using burned cork and greasepaint to portray loudmouthed, aggressive “negro
wenches.” This was the first depiction of “Black women” in front of American audiences
(Kelley). Amos ‘n’ Andy also featured White actors in Blackface portraying stereotyped
caricatures of Black Americans, including a “finger-waving, neck-snapping Sapphire [who]
complained incessantly about her husband’s shortcomings” (Kelley). The cultural influence of
Sapphire’s shaping of broader perception of Black women cannot be overstated. In her analysis
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of the angry Black woman trope, Melissa Harris-Perry points to comments made about Michelle
Obama by a Fox News contributor during the 2008 presidential election, in which he positioned
her as another of many angry black women:
Look at the image of the angry black women on television.. Politically you have Maxine
Waters of California, liberal Democrat. She’s always angry every time she gets on
television. Cynthia McKinney [former congresswoman from Georgia], another angry
black woman. And who are the black women you see on the local news at night in cities
all over the country. They’re usually angry about something. They’ve had a son who has
been shot in a drive-by shooting. They are angry at Bush. So you don't really have a
profile of non-angry black women . . . [except] Oprah Winfrey. (87)

The correspondent sweeps across from Black women in public roles shaping policy to those
grieving their dead children. All are “angry about something” and that anger is unjustified.
Kristina, too, must have been “angry about something,” and her anger must have been
unjustified.
What the correspondents’ words indicate is how the idea of Black women as angry or
overly aggressive goes beyond that of a stereotype to what Patricia Hill Collins calls a
“controlling image.” Unlike stereotypes, which in their shallowness can be seen as false, Collins
writes that “controlling images applied to Black women that originated during the slave era attest
to the ideological dimension of the U.S. Black women’s oppression.” These ideologies are so
powerfully and deeply ingrained into American culture that they become “hegemonic, namely,
seen as natural, normal, and inevitable” (7). The inevitability of Kristina’s aggressiveness then
explains her directors’ reaction to reports of her aggressive behavior.
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when we were in the meeting, the things that were being brought up were accusations
against me from older consultants who had been there for longer, and I didn’t really- I did
not at all get to defend myself. And it was clear that it was kinda like a hierarchy thing.
So it felt like it didn’t really matter what I said, these people were here for way longer
than I was, so they wouldn’t have believed what I was saying, I guess. But I don’t know
if it’s there with the directors or anything, but since having this, I’ve been very on guard
about what I say there, what I talk about there, who I talk to, putting my input in things.
I’m more quiet. And, I love this job, but it’s like, such a big part about writing centers is
about making people feel like their opinions are valid and their feelings are valid, and I
had never felt so invalidated than in that moment when I was sitting in there and like,
bawling my eyes out and having my character, like, thrown out the window.

Kristina says it herself, that her character was “thrown out the window,” and that she ended up in
a meeting with her directors where she sat in tears without opportunity to explain events from her
perspective is a strong indication that the directors took the other tutors at their word that she was
indeed being overly aggressive. It provides further evidence that even those who study language
and its power are not always aware of their own, and that rather than pausing to consider their
words or actions, the directors, safe in their institutional power as university employees,
exercised that power against a Black, female undergraduate student employee. And while it
might be tempting for some to question to what extent Kristina’s raced and gendered identities
played into this event, doing so would be yet another invalidation of her experience, her analysis
of which was informed by other instances of racism.
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Kristina considered leaving her position after this incident, but, because she enjoys the
job so much, she decided to stay on and try to make it in what she felt was an oppressive
environment, (“since having this, I’ve been very on guard about what I say there, what I talk
about there, who I talk to, putting my input in things. I’m more quiet”). Kristina feels that she
cannot speak freely in her writing center, that she must constantly monitor and filter her words or
else she may be called into another meeting or fired. She was even worried that speaking with
me may put her in job in jeopardy. Unable to speak freely in her writing center, Kristina puts her
true response into the very manifesto for which she sought advice, a blend of spoken word poetry
and images in the form of a letter to her future self.12 In the letter, Kristina reflects on past
innocence and early exposure to racism while also drawing on her experience at the writing
center and on the contexts of the slavery, Black feminists movements, Donald Trump’s 2016
presidential election and the Black Lives Matter movement to give advice to her future self.
Kristina’s manifesto references her experience in the writing center in several places, and
in it she demonstrates how this incident inside the writing center is not isolated from those she
has experienced elsewhere, on campus and earlier in her life, nor is it separate from the history of
racism in the United States or the struggles of other Black women. Collins points to a “legacy of
struggle” for Black women, one centered on ongoing and intersectional oppression (30). As
noted in the previous chapter, Fatou made similar comments about the lack of initiatives for
Black women in higher education and how reading about the struggles many Black girls face in
suburban schools led her to reflect, “Reading through that, I’m like, I can feel my 13-year-old
self. Even though I didn’t go to a suburban school, but just like, having to fight with the boys
constantly. I went to a STEM school. . .. So, just like constantly pushing back on people, and
12

Kristina shared her manifesto with me for this project. I have made references to it with her permission, but have
not included excerpts to help maintain her anonymity.
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always having to push back on people to tell them that you deserve to be here, even if you might
not feel that way.” Writing center directors must be considerate of the significance of past
experiences to their tutors and mindful of what stereotypes and controlling images they and their
staff are operating under. This is the only way to make racist language visible and give freer
voice to Black tutors and other tutors of color.
5.2.2

Denials of Credibility
Participants reported having their credibility challenged and undermined in several ways.

Many claimed that this happened more frequently at the beginning of their tutoring careers, when
they were less certain of their expertise and approach to the work, which may have played a
factor in writers’ skepticism. However, participants also gave accounts of sessions in which they
were certain that their identities shaped their perceived credibility. For example, Fatou discussed
her experience having to prove to a student that she could help him with his paper, even though
she was a tutor and, being in a related major, was very familiar with the subject matter, all of
which the student was aware of when he chose to schedule the appointment with her. Sharee
wrote of feeling that her age as the only Black tutor in a center with a lot of older, mostly White
tutors, made her feel more pressure to do a good job, “I think there’s a greater appreciation for
graduate students. And so it feels like I have to do a really good job at the session to demonstrate
that I’m an adequate consultant.” Felicia explained that she frequently had to prove herself
capable of doing her job.
I could pick up on incidents where students, like the White students wouldn’t trust my
judgement, or, them to actually believe what I was sayin’. I could also pick up, like, body
language, so some of them wouldn’t give me eye contact, or every suggestion I would
give, they would kinda question it, or they wouldn’t really trust what I was sayin’. I felt in
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the majority in a lot of instances with the White students, especially in the first session, it
was like a tension because, I’m in a position of power and they aren’t. But, after they
figure out I know what I’m talkin’ about, it was okay. But, I would always embrace
myself, rather than them to trust me.

When I asked Felicia if she thought the lack of trust was because of her appearance and dialect
she responded quickly that it was, “I think so, because, for one, I’m Black, I’m female. I talk
African-American Vernacular English. Even when I tutor. I don’t change my language, and so, I
do. I believe it did have somethin’ to do with my identity.” Felicia explained that this was
something she experienced in classes as well, with classmates and group members not respecting
her input. And while she faced more pushback from students in the writing center early on in her
career, it remained a struggle throughout her two years there, with writers frequently ending
sessions halfway through their scheduled time with her. Although Felicia says she had a positive
relationship with her director, she never talked with her the challenges she was facing as a tutor.
She explained why she never spoke to her director,
No, I didn’t, because [laughs] she was White also, and everybody was White, and it was
me and the other guy who was the only Black tutors, and so I just didn’t worry about it.
Because, I was new on campus when it first really started to happen, and I really never
had experienced face-to-face racism before, even though I’m from [the South], but I
never really had experienced that before. And so, I was still trying to figure out why I am
being treated this way, and by the time I figured out it was racism, I really didn’t feel like
my professors or teachers or director saying like, “maybe they were having a bad day,” or
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“maybe they just, you know, didn’t wanna finish the session,” instead of actually calling
it racism. So I just didn’t wanna have the conversation.

Having completed her undergraduate studies at an HBCU (Historically Black College or
University), the Whiteness of her new environment was new to Felicia. Despite that, she was
familiar with the post-racial mindset that many Whites subscribe to and was wary of how her
director would respond. Stephanie, while never having experiences like Felicia’s in the writing
center, had had similar experiences in other workplaces and made the following comment about
institutions and racism,
One thing that I’ve noticed between how good an institution is at supporting Black
people or people of color is if they- like I feel like some places your word is taken if you
say you’ve experienced racism and other places it’s kinda like “prove it,” you know
what I mean? When you can’t necessarily prove it, it’s just how you feel. If you feel
someone’s uncomfortable about your presence, you can’t like, I don’t know, write it
down, write like, oh, they, like, squirmed away or they looked at me weird, like, your
word has to be taken for it.

Felicia did not feel that her word would be taken if she were to discuss the racism she regularly
experienced during sessions with her director. She liked her director and got along well with her,
but in an institution where she experienced so much racism, her director was simply another
White person who might not believe her, and who had not established a relationship or
environment in which Felicia felt she would be believed without question.
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It is difficult for Black tutors when they do not feel respected by writers, and even more
so when they feel they are not respected by their fellow tutors. Nica has been asked several times
by her director to develop materials or workshops on topics related to African-Americans, but
she has been reluctant to do so because she feels the other tutors will not engage appropriately
and respectfully with her or with the topic. And Felicia, who in addition to tutoring, held an
administrative role during her second year at her writing center, said she faced challenges in that
role as a Black woman speaking AAVE surrounded by White tutors who, like her White
classmates, did not always respect her input or even recognize who she was. Nancy Wilson
explains the biases writing tutors often hold regarding Black English, with negative attitudes
extending beyond the language itself to the writer or speaker, who is assumed to be unintelligent
or uneducated. Sensing this, it is not surprising that Felicia would not turn to her director for
support. When asked about why she felt she experienced such a negative response to her speech,
even at a Southern institution with a larger Black student population and where students of all
races speak with various dialects, Felicia maintained it was due to her race. “So, even though it’s
the South, it was really weird, those students had accents, but I guess the accent comin’ outta my
mouth, in a Black body, umm, just,[laughs] really didn’t add up. And so, they just had
stereotypes already pre-established, and so, I kinda had to deal with that.” Just as Kristina’s body
could not be separated from her perceived aggressiveness, Felicia’s body cannot be separated
from her speech, which is one of the points Vershawn Ashanti Young makes in his essay,
“Should Writers Use They Own English?” Language differences are racial differences, but as
Young points out, “don’t nobody’s language, dialect, or style make them ‘vulnerable to
prejudice.’” Rather, it’s attitudes such as those examined by Wilson and to which Felicia was
subjected to in her writing center and elsewhere on campus (61-2).
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Sharee, whom I mentioned felt that her age confounded the ways in which her credibility
was questioned, shared an experience in which a new tutor undermined her, a third semester
tutor, in front of a student.
it’s funny because I was telling my roommate about this the other day, one of my White
coworkers who is a Ph.D. student, and I don’t think this was a racial microaggression; I
think she was just being annoying, but, like, and it was probably, like a superiority thing
because, again she’s a Ph.D. student and I’m an undergrad so, like, she knows what
she’s doing when it comes to writing, but it’s her first year working here. So, before you
work here, at the writing studio, there’s this orientation program you have to do and then
shadowing two sessions before you have your own. So she was shadowing one of my
consultations, and like, the student that I had, we were reading through their paper, and
she was like, “oh, sorry, can I interject something?” cuz, like, she had caught something
that I hadn’t, and like, really wanted to say something. And I was like, “not really, but if
it’s really pressing, then you can.” And she was like, “okay, if that’s the case, then I
won’t say anything.” And it was like, with the student looking at her, like seeing
everything that’s happening, like she’s already disrupting me, like in the middle of my
consultation. And she’s like “no, no, it’s fine.” And I’m like, cool. And, so I keep
working with the student, and then she interrupts me; she actually interrupts me, and
she’s like, “I’m sorry, but I really have to say this.” And she interjects into my session
and was talking directly to the student was talking past me at this point, and like, even
talking to you about right now, it was really annoying, and I’m really angry that she did
that, but she was like, “I’m familiar with this piece of work that you’re writing about,
and I think you should talk about this, and you’re missing these elements . . .”
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And so, the student starts asking her questions, and someone who’s supposed to literally
be shadowing me. They start asking her questions about what should they add and stuff.
And I looked at her, and I’m like, “are you crazy? What’s wrong with you?” And, like, I
get that you’re a Ph.D. student, and I get that you’re very well-versed, and I get that you
know how to write well, and better than me, but that wasn’t the point. You stopped me
from doing my job properly. The student probably thinks I’m not good at what I do, that
someone who’s learning how to do this job interrupted me and gave them advice, and
not even in an appropriate way. . . . And again, I think it’s related more to my age, more
than my race, but she is an older White woman. And so that was just really annoying.

In Sharee’s account, she questions to what extent the incident was due to her race, but she also
points out the fact that the other tutor was White twice. And for Black women, there is no
separation, there is “just Black,” or “just woman,” or “just young,” or anything. Intersectional
Black feminist scholars have reinforced for decades that oppressions cannot be unbound. We
cannot say that the White tutor would not have done the same thing to a White and/or male tutor,
but we also cannot deny the significance of her actions for a young Black female tutor in front of
a White student. In this instance, Sharee chooses to respond directly, telling the White tutor that
interrupting her session was inappropriate and she should not do it again. She filters in that she
does not challenge the other tutor to consider to what extent race, or even age played into the
tutor’s decision to undermine a more experienced tutor, but asserts her right to be heard in this
moment.
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5.2.3

Silencing
There are times, however, when many of the participants, including Sharee, do not speak,

feeling that they can or should not. Participants were asked about their comfort level talking
about race and racism with other tutors or their directors. A few stated that did feel comfortable
or would if the need arose. However, all but one made some sort of qualifying statement about
when or how they would approach race or stated clearly that they did not feel comfortable having
conversations about topics of race in general or incidents of racism that occurred on campus.
Carrie explained that she felt comfortable and had had casual conversations about race with a
few other tutors of color, but when speaking with White tutors, she felt she would have to be
“filtered in the conversations that [they] have.” When I asked for more information, she
explained,
I would talk about it but I would be very, very careful about what I say. And not careful in
the sense that when I’m talking with the minority students I’m saying ridiculous things,
but sometimes honesty about racism and racial experiences--even if they are said in the
most appropriate way--can kind of trigger some people and make some people offended.
So, being careful when I talk about racism or something that’s racist that’s happening.
Carrie’s comments demonstrate an awareness of the potential defensiveness from her White
colleagues, such as that displayed when Fatou approached the tutor about the “unusual name”
comment. There is a sense that the tutors do not want the topic to be brought up, which was
shared by other participants. Sharee gave the following response when asked if she felt
comfortable talking with other tutors or consultants about race:
No. And I don’t mean that . . . just, yeah, I really don’t. And this isn’t umm, a negative
reflection on the people I work with. All of them are kind and not problematic people.
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But, I, do you ever, like when you’re ever, like, in a White space, and when you bring up
an issue of race, it’s like, “Wow, did you really have to bring that up now? Like, what’s
going on? Aren’t we all just people?” I feel as though, if I were to bring up a topic of
race, with the particular set of coworkers I had [this] year, with the White coworkers, I
don’t think I would have been able to have as much as an open and honest discussion
about it. And not even out of fear, but just out of, like, being pleasant with them. Just
like, “oh, did you hear about the defacing [of the Black Lives Matter poster] or
anything?” If I were to bring that up, like, I don’t want them to get aggravated.
It is worth noting here that in her classrooms, Sharee is expected to be a “representative” for her
race, while in the writing center, she is just a “person.” Moving across spaces on the same
campus, she faces conflicting and contradictory expectations from her White peers.
Sharee does not want to make her White coworkers “aggravated,” while Carrie talks
about not wanting to “trigger” her coworkers. Both women are aware even the mention of race
could create a stressful or uneasy environment for their colleagues. In other words, they are
conscious of White fragility. Sharee even uses the term to explain her reluctance to engage with
her White co-workers, “you know, if you’re not getting the vibe that they’re really wanting to
talk. Like White fragility, where like if you bring up race, they’re like, ‘but I’m not racist.’ And
it’s like, no one said that, but I wanna talk about it. And I think that’s the issue.”
Robin DiAngelo provides this explanation of White fragility,
White people in North America live in a social environment that protects and insulates
them from race-based stress. This insulated environment of racial protection builds
White expectations for racial comfort while at the same time lowering the ability to
tolerate racial stress, leading to what I refer to as White Fragility. White Fragility is a
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state in which even a minimum amount of racial stress becomes intolerable, triggering a
range of defensive moves. These moves include the outward display of emotions such as
anger, fear, and guilt, and behaviors such as argumentation, silence, and leaving the
stress-inducing situation. These behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate White racial
equilibrium.
Carrie and Sharee are interested in and willing to have conversations about race, but like Fatou,
(“I didn’t have time to keep dealing with her defensiveness”), they also have a sense of selfpreservation in the face of White fragility, which may turn to White hostility. Talking about race
with hostile or even just unprepared Whites is emotional work for the participants, work that, as
Robin notes, “[they] do in [their] day-today lives” and why she reminds herself and tutors doing
antiracism to “have the energy to take care of yourself.” Choosing not to engage with their White
coworkers is a way for Black tutors to take care of themselves, protecting their emotional wellbeing and reducing opportunities to be seen as an “angry Black woman” by creating
circumstances of stress for fragile Whites (Jones & Norwood). But the fact that they are willing
to and interested in having these conversations, but cannot because of White fragility, means that
they are being silenced on issues that are important to them and that directly affect them, such as
incidents of racism on their campus like the defacing of Black Lives Matter posters, campus
protests, and racial taunting on sidewalks and social media.
Nica sensed a similar but more obvious reluctance to talk about race from her coworkers,
In with anything that ever deals with African-American people comes up, just anything at
all, there is immediate kind of shut down, because it is a very--it feels like it is a very
uncomfortable topic for people to discuss in the writing center. . . So, anything that deals
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with, specifically African-Americans, there is an immediate shutdown and it’s quiet and
nobody really wants to speak about it or address it, so that’s one of the things I definitely
notice when anything dealing with race comes up, specifically Black people, there’s a
kind of a push back to not discuss it.
Besides not being willing to talk about race and Black people specifically, Nica states that her
White co-workers also seem unwilling to talk with her.
As far as the director goes, she’s fine, but as far as the students go, I still notice little
moments of like, and I don’t know if it’s me as a person or me as a Black person, I know
I always come back to that, but I notice that people don’t acknowledge me like they
would somebody else when they walk in the door, or when I speak, they don’t speak
back. . . . Like, they don’t really wanna engage with me, they don’t wanna interact with
me. . . I don’t really, I don’t purposely avoid the writing center, but I don’t spend any
time there because I’m so busy with everything else . . .. I mean it’s not a-- I notice when
other people walk in a “hi, how are you,” but then at the same time, I don’t know whether
it’s that’s a relationship they’ve already built or if it’s me personally. But I will try to
speak when I get there, but I notice that people don’t really speak back. So, is it that they
don’t see me really that often and that relationship isn’t really built, or I don’t know
really what it is. But I can say that it is a unwelcoming feeling.

Nica also seems to be dealing with White fragility with her coworkers, evidenced through the
pushback that she notices whenever to topic of race comes up. As mentioned earlier, Nica’s
director has encouraged her to develop programing around race, but sensing the pushback and
lack of respect for the topic, Nica’s been reluctant. Beyond that, Nica explains that she is
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reluctant to spend any time in the writing center that she does not have to, because the
environment in the center is so unwelcoming towards her. It’s clear from her story that she has
spent time thinking about why her fellow tutors do not acknowledge her presence and even
testing out situations when they do and don’t respond to her, noting that she is more likely to get
a response from someone if they are alone. Like Sharee, Nica hesitates to say the way she has
been treated is due only to her race, but also like Sharee, she circles back to race several times.
Nica also draws connections to the way she is treated in the writing center and racial tension with
some of her professors. An important difference in the experiences of Carrie and Sharee and
Nica’s experience, however, is that Nica’s experiences in her center lead her not just to avoid
talking about race and racism in the writing center, but to avoid the writing center altogether. For
Nica, already alienated in her program by a her White major professor, the writing center is not a
space where she can spend free time, study, or prepare for her classes, the way it is for other
tutors and on other campuses. It is a place where she feels uncomfortable, unwelcome, and
unheard.
Andre’s experience in his center, on a campus with a largely liberal, though still
predominantly White, population, have been in some ways the opposite of Nica’s experience.
Andre is much more outspoken than Nica, both in and out of the writing center. He freely shares
his opinion with his directors and with his tutees and is actively involved on campus. However,
like the other Black tutors, Andre is reluctant to engage in the same way with White tutors, at
least on matters of race. The White tutors at Andre’s center openly and frequently talk about race
and other social issues, but with, from Andre’s perspective, what seems to be unexamined and
“inauthentic” progressivism. He gave this response when I asked if he would talk to his fellow
tutors about race.
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When it comes to my co-workers and in the program itself, I’m very comfortable
speaking about issues of race with the actual staff, like the university employees that run
the program, but when it comes to the students, I’m a little shady on it. They love to talk
about it, but to me, I just, I get really thrown off when I say something about race and
then a bunch of White people are like, “yeah, that sucks,” or like, they’re so- they agree
with me so much. And to me it just doesn’t add up. And I’m just, why are you? Like,
what I was said before, a lack of authenticity. And, it’s almost as if, they kind of think
they need to think this way.
Andre explained that part of his wariness is because he simply can’t understand where the
awareness and initiative behind the tutors’ actions comes from, given the privileged background
and lack of exposure to people of color and poverty most of them have had. He described the
feeling he gets from the White tutors and students on campus as “White savior complex” due to
their tendency to protest on behalf of others, but often without real knowledge of the causes or
awareness of the consequences, which as he points out “they don’t live with . . . every day like a
Black student does, like an undocumented immigrant does.” Andre’s White co-workers are not
fragile in that any mention of race makes them upset or defensive. Instead they exhibit a sort of
righteous whiteliness as discussed by Frankie Condon in I Hope I Join the Band. Quoting
Condon offers Marilyn Frye’s explanation of whitely people, “whitely people . . . generally
consider themselves to be benevolent and good-willed, fair, honest and ethical. . . . whitely
people have a staggering faith in their own rightness and goodness and that of other whitely
people” (qtd. in Condon, 34). Condon goes on to state that “whitely people conceive of
themselves as appropriate arbiters of what might constitute the right way. And whiteliness
impedes the ability of White folks to change, to be changed in through our relationships with
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peoples of color and by the analyses they offer to us of the materiality of racism in all of our
lives” (34, emphasis original). Andre’s co-workers believe they are taking action in “the right
way.” But from his perspective, they rarely seek input from people of color, particularly during
the planning stages of their activism outside the writing center, which he often hears them
discussing. His co-workers’ whiteliness make Andre distrustful of them and unwilling to engage
with them, despite his willingness to do so with others, such as his friends and even his directors.
Thus far, I explained how tutors have had to remain silent out of a sense of self-care and
emotional well-being. However, as I explained earlier, Kristina, following the meeting with her
directors, was in a state of constant vigilance over her words and actions because she feared she
might lose her job. She felt she could not speak a word out of line, or else it may get back to her
directors, who would have an excuse to let her go. Kristina recounted a conversation she
witnessed, but was not included in, about hip hop and Black feminist perspectives. This occurred
after the meeting with her directors in which she was left in tears after repeatedly being called
“aggressive,” and she described the conversation as another moment during which she felt her
identity was minimized and invalidated and her voice was silenced.
One of the GAs there [was writing about] how hip hop is getting “softer.” And he was
talking to one of the consultants there who I think is one of the people who said things
about me to my boss, or my director. And the GA was like- he’s White, and the other guy
is Hispanic- and he was like, “oh, I thought I could just write about Black feminist
opinion, and I could just jump off these things, and dah, dah, dah. I feel like hip hop’s
getting so soft.” And, like, the guy who he was talking to was like, “yeah, man. That’s so
great. Your work is so great.”
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Kristina’s discomfort in this situation stemmed not from the conversation itself, but from its tone
and her exclusion from it, as well as its context given the previous events.
And I was like, you’re writing about essentially hip hop going soft and about how you’re
just gonna take the work of Black feminists and mold it into your work to form your
argument, and I’m sitting here, and you don’t give a care about how I feel, or what I’m
saying, or what I’m doing, but you’re just gonna essentially be claiming this thing for
your paper. And I was just sitting there like, wow, that’s really interesting because he’s
saying all these things. Like, to me, when he’s saying hip hop’s getting soft, like, what
did hip hop originate as? But you’re not gonna touch on that right? And we don’t- like
Black men who create that music, they can’t have feelings and express that in their art.
And I was thinking about all that while I’m sitting there, how he’s essentially trying to
claim something that isn’t his and explore something without even considering other
people who might know something directly to this.

And I thought it was just interesting that the person who was nodding their head like this
was a masterpiece was, like, me being a Black female, one of the people who was part of
making me feel so invalidated, but when someone else who is not Black and has no
context of like Black people and what it’s like to be them and what their perspective is,
suddenly that’s art, and that’s the best thing you’ve ever heard.

Kristina’s co-workers do not invite her into the conversation. They speak over and around her,
without consideration for what knowledge or insight she may offer as a Black woman. And she
cannot insert herself into the conversation because previous comments, unrelated to race, have
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already marked her as “aggressive.” Any words she speaks, she fears may result in her
termination, so she remains silent in hopes of keeping her job.
Kristina’s attempts proved unsuccessful, however, as when I contacted her again three
weeks following the second interview to confirm use of her narrative, she informed me that she
was no longer employed at her writing center and requested to speak to me again. She explained
that she had been let go, presumably due to budget cuts, but she was the only staff member to be
let go (all others were still in training), and upon noticing that she had been removed from the
schedule and blocked from accessing staff’s side of the center’s scheduling site, emailed in her
resignation before she could be officially fired by her directors. Her assumption that the reason
given would be budget cuts came from other tutors on staff and a comment made during a staff
meeting, during which one of her directors mentioned that they may have to downsize. Kristina
explained that she had been sick the week before and had to miss a few days of work. She tried
to work anyway, not wanting to inconvenience others and not knowing how her taking off would
be perceived. She believes this and the fact that she had to miss a staff meeting due to a family
emergency led her directors to do what she believed they had wanted to do since the first
“aggressive” incident, which was remove her from the center. She was adamant that she was
given fewer chances to succeed and less room for mistakes because of her identity and the
previous encounters with her directors and other tutors. She explained that she, a tutor with a
year of experience, could not have been let go due to budget cuts, when the directors were “still
hiring all these new people.” Regardless of what reason is given, the result is that Kristina’s
voice in the writing center is not just silenced, but removed completely from all conversations,
about race, and also about tutoring approach and pedagogy. Any knowledge or insight she had
on any topic is no longer accessible to other members of her writing center community. Further,
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Kristina is now unemployed. She explained that, although she is now looking for a new job
because she does need money, she is fortunate enough to have parents who can help pay for food
and bills. She expressed concern for others who might end up in her position but with less
financial support from family.

5.3

Conclusion
In this chapter, I’ve described how Black tutors “filter” in response to racism in their

centers. Fatou explained how, for her, being a tutor at her center is a practice negotiation,
reflection, and questioning,
I think being a Black writing tutor, particularly a Black woman writing tutor, it just adds
to the balancing act, right? So you never know if that was a comment made because
you’re a woman, or because you were Black, or because of your major, or because of
anything really. So it does put you, it puts in you this mindset where you’re trying to
analyze everything, and trying to deduce what it was.

Fatou’s comments echo much of Kristina’s experience in her center, as well as comments made
by Nica, Sharee, and others. These Black tutors, all but one of them Black women, filter in a
variety of ways as they negotiate the racial climate of their writing centers. This chapter
demonstrates how closely those climates can resemble the overall racial climate of the university.
Writing centers are not separate or isolated from their larger campus environments. Nica was
unwelcome both out and inside of her writing center. Andre dealt with uninformed whitely
activists regularly on his campus, with his White coworkers frequently on the “front-lines” of
protests. Felicia was ignored and disrespected in both the writing center and classroom settings,
and Fatou was forced to defend her intelligence to others in her honors program, and students
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who came in for help with their writing. Since writing centers are not different, the question
becomes, can they be? What can writing center professionals of various levels and across
institutions do to work against the racism ingrained into the campus and writing center
environments? In the following chapter, I offer the reflections and advice from the participants
on these questions, discussing writing centers’ potential for antiracism, the responsibility for it,
and how to approach it through writing center work.
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CHAPTER 6.
POTENTIAL AND RESPONSIBILITY: THE WHO,
WHAT, AND HOW OF WRITING CENTER ANTIRACISM

In the previous two chapters, I’ve discussed the experiences of the research participants
on their campuses and in their writing centers. I examined the campus racial climate of the
participants’ institutions through their experiences and perceptions of institutional commitments
to racial inclusion, arguing that these experiences and perceptions are important for how the
tutors are able to engage in writing center work, and how the field must consider the position of
student writing tutor. In this chapter, I argue not just for considering their experiences, but also
their advice and opinions on writing center work directly, particularly writing center work that
seeks to create more racially just environments. Here, I discuss the participants’ perspectives on
writing centers’ potential for meaningful antiracist activism, as well as the concept of
responsibility for taking on racism.

6.1

Writing Center Purpose
As discussed previously, the history of writing centers and their purpose is one of tension

and conflict. Writing centers, having previously, and sometimes still, performed institutional
functions of policing language and literacy and helping to maintain the status quo, are commonly
represented in scholarship as open, welcoming spaces for all writers to come, converse, and grow
as writers. As the field has examined more closely how easy it is for a writing center (or lab, or
clinic, or studio) to work in service of less equitable institutional values and policies, it has
attempted to articulate writing centers as distinct spaces with the potential to subvert the
institution through their practices of one-on-one tutoring and validating students’ voices and
backgrounds of the students who come in for help. This narrative of writing centers, as safe,
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open, nurturing spaces, has become the norm, bordering on the cliché. However, recent
scholarship has critiqued this narrative, arguing that writing centers are not equally open and
nurturing to all. That our spaces and even fundamental practices are potentially isolating to many
groups of students, including students of color (Grimm, “Retheorizing”; McKinney; Salem)
Geller et al, Boquet Noise, Grimm, “Retheorizing”

6.2

Writing Center Potential for Antiracism
As part of the critical reexamination of writing centers, several scholars have turned their

attention to racism enacted in and through the writing center. Nancy Grimm, in her 1999 book,
Good Intentions, challenges writing center practitioners to examine their practices, which may
inadvertently reinforce inequality. Geller et al., in their chapter “Everyday Racism” and Harry
Denny in his chapter “Facing Race in the Writing Center” point directly to instances of racism in
the writing center that counter the narrative of open and inclusive spaces for people of color, in
particular, people of color on the staff. However, all of these scholars and many others see
potential for writing centers to make meaningful change, in their physical spaces and beyond.
Dees, Godbee, and Ozias argue that “writing center staff- tutors and directors alike- have a
special and important role to play in antiracism.” Their reasoning for this belief stems from
writing centers’ methods and institutional location.
Not only do we help writers understand the socially embedded nature of literacies, which
gives us a unique perspective into the notion of constructed inequity, but we also work
closely and collaboratively with writers across the curriculum, which gives us insight into
and influence on the future of disciplines themselves. Often institutionally located “in
between” (Sunstein), writing centers are positioned to influence campus climate and to
collaborate with students, instructors, and staff members in reimagining writing and
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literacy as well as power and privilege. Writing centers are places where different
dialogues meet, where we challenge our own assumptions, and where we ultimately work
to change them. By conditioning ourselves to talk about racism, we will be able to ask
difficult questions and pursue conversations with students who come into the center,
which in turn can influence the work students do across campus, in courses, and within
disciplines. Those of us who work in writing centers are not only individual agents with
the social responsibility to address racism, but also members of larger institutions
empowered to raise difficult questions, to rethink our daily practices, and to effect change
on our campuses and surrounding communities.

The authors speak here of the ideal work of the writing center, but also of some concrete
realities. Writing centers work with students from all academic backgrounds, as well as students
from different races, ethnicities, genders, sexualities, classes, nationalities, abilities, and
language backgrounds. Many centers also work with faculty and staff in the center, and all
centers work with faculty or other campus stakeholders in some way. The connections and
relationships in and through the writing center create great potential for conversation and action,
for, as the Dees et al., say, the meeting of dialogues and challenging of assumptions. This can be
done on several levels, with faculty and staff, but also with students who come into the center,
and those who work there. The question, for Dees. et al., at least, is not if writing centers can or
should engage in antiracism, but how to approach the work of antiracism.
Despite Dees et al.’s assertion that writing centers and those who work in them hold
specific responsibilities for taking on racism, it is still worth asking tutors their perspectives on
this issue. Tutors may be as dedicated as many scholars in the field, but it’s unlikely challenging
racism is listed as a job responsibility when they apply for their positions. The participants in this
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study were asked about their perspectives on writing center and antiracism, if writing centers can
and should be sites for antiracist activism. Although they are not writing center scholars like
Dees, Godbee, and Ozias, their responses, shaped by their experience as writing center tutors and
their understanding of the power inherent in the work of writing centers, echoed many of the
authors’ points. Andre, for example, gave this response when asked if writing centers can or
should be a space for challenging racism, “Absolutely! I think that my job more so than anything
is to facilitate [critical thinking]. And I think that that is the first step to addressing complicated
problems and nuanced problems that we face in society.” He stated that he felt critical thinking
was a skill that many of his fellow students struggled with, particularly White students and
students from privileged background who had not faced as many obstacles. The lack of
awareness and critical thinking he perceived in his classmates was one of the reasons he was so
frustrated by their activist efforts. He explained that as a writing tutor, his job, “is not to tell them
[writers] what the answer is, it’s to let them explain and give them my thoughts, and then
continue to just rap with one another, you know what I mean? And so, I think that, if that’s the
essence of what I do, as a program we are absolutely supposed to be leading against racism,
because all we’re trying to do is help people think more deeply about whatever issues they’re
facing or we’re facing.”
Andre’s response to how writing centers can help challenge racism is rooted in part in the
context of his institution and what he understands to be his job as a writing tutor. Robin made
related comments about how she understands writing centers’ potential to make change. She
stated that writing centers would not have been the first site she thought of for challenging
racism, but at her center, antiracism and other forms of activism are part of the regular
conversation: “based on the context where I’ve been trained as a writing consultant where
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[challenging racism] is so integral to what we do, and just hearing that message delivered, I feel
like it definitely can be place for instances for like with that student I had, for me to be able to
encourage her to think more critically rather than just go on with these what I believe to be
ignorant views.” Robin echoes Andre’s claim about the importance of critical thinking in writing
center work and for challenging racist or otherwise problematic stances. Both reinforce in less
concrete ways the writing center as “thinking center,” which is one way Fatou described her
center, stressing the importance of thought to the writing process and to having difficult
conversations. Robin’s comments also speak to the importance of the culture and environment of
the writing center. Although Robin stated that she would be most comfortable talking about race
with the director who is a woman of color, all three of her directors make it clear that students of
color, tutors and writers, are supported in their center, and work to create a center whose space
and practices are inclusive. The ongoing conversations around race and other forms of identity
are a way of moving beyond what Greenfield and Rowan call the “12-week approach,” in which
conversations around racism are limited to initial tutor training, included at the end, if at all.
Greenfield and Rowan call for a more sustainable approach and consistent attention to matters of
race in the writing center, noting that including discussions of race only the end of a training unit
divorces race from its _ in all writing center work, which is “always implicated in the
institutional racism that shapes all of our work in higher education” (124-25, 134).
All nine of the participants responded, many of them emphatically, that writing centers
can be a space for antiracism. While some talked about their specific contexts, as above, others
talked about writing center experiences that led them to this conclusion. Kristina spoke of her
experience attending a regional conference, where she attended several panels on writing center
antiracism. Stephanie spoke of specific readings, such as Greenfield’s “The ‘Standard English’
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Fairytale,” in which Greenfield calls attention to the racism inherent in the concept and
privileging “standard English,” based in white, middle class speech patterns. Exposure to
scholarship from the field helped contextualize and support the knowledge tutors gained from
their experience in their writing centers, and further shape their understanding of writing centers
and their potential to create change on college campuses.
Despite their varying range of writing center experience (2-6 semesters) and their training
in different writing centers, most of the tutors had similar viewpoints on the work of writing
centers and how that work could lend itself to effective forms of antiracism. Sharee, for example,
stated that every space should be a space in which people challenge racism when they encounter
or witness it. Writing centers, while not the space students should come to report racism, have
the ability to combat racism through individual tutoring sessions with students. Fatou similarly
claimed that all spaces were spaces for combating racism, also stating that writing centers were
spaces for challenging everything. She gave the following response:
I think writing centers should be places for challenging everything, especially how people
think about writing centers. So, we push how our writing center is a collaborative space,
and I think that, well I know I really mean that, for sure, and I know [our directors] really
mean that as well. So, a lot of what we do is really push people on everything, and I don’t
feel race should be excluded from that because of how touchy it can be.
She stated that, although people may feel a little uncomfortable talking about race and racism,
discomfort is often a space of growth. From her perspective, writing centers are “one of the best
places [to work through discomfort] because writing is so personal.” She explained,
Just, you chose these words to put on this paper. It’s not just words that you said, but it’s
words that you sat, thought about, and actually went to type or write. And, that speaks
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more to who you are as an individual, I think, than some offhand comment that you
made without processing. So, I think that writing centers are, like I said, the most ideal
places to have these “difficult” conversations.
The nature of writing center sessions, one-on-one conversations with students, often grounded in
or at least stemming from their own language, creates doorways into “difficult” conversations,
creates opportunities for small-scale change, a “place for a more immediate, different impact
than conventional activism,” particularly in the face of “everyday oppression” (Denny 21).
While the tutors were in agreement about writing centers’ potential for change, there was
some variety in their perception of writing centers themselves. Carrie asserted that writing
centers were effective sites for antiracism because “the value of [the] writing center is that you
get to work with a peer.” She continued, “it’s not like going to your professor, which can be
intimidating, but you’re working with someone who’s pretty much at the same level as you. So,
you should be able to have more comfortable casual conversations that can challenge opinions
that don’t just have to be about writing techniques and mechanics.” Felicia, the most experienced
tutor and a tutor who had had a difficult time in her writing center, also felt that writing centers
could be effective sites for change. However, in her response, she also offered a critique of
writing centers, connecting them to their larger institutional structures.
I think writing centers can play a role in how students of color even perceive education
or college, because a lotta students don’t come into the writing center because you have a
lotta White women telling them that their writing- they can get help on their writing,
which is a reflection of what some of their professors do, but I feel like if the writing
center was a more diverse, open place, then a lot of them would feel more comfortable,
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and that would extend to their education and themselves in general. So, I think the
writing center does play a role in being like a microcosm of how education should be.
While Carrie viewed the tutor-student relationship as inherently different than the teacherstudent relationship, and thus more open and egalitarian, Felicia points to similarities in the
relationship, particularly for students of color. Writing centers, particularly when staffed with
predominantly White, predominantly middle-class tutors, can be just as intimidating to students
of color as their classrooms. As Grimm contends, common writing center practice of
“nondirective” tutoring may inadvertently reify inequalities for some students of color and others
who do not participate in the same discourse (31). Peter Carino similarly critiques notions of
writing center sessions as “nondirective egalitarian enterprise,” arguing that “authority and
power play themselves out depending on the players in any given tutorial” (102-03). While
Carino speaks primarily of disciplinary knowledge in his examples, his assertions hold true for
matters of race, which is always already present in tutoring sessions and in the space itself (Dees
et al.).
In her response, Sharee acknowledges some of the same tensions Carino, Grimm and
Felicia speak of, noting the authority of her position as a writing consultant, and how, despite
writing centers’ profession of egalitarianism, there is in that position the potential and felicity of
making judgments.
I think [the writing center] should [be a space for combating racism]. Not that it exists as
a space to combat racism exclusively, but as a writing consultant, when I’m looking at an
individual’s piece of writing, and I ask myself, “Oh, their grammar is really bad, uh, oh,
they sound so informal”. When I ask myself, “Did they rush this, did they put in effort?” I
have to ask myself “Am I acknowledging the nuances of the student? Am I
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acknowledging their racial background, socioeconomic background, things like that? And
am I using this privilege as a writing consultant at an elite PWI to, like, discriminate
against them?” So, I think consultants should be actively trying to combat the idea that
good writing only comes in one form.
Sharee provides a caution for herself. Although she is a Black woman, she works for and
represents a program embedded in a competitive private university with standards and
expectations grounded in elitism and institutional racism. Not all writing centers are Sharee’s
writing center. And not all institutions are like hers. However, if writing centers are to live up the
potential expressed by the tutors in this session, and espoused in recent scholarship, all who work
in writing centers should conduct critical self-evaluations such as the one Sharee makes here.
This is particularly important for those who are less frequently prompted to consider their
identities and positions, i.e., those who speak from and embody privileged positions.

6.3

Campus Culture and the Writing Center
While there have not been extensive studies of tutors’ lives outside of the writing center

and how those lives are affected by broader campus culture, writing center scholars have
consistently emphasized the situatedness of writing centers in institutions. A common topic
among those at predominantly White institutions is the ever-pressing need to recognize and work
against structural racism embedded into the institution (Geller et al.; Grimm, “Retheorizing”;
Dees et al.; Greenfield) Such racism leads feelings such as those I discussed in Chapter 4,
feelings of tokenism, disrespect, and pressure to conform to or resist racial stereotypes. The
participants in this study spoke about the writing center’s relationship to campus racism,
specifically, how the center and those who work in it are affected by campus racism. As Sharee
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stated, “[racism on campus] definitely has an effect on people who work in the writing studio
because they are very much part of campus.” She explained that as student employees, she and
the tutors “don’t get to ignore it.” At the same time, Sharee expressed that her writing center
overall felt “divorced” from the broader campus and racial politics. She says, “we are very much
the area where you come in to have your writing looked at and worked on, and then you leave,
you know. And so, I wouldn’t say that events that happen on campus, racial events and things
like that, are going to affect [the institution’s] personal writing studio.” Sharee’s response
conveys a disconnect. She says that her writing center is not affected by racist events on campus,
but those who work in the center, particularly the undergraduate tutors, are. While Sharee stated
blatantly that she did not feel comfortable speaking with most of her fellow coworkers about
race, she says conversations do sometimes occur among tutors following particularly significant
events.
The disconnect between emotions expressed and conversations had between tutors and
the larger writing center staff (i.e., administrators) was a common thread in the participants’
discussions of the impact of racially charged events on the writing center. Several tutors, like
Kristina and Felicia said that when such events happen on campus, conversations happen among
the tutors, but not the entire staff, and the events are not brought up for discussion in staff
meetings. Andre said that tutors in his center were among the campus’ most active protesters.
Conversations around campus politics were always occurring among the tutors, and several of
the tutors also worked for a campus paper, one of them even serving as editor. The overlap in
these two sectors further fueled dialogue about race relations and other social issues on campus,
although, as Andre, made clear, he did not feel comfortable engaging in these conversations with
them. Stephanie, who worked alongside Andre, gave a similar assessment of the frequency with
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which campus racism came up in her center. Neither tutor said that their directors had brought of
specific issues or ever taken action, but Andre felt that they would, if the need arose.
A center that seemed to clearly view itself as interconnected with campus racial politics
was Robin’s center. Robin said that she worked with a lot of like-minded people, including her
directors, which was why she felt comfortable talking about race with them. There had been
several racist events on Robin’s campus, targeting Black people and other students of color,
which were open for discussion in Robin’s center as part of everyday conversation. Further,
Robin said that her writing center issued a collective statement of support following the DACA13
decision, directed at students on campus who may have been affected by the decision. The center
and its leadership also work to incorporate social justice into its mission and support of students
and writers. In sum, the center has taken up the responsibility that Dees, Godbee, and Ozias
assert those in writing center should.

6.4

Responsibility: Combating Racism
Responsibility, both individual and collective was a topic of discussion in both rounds of

interviews. I have already noted that writing center scholarship discussing antiracism implies or
suggests that tutors in the center should be actively engaged in and committed to this work.
However, there is still a need to seek out tutors’ opinions on if or how they should go about the
work of antiracism. Additionally, as Greenfield and Rowan point out, tutors, often even tutors of
color, are unprepared to have meaningful conversations about race in the context of their
tutoring. The tutors in this study all stated that it is a tutor’s responsibility to confront racism they

13

Deferred Action against Childhood Arrivals is an immigration policy established by the Obama Administration in
June 2012. The policy deferred deportation for eligible undocumented immigrants brought to the United States and
allowed them to attend school or obtain work visas. In September 2017, the Trump Administration began plans to
phase out the policy and deport recipients, commonly referred to as DREAMers.
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encounter as part of their job, although several of them made qualifications. For example, Nica
restated the difficulty of having these conversations when the other person/people are not
interested or do not respond well. Andre and Carrie both indicated the importance of support for
such work from their directors. Andre explained that while, ideally, all tutors would confront
racism, some tutors are dependent on the paychecks they receive for their work, and potentially
making writers uncomfortable by discussing race or calling out racism may result in the loss of
their job: “let’s say you have a student that’s very dependent on the paycheck they’re getting
from the writing center and can’t afford to lose that job and make a scene with administrators?
And if you’re in a situation where it puts your job at risk, then I’m gonna say, no, it’s not your
duty to go out and make sure you can to promote antiracism.”
Carrie did not feel that tutors would be fired for addressing racism during a session, but
that it was not fully supported by her directors. She explained,
I think that in our staff meetings, if we’re just more encouraged to...well actually in the
staff meetings that I have now the professors and directors that we work with they’ve said
that if we do encounter someone who’s being overtly racist that we can just end the
session, or sexist, or if we’re just offended by something we can just end the session. But,
I think that if they encourage us to challenge them in the most comfortable way that we
feel, that we might have more of those discussions, but it seems like they don’t want us to
get to that point of that discussion. They just want us to end it, which in some cases is the
best thing to do. You don’t need to have a discussion with people who don’t want to
listen sometimes so I think it is an option, but I think if we’re encouraged to talk about it,
if we want to, then that would be good support.
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Carrie continued by saying that she did think it was tutors’ responsibility to confront racism, but
that tutors would be less likely to meet this responsibility unless they were encouraged to by their
directors.
Carrie’s response reveals her concern about what she perceives to be a well-intended, but
still problematic, stance by her directors, which may leave tutors unsure of how to approach the
topic of racism when it comes up. The tutors discuss race in their writing center as part of their
training, but do not receive strategies on how to talk through difficult or uncomfortable moments.
Nica expressed the need for tutors to “go at [their] own comfort level” when dealing with racism
in sessions, because the conversation can be so uncomfortable. Meanwhile Fatou stated
repeatedly that she felt comfortable, and was unconcerned with potential discomfort of students,
as she viewed it as a space growth.
I think it’s a good opportunity to learn and really have this conversation when it’s in a
controlled environment, but also, it’s encapsulated in their essay, so I’m really helping
them delve into the thoughts in their own product, as opposed to someone saying some
offhand comment across the dining hall and me hearing it and going to address them. So I
feel like it’s. It’s usually a way that’s more comfortable and more acceptable for people. I
don’t really usually care whether or not someone feels like they’re in the mood to accept
something, especially if they’re saying something that’s racially tense or racist, but in
those cases, I feel like it’s a great opportunity, in fact, the most ideal opportunity to
address racism.

Fatou sees great potential for tutors to talk through and confront racism during sessions.
However, she also added that “the identities of some tutors don’t allow for them to have these
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constant experiences where they are thinking about this or reading about this in depth if they’re
interested. So, even if it is their responsibility, if they’re ignorant about certain things then
they’re not really going to do much to forward the conversation, and they’re not going to learn
much unless they’re having these conversations internally.” The idea of preparation comes up
again in Fatou’s response, as it did in the responses of several other participants. Fatou’s
response also acknowledges that different people have different levels of inherent preparedness
that stems from their experiences and the different stakes they have in the conversation. While
not all Black tutors and other tutors of color may be ready and willing to jump into conversations
about racism with their tutees, Fatou reminds us that the identity of those speaking matters, in
their decision to engage or not engage, in their approach, and in their perspective.
6.4.1

Personal Responsibilities
While all of the nine participants stated that it was the responsibility of all tutors to

confront racism in the writing center, as discussed above, there were several qualifications.
However, the respondents were much more assertive about their own personal responsibility,
many of them discussing their responsibility in and out of the writing center, and many of them
contributing their responsibility and investment in working against racism to their racial
identities.
The tutor who spoke most clearly and passionately about her investment in antiracism
was Sharee. Sharee claims it as her responsibility to combat racism anywhere, including in the
writing center. She stated that she feels more compelled to fight racism as a Black woman,
although she explained that White people have the largest responsibility and potential to end
racism. Her compulsion to work against racism as a Black woman stems from her understanding
of the social positioning of Black women historically in the United States.
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I feel as though those two aspects of my identity [Black and Woman], like visible
aspects, obviously identity is multifaceted, but those aspects that people see--and, like, I
don’t think anyone is going to fight as hard as Black women will when it comes to
overcoming racial and gender oppression, just because, those two-- in terms of the social
food chain, that’s allegedly at the bottom. Or, when I say “allegedly,” that’s like, of all
the things to be, when we think about binaries, oppression against women and violence
against women are things that women really fight for. And violence against Black for and
the oppression of Black people are things Black people fight for. So when I said yeah, it’s
like those two aspects of my identity--I don’t see anyone wanting [racism] to disappear as
much as Black women would.

Bell hooks, in her book, Killing Rage: Ending Racism, speaks in detail about many of the points
Sharee raises. Hooks positions antiracism as the radical agenda of “revolutionary feminists.”
While she argues for the continued and growing support of White women feminists, she
contends that “it was individual black women and women of color who were and remain at the
forefront of the struggle to maintain an antiracist revolutionary agenda” (102-03). She argues for
the continuation of this agenda in the face of being “routinely assaulted by white people in the
white supremacist culture” through a violence that is “condoned by the state” and “necessary for
the maintenance of racial difference.” Hooks expounds on her statement by claiming “if black
people have not learned our place as second-class citizens through educational institutions, we
learn it by the daily assaults perpetuated by white offenders on our bodies and beings that we feel
but rarely publicly protest or name” (15). She declares protesting and naming these assaults,
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“talking race” as “the contemporary challenge to all black women, especially progressive black
feminists on the left” (3).
Although hooks published these words over 20 years ago, her statements still ring true for
Black Americans today, including the participants in this study. As Andre explained, he feels a
desire and obligation to combat racism in and out of the writing center because “the more time
you spend on a campus that’s primarily White, the more you realize how many terrible things are
going on for minority students.” As discussed in earlier chapters, the participants’ campuses have
been rife with race-related protests tied to violence against Black men and women and the White
supremacy leading to and emboldened by the election of Donald Trump. Several of the female
tutors have participated in and supported these protests. For Black women, whom Sharee and
hooks both identify as having unique histories of racialized and gendered oppression, the need
for change on college campuses and beyond is particularly pressing.
Fatou expressed a similar sentiment to Sharee, explaining that her identity as a Black
woman, as well as her identity as a first generation American, compel her to speak. Fatou feels
“more than comfortable” talking about race and confronting it in the writing center. However,
she feels that it is her personal responsibility because she has “taken on that burden,” but “only
as far as [she] wants to.” As she says, “if some random person’s being belligerent about it, I
choose to step away because there’s no convincing them, or not even talking to them.” Fatou
does acknowledge that she sometimes feels expected or obligated to speak, in order to educate
those around her. She faces dismissive or offensive questions and comments about Black
women, as well as about Guinea, the country from which her parents immigrated and to which
she has strong cultural ties. She expressed her frustration about this, saying “I’m in a position
where I have to constantly teach people things instead of learn anything.” However, she still
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asserts her personal decision to engage in antiracism and to, as hooks terms it, “talk race,” and
insists that if she doesn’t want to talk about race or educate someone who’s made an ignorant
comment, then she chooses not to.
The connection between identity and the desire or responsibility to speak out against
racism was a reoccurring theme across interviews and participants. Kristina, who had written a
manifesto connecting her experiences of racism to previous experiences of racism as well as to
America’s history of racism, situated her personal commitment and responsibility within this
larger context.
growing up, like, I had a very, a young kind of experience with racism, where this girl told
me she wasn’t gonna share her strawberries with me because I was Black. So, I grew up
knowing that racism was there, and, in a way, feeling very self-conscious about it. Like,
we would drive through the middle of nowhere, and I wouldn’t wanna get outta the car
because I’d be like, “what if they’re racist against me?” So, growing up, that was there in
my mind. And it would be quick to say that it’s obviously not gonna be this, government
that we live in, this country that we live in, this system that we have in place [that will]
fight racism. And, in this day and age, being a college student, like, everything is just
happening, you know? I see my people being killed on TV all the time, being stopped and
shot, and it’s, you kinda become a new person because of that. Like, I’m not that person
who’s like, let me not go in this place because they might be racist. Instead I’m like, I’m
here. I belong here. I’m gonna go where I want to go. And, because of that, I feel like, it’s
sort of on the individual person, and us- when we can- to form collective groups and fight
this. Because, you know what, in this country and this world, if we want something, we
have to do it ourselves. This system has been here for all these centuries, and just built on
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the backs of Black people. And it’s still- the prison industrial labor, or prison industrial
complex, that’s Black people making all these White people money. These White people
who are in in the power positions of this world. And they’re not gonna give us that
freedom, that equality, because then they’re not gonna give that level of superiority, or
alleged superiority. And so, if we wanna see change, like, it has to be us who propels this
change forward. And I think that, it’s a lot, because you know sometimes, you’re so tired
of talking, and you wanna just be like, “why won’t this fall into place?” But, it’s just not
going to happen that way, and so it’s important to keep speaking about it.

Kristina explains how she was exposed to and learned about racism from an early age, and also
how those early experiences shaped her interactions with the larger world, made her afraid. As
an adult, she’s come more into her own, and like Fatou, taken on a responsibility for racism,
because, from her perspective, the work of Black people has fueled the country’s success, and
White people are not willing to do anything they believe will threaten that success. So, as a
Black woman, she was work hard in whatever way she can.
Robin expressed that she also feels compelled to speak as a woman of color. This
includes in her work as a tutor, but she is wary of being asked to speak as a tutor, because her
identity as a woman of color makes it so that she is constantly speaking and put in positions to
speak out against racism. And, as Kristina says, sometimes “you’re so tired of talking.” Like
others, Nica expressed a sense of personal responsibility for challenging racism. She stated that
she was sometimes hesitant to speak because she knew discussions of race were not always
welcome, but, like Kristina, she felt it was up to her because, “as a person of color, you can’t
expect other people to do it for you. You have to say and do something.” Her comments and
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those of Kristina echo hooks’ call for Black women to persist in “talking race” in the face of
resistance.
For Nica, resistance is common in her writing center. As I’ve discussed in previous
chapters, Nica frequently dealt with pushback come her White co-workers when the topic of race
came up, which led her to avoid talking about it unless, for example, a specific incidence of
racism made it necessary. Felicia also experienced tension with her White co-workers, used her
administrative position as additional authority and position from which to education her White
peers about racism in the writing center.
I do try to inform some of my white friends that are tutors about things that affect
African-Americans or about things aren’t considered racism, but it is racism or
discrimination. So, I think like, me, since I’m in a position, basically I’m in a position to
speak for people who can’t. I don’t know if that makes any sense. But, since I’m
acclimated with tutors and I’m in an administrative position, I have a responsibility to
just, kinda just share knowledge of how this could be racist and this came out racist, or
sharing my experience of my own with my coworkers.
Felicia is the most experienced of the nine research participants, having tutored for six semesters
at three different writing centers (two simultaneously). She is also the only participant to have
held a leadership position in her center. Her experience and authority shape her decision to
engage in antiracist writing center work, but also her approach. Felicia frequently discussed and
explained problematic papers or events that occurred in the writing center with White tutors in
her center. This did not always go smoothly, as Felicia also explained that her White co-workers
were not always interested in listening, and some of them failed to recognize her as an
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administrator. However, she continued, because she felt it her responsibility, and because, from
her perspective, “if [you] don’t say anything, then nothin’s gonna get done.”
6.4.2

Responsibilities of White Tutors
Although Felicia took up the personal responsibility for educating her White peers, she,

like the other tutors, had particular ideas for the role and responsibility of White tutors as well.
The tutors did not agree completely on what White tutors should do, although some felt strongly
that White people should take more responsibility for ending racism, making an effort to learn
and to educate themselves and other White people first.
Three of the participants who spoke most directly about the role and responsibility of
White tutors (and people) were Robin, Felicia, and Sharee. While during the second interview all
participants were asked their perspectives on the role of White tutors in antiracist writing center
work, each of these three women addressed the topic of what White people should do on their
own, without prompting. As I stated earlier, Robin explained that she did feel that writing centers
could be sites for antiracism, and that she does take on the personal responsibility of antiracism
both in and out of the writing center, but was hesitant about whether or not all tutors should be
tasked with intervening in racism as part of their job responsibilities. Robin’s hesitancy stems
from her concerns about who would be asked to do this work.
it's so complicated though, because it’s like, who’s doing the intervening? I feel like that
matters. . . .Like, I feel like White students should have to take more responsibility for
trying to intervene, or something. Umm, not because I think their perspectives are more
valid or anything, but just because like, I think that we do that work in our day-to-day
lives, so I think that certain people should like, have to, like, take some more
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responsibility. Otherwise it feels like it always ends up being the person of color who
ends up seeing and intervening. And that’s where that training could come in helpful.

Robin’s comments here speak to a point I’ve made elsewhere: the importance of recognizing that
tutors of color are people of color, people of color who walk around in their skin all the time, and
thus may encounter racism at any time. As a woman of color, Robin’s calls to explain or defend
herself against judgment or discrimination are not limited to the writing center. As she says,
discussing race and intervening when she witnesses moments of racism are part of her everyday
experience. Her desire to have White tutors take more responsibility stems from her
unwillingness to have more burden placed upon her, more burden than what she carries naturally
as a multiracial Black woman. Robin also hints at a phenomenon called racial battle fatigue,
which, as it sounds, refers to physical and mental fatigue experienced by people as a result of
microaggressions they encounter in their daily lives (Hubain et al.). Sometimes people of color
are, quite literally, tired. Robin described her work as a tutor as “exhausting” and “mentally
draining.” It is quite possible that some tutors of color don’t want to do the work of their
everyday lives--defending themselves against racial aggressions--as part of their official tutoring
duties.
Like Robin, Felicia felt that White tutors should hold more responsibility for taking on
racism in the writing center, although she did not have the same reasons.
I think especially, it’s especially important for White tutors to point [racism] out, for why
I mean sometimes they have validation and people believe them more. But I mean, it
can’t be just African-American tutors pointing out that something is racist. It has to be a
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collaborative effort, pretty much, for racism, I’m not gonna say to get solved quicker, but,
it’ll move forward.
Felicia expounded on her points during the second interview,
I think, at institutions that are majority White, a lot of the change is gonna come from
White tutors in the writing center. Because, they already have the authority; they’re
already in the majority, and I feel like their role is to, if you see a student being racist in a
paper, to call it out. And I think doing that, having that approach to writing, just having a
critical eye no matter if they’re a White student, Black student, whatever, can really help
the student. Especially if they’re White [laughs]. So, if another White person tells the
White student that this is not right, you should rephrase this, you shouldn’t generalize, I
think it’ll have more of a lasting impact. Because, a lot of the times, White students may
think that Black people always talkin’ about race. But if you have a White tutor who is
genuinely concerned about people having balanced viewpoints and not expressing racism
in arguments, then it can really help the student start to develop, well they may not
develop the viewpoint, but at least consider it. I feel like, with their stance, White tutors
in the writing center, they have a lot of power, I would say, in addressing racism.
While Robin thinks White tutors should take more responsibility to avoid placing more burden
on tutors of color, and not because their perspectives are more valid, Felicia contends that for
many White students, the words and advice of White tutors may be accepted as more valid, as it
is easy for the words of people of color to be dismissed, or, as Bonilla-Silva explains, to be
blamed for the continuation of racial tension (1).
Sharee’s comments earlier about the challenges of being Black and woman speak to
Felicia’s point about how easy it is for her to be dismissed, and why it is important for White
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people to also speak alongside people and women of color because, unfortunately, White people
often are more willing to listen to other White people. Further, Sharee feels White people have to
help fight on her (a Black woman’s) behalf because, as she explains, “We [Black women]
obviously don’t want this to happen anymore. We’re not the reason violence and oppression
against us is still happening. So, that’s why I feel compelled to do it, but I don’t think it’s within
Black women’s power alone to do it.” Whereas Kristina felt that Black people must take up the
call, because White people are unwilling to, Sharee was adamant about the need of White tutors
and people to do most of the work. Both women, however, did see the need for collaboration.
Kristina felt that White tutors did have a responsibility to work against racism, but that could not
do so effectively if people of color were not part of and informing the process. She stated
repeatedly the importance of “Black voices to be heard, Black voices to be understood.” Her
message to White tutors arose from her own desire to be heard, as well as some of her
experiences in the writing center.
you need to realize that 1) racism isn’t out of this country; it’s very real and very much
alive. And you need to realize that you can’t, yourself, try to tell this experience or
understand this experience alone, you know? You have to listen to these people who
actually go through it. And it’s one thing just listening or nodding your head and walking
away, just doing it just cuz you have to. I mean like, really listen. Really take into
account what they’re going through. And make them know that their experiences are
actually validated, and what they’re saying is actually real. And don’t look at us like
we’re aggressive, or crazy, or why are you out there defending this so hard because you
look crazy, or whatever. You need to realize that you can’t just know this all by yourself.
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And you need to realize, you know what, I don’t, but I’m gonna go talk to these people,
and I’m gonna try to understand as best as I can what they’re going through.
The frustration Kristina feels over some of her experiences comes through clearly. But her worry
over seen as “crazy” or “aggressive” also relates to Felicia’s comments on the biases against
Black people (“White people may think that Black people always talkin’ about race”), and how
these biases lead to dismissal of their claims and experiences of racism.
But most of what Kristina wants, in addition to her pain and experiences being accepted
as truth, is what the other participants in this study wanted as well, which was for White tutors to
take the time to educate themselves. Fatou struggled with the “White guilt” of many of her
coworkers, which she says produced a lot of worry and anxiety for them when speaking about
race, because they were uncertain of what they were saying. She had to contend with their worry
and anxiety as their coworker, although she said she also found it productive to push them on
their positions. Andre, Stephanie, and Carrie all encouraged their White coworkers to read and
learn about the history of race and racism, and also to engage with people who have different
opinions on problems and how to approach them. Sharee added to her statements that much of
the work of challenging racism in the writing center involves what is already good tutoring
practice, that can be focused when the topic of race comes up.
I think when racial texts come up, the same thing I tell to writers, I would hope my White
coworkers would as well. Like, don’t make sweeping claims. Fact-check yourself;
understand your sources. Look at potential areas of bias in whatever source you’re using.
Like, some people might read about how Black people are keeping themselves down, and
think, “oh, it’s in a book; it must be fact,” and not looking into the fact that the author is a
White supremacist or something. Like, knowing your sources and being accountable for
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the research that you do, I want my White coworkers to tell that to students as well. Like
ask questions, and try to learn what--- and sometimes it come from professors who assign
these texts to students. And, of course it’s really icky that professors to do that, but also
students, if something rubs them the wrong way, that they’ll think, “oh, why is this text
like this?” And that my White coworkers will tell them, like, research your sources.
Understand where the stuff you’re reading is coming from. When you’re writing, look at
what other sources are saying about this, and, like, take up multiple perspectives. That’s
how I think a White consultant could combat racism in academia.
What Sharee suggests here is not radical. To some it might sound like standard tutoring practice.
What she is asking for is that her White coworkers be more intentional, and perhaps a bit more
willing to go out on a limb if necessary, to educate student writers who come in. So that they can
do their jobs more fully, and so that tutors of color might have to do less, in one sector of their
educational experience.
6.4.3

Responsibilities of Writing Center Directors
Among the calls for white tutors to educate themselves were calls for directors to help

and support them in this endeavor. Almost all of the tutors spoke about education and training
for antiracism, for all tutors, and especially for tutors whose identities have not required them to
engage on the topic as frequently as others. Greenfield and Rowan acknowledge the challenge of
developing robust education around race in the writing center, but maintain its importance,
asserting that
Failing to help tutors develop a critical lens through which to explore racism likewise
leaves them ill-equipped to think complexly about different and interrelated forms of
oppression, including classism, sexism, and heterosexism. When discussions of race and
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racism are excluded from tutor education, tutors will be less conscious of and therefore
less able or willing to assist with deliberate efforts to diversify recruitment; less proactive
in their thinking about developing different activities, programs, forums, and strategies
for combating racism; and less able to find connections between antiracist writing center
work and other areas of their lives that could be enriched through such a critical lens.
(131)
The authors go on to explain that training and education in race helps tutors do their job better,
and Robin felt that the training and education would help make it possible for White tutors to
take on more responsibility. Several tutors also recommended more recruitment and hiring of
tutors of color, with Stephanie even suggesting flyers and recruitment materials specifically
targeting students of color, as well as satellite centers in campus cultural centers, which might
make the centers’ services more accessible and help overcome some of the unease Felicia
mentioned.
Felicia was another tutor that expressed clear opinions on what directors could or should
do, as well as their responsibility.
I think directors have a lot of responsibility considering they are pretty much the face of
the writing center, and the whole vibe of the writing center pretty much revolves around
the director. And, like I said before, directors have the responsibility of training their
tutors, giving them readings about race. You know, checking in to make sure relations are
okay. I don’t know how to describe it, but just checking in sometimes, and just being an
advisor to students who are in the writing center. And also, I think directors have the
responsibility, if they do have minority tutors, to be an open director that the tutor might
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feel comfortable coming to talk to him or her about something that happened in the
writing center concerning race.

Like others, Felicia, recommends specific readings and trainings about race to help prepare tutors
to do antiracism in the writing center. However, as Black woman who has endured racism from
her tutees and her fellow tutors, she also urges directors to do more than hand out readings. As
she says, directors are the “face” of the writing center and affect the center’s “vibe.” Essentially,
the environment of the writing center is very much affected by them and their actions. Felicia
wants directors to do more to make tutors of color feel as included and valuable and safe in the
center as White tutors do, so that if they have a situation like the one she experienced, with tutees
challenging her feedback and ending sessions early, and fellow tutors refusing to acknowledge
her authority as an administrator, that they will feel comfortable bringing those issues to their
directors, and trust that they will be believed.
Beyond the need for more training for tutors, several tutors expressed a desire for more
support. This need is evidence in Felicia’s response, which stems from her experiences of racism
in her writing center. However, Carrie, who had not had particularly negative experiences with
her directors or coworkers also wanted more support. According to Carrie, in her center, tutors
are encouraged to disengage from difficult conversations. As a tutor, she’d like more support and
training on how to have those conversations with tutors when they come up.
I think that in our staff meetings, if we’re just more encouraged to...well actually in the
staff meetings that I have now, the professors and directors that we work with, they’ve
said that if we do encounter someone who’s being overtly racist that we can just end the
session, or sexist, or if we’re just offended by something we can just end the session. But,
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I think that if they encourage us to challenge them in the most comfortable way that we
feel, that we might have more of those discussions, but it seems like they don’t want us to
get to that point of that discussion. They just want us to end it, which in some cases is the
best thing to do. You don’t need to have a discussion with people who don’t want to
listen sometimes, so I think it is an option, but I think if we’re encouraged to talk about it,
if we want to, then that would be good support.
Carrie acknowledges that some conversations aren’t worth happening. It was a point she made
more than once. But as someone invested in working against racism, and who is willing to do
that work through her writing center work, she’d like more support and encouragement in her
efforts. It seems that her directors are attempting, at least in part, to protect tutors of color and
others with marginalized identities from uncomfortable situations, but Carrie requests that tutors
be made more aware that, if they feel comfortable, they are also welcome to continue difficult
conversations that come up through their tutoring.
A related concern was brought up by Fatou, Carrie’s co-worker. Fatou said that “directors
need to also reflect upon their identities and allow space for a little bit of hurt, sometimes.”
Carrie described her center as a fairly rigid, professional space, that did not allow for much
expression of emotion. Fatou expresses that as well, and critiques it. Asking that tutors of color
have room to expand the space, and directors allow that.
Sometimes [. . .] those conversations do allow for those very visceral and volatile
reactions to be expressed, and I think dealing with those in a manner that might not
always be the most professional or, recognizing that that slightly unprofessional
behavior is allowed in that space because you are having conversations like this, is
important. But also recognizing what makes up these traditional spaces of
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professionalism. Like, these spaces weren’t necessarily made with me in mind, so I’m
not gonna occupy this space the way you would because you didn’t think about me
when you were making this space, so you obviously didn’t make room for me to feel
this way and to express these feelings. And allowing us to make room to either
deconstruct or change this space completely for the sake of having the most fruitful
conversation is something that directors really need to take account of because, when it
comes down to it, both of my directors are White; one is a White woman, and one is a
White man. So, no matter how much they get it or get parts of it, or get fractions of it,
they won’t be able to understand the extent of my experience.
Fatou’s words here harken back to her comments about the “balancing act” of being a Black,
female tutor, the “double bind” of many Black women in predominantly White educational
settings. Very few directors would describe the work of their tutors as easy, and the added
elements of doing that work in overwhelming White spaces is often challenging for Black tutors,
particularly Black female tutors. Ethically and responsibly allowing “space for a little bit of
hurt,” for their tutors to express their hurt, perhaps for others (or themselves) to get hurt, is a call
that directors can take to heart, and think seriously about in the contexts of their own writing
centers.

6.5

Conclusion
This chapter has examined the concepts of writing centers’ potential and responsibility for

antiracism, from the perspectives of the nine Black writing tutor participants in this study. The
participants’ offer their insight on writing center purpose and practices, shaped by their own
experiences as writing center tutors. They believe writing centers have potential to make a
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difference in the individual lives and experiences of student writers, and writing centers’
institutional location and function can help them make a larger impact. However, the tutors’
recommendations for who should take up antiracism and how it should be done are also shaped
by their experiences of racism off and on their campuses, including in their writing centers. The
previous chapters have traced these experiences of institutional and localized racism in the
writing center and beyond. I’ve argued that the experiences are interrelated and that outside
experiences affect the student experience, and thus the tutor experience. In the following
conclusion of this project, I consider the limitations of the study, as well as the significance of its
findings. I end with suggestions for further research that might deepen and expand the findings
of this study.
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CHAPTER 7.

CONCLUSION

In the previous three chapters, I’ve presented analyses of my conversations with nine Black
writing tutors, conversations which helped me theorize the racialized injuries the tutors endure
on their campuses, as well as their strategic maneuvering or “filtering” practices in the writing
center, and various forms and levels of responsibility held by those who work in writing centers.
In this chapter I reflect on the beginnings of this project and its original purpose. I discuss the
limitations of the study before summarizing some of the key findings and outcomes, including
those I did not anticipate. I discuss the limitations of the study and its implications for the field. I
conclude by considering ways to continue and build on the findings here through further research
and inquiry

7.1

Looking Back: Project Goals
As I discussed in my introduction, this project grew in part out of some of my own

experiences as a writing tutor at major research PWIs. My undergraduate writing center was
where I learned about writing and about myself as a writer. It was the first place in my life where
I encountered White people who openly acknowledged the reality of racism, and were willing to
talk and write about it with me. It was a space with conflict, but also of dialogue, a space and
environment that helped me to imagine writing centers and their possibilities. And yet, as I
continued and developed in the field and began to professionalize more, attending conferences,
reading scholarship, I developed a sense that I was not fully welcome or included. I am
accustomed to overwhelming White spaces, as I’ve mentioned, but in writing centers, my earliest
introduction to the field of Composition Studies (other than my first-year writing course), the
work that led me here and what helped me to remain when I found myself lost, I feel conflicted. I
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was excited when I realized the immense interest in issues of race and racism amongst scholars
in the field, as evidenced by the growing number of publications and conference presentations on
the topic. But when I read this work, or almost any scholarship in the field, and I come across
scholars discussing what “we” as a field must do, even about racism, I do not feel included in
that “we.” I feel when I read scholarship about race that White scholars in my field are writing
about me, but not for me. I feel that I have not been thoroughly acknowledged as an audience to
conversation, and I certainly have not been invited to participate.
Nancy Grimm speaks a bit about this in her chapter “Retheorizing Writing Center Work
to Transform a System of Advantage Based on Race.” She writes, “Equally problematic is the
assumption that the audience for this chapter is white. . . . The efforts of white academics to
come to terms with racism in the academy call for a great deal of patience from these readers
[academics of color], particularly when we write as though they were not already present in our
audience.” Grimm continues by stating that “In doing so, we enact the very ism we attempt to
address” (77 emphasis added). Grimm’s acknowledgement is appreciated. However, I don’t feel
included in her “we” either. It’s clear in the excerpt I’ve provided that I have not be included, as
I am certainly not enacting racism against myself. And this is not intended as a calling or
singling out of Grimm, as she calls the field to consider the issue in the first place. But I think we
(by which I mean all of us) may be a bit too careless too often with our language, which is
troubling considering our job to be deeply concerned with language and to help others be
concerned and intentional with language. I don’t think we always consider who is and isn’t
included, who is and isn’t invoked. Plural pronouns are not always neutral. They can still
exclude. They can still can still harm. And so, this project is in part an acknowledgement that I
am here, and others like me are here. Some of us are administrators. Many of us tutors. We have
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lived lives as Black Americans and Black students that are relevant to the work of writing
centers. This project sought to bring in more voices on the matter of racism in writing centers
and what “we” should do about it.
Diab, Ferrel, Godbee, and Simpkins, ask in their chapter, “Making Commitments to
Racial Justice Actionable,” that those in writing centers shift from a “critique against racism” a
“critique for social and racial justice.” Citing the New London Group, the contend that “change
requires new stories, new ways of collaborating, and new ways of living” (19-20). They ask us to
move past confessional narratives and consider how personal experiences of and interventions in
racism “find their meaning in systems and institutions (including academic ones) that define and
distribute power both in explicit and implicit ways” (21). And so, this project sought, in growing
and evolving ways, to connect personal experiences of racism to the larger institutions of higher
learning and of racism itself. It sought to offer advice on how various stakeholders can and
should take responsibility and action for racism in ways that are specific, but also connected to
the writing center’s institutional purpose and connections. Additionally, it invited more and
diverse voices to speak, to utter the pronoun “we” in a way that included themselves.

7.2

Research and/as Activism
In the fall of 2016, I attended the IWCA AntiRacism Special Interest Group (SIG). It was

my first time attending the SIG, and there were a few particularly impassioned members who
spoke about the need for actionable research on antiracism. Although the formulations for this
project had started, in some form, almost a year earlier, I was motivated by the call issued at the
SIG meeting, and I hoped that this project might help meet it. That being said, I could not have
anticipated the multiple ways in which this project would take up that call. In particular, I could
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not have anticipated the personal impact on me and some of my participants that sharing our
stories with one another would have.
One of the things I asked participants in the first interview, but did not factor much into
the analysis because of the way the themes emerged and took shape, was if they were actively
involved in any activist activities or organizations, related to race or other issues. One of the
participants, Nica, shared in her second interview, that the question made her reflect on her
activities and values, and ultimately led to a decision to become more involved in activities that
could lead to change in her environment. While Nica spoke of direct action through
organizations and events, several participants mentioned how the conversations that occurred
during our interviews helped them think through issues or experiences. Andre worked through
some of his complicated feelings about activism on his campus, while Carrie and I exchanged
stories of uncomfortable moments and tokenization. Fatou shared how much she enjoyed
speaking with another Black woman from a different university, and Sharee and I shared our
joint frustration the dearth of Black professors at our institutions (hers current, mine current and
previous).
And, of course, there’s Kristina, who spoke several times of how meaningful it was to
have her experiences of being silenced and oppressed in her writing center validated, to be told
that she had not been overly aggressive or crazy, and that she had a right to be upset. Kristina’s
words reminded me of those of Victor Villanueva on narrative,
The narrative of the person of color validates. It resonates. It awakens,
particularly for those of us who are in institutions where our numbers are few. We
know that though we really are Gramsci’s exceptions--those who “through
‘chance’ [. . . have] had opportunities that the thousand others in reality could not
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or did not have” --our experiences are in no sense unique but are always
analogous to other experiences from among those exceptions. (“Blind”
15)
Entering this project, I expected to hear stories of struggle and racism, and that those stories
would speak to others, helping to form the basis of a theory from which the field could learn
something about racism in and through writing centers. But I failed to realize the extent to which
the narratives would resonate with my own experiences as a Black woman, despite those
experiences helping originate the project, and I failed to fully consider my role as witness to my
participants’ narratives of painful and upsetting experiences. Many of the participants told their
stories through humor, but when anger and frustration broke through, it was clear and real, and I
had no choice but to accept it as part of their story and experience. This project
was one that was about activism, but the connections I made with the participants through the
sharing of our stories and the mutual validation of experience also made it a form of activism
itself.

7.3

Summary of Findings: Conclusions and Implications
The interview data in this study yielded several interesting and important findings that can

help shape the field’s understanding of the interconnectedness between tutors’ of color in-lab and
out-of-lab experiences of racism. One of the conclusions we can draw is that the experiences are
in fact interconnected. One of the best examples of this interconnectedness was provided by
Fatou, who explained how, following the presidential election, she was struggling with the
results and what they meant for her as a Black woman, and did not want to go in to her shift at
the writing center that day. She did, because she felt obligated to the students who had schedule
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with her. Following her session, she attended a solidarity rally where she stood under watch of
police officers with guns at the ready. Another great example is that of Felicia, who faced the
same stereotypes about her intelligence and academic potential both in and out of the writing
center, based on her identity as a Black female speaker of AAVE. A conclusion we can draw is
that the racialized experiences of the participants affected them as students, and people, and thus
as tutors.
A related conclusion is that racism does not stop at the writing center door. In Chapter 5 I
analyze the primary forms of racism the participants experience that lead them to filter their
words and actions in their workplaces. There were overlaps between the racism they experienced
elsewhere on campus. As I noted above, Felicia had strikingly similar experiences in both the
writing center and her classrooms, and Nica felt unwelcome in both her program and her writing
center. Fatou had to explain her presence in her university’s honors program, and also prove
herself capable of helping students with their work. There were also occasional tensions, for
example, Sharee dealt with conflicting expectations to represent and speak for all Black people
in some of her classes, but then in the writing center be just a “person.” Many of these
experiences were gendered or tied to the participants specific racial and ethnic identities, but all
speak to the work that is left to be done in all writing centers, including those that already make a
habit of hiring diverse tutors and/or of including issues of race and racism as part of tutor
training.
The final analysis chapter spoke about the need for more and perhaps different tutor
training on race. Several tutors wanted directors to take more responsibility for preparing tutors
to do antiracist work, and to reflect critically on their own identities and approaches to
antiracism. Fatou, in particular, spoke of the need for directors to consider their own racialized
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identities and how it might limit their perspectives on antiracism, especially if they have not done
that investigative work. Felicia observed directors’ role as leaders of the center and how they
shape the culture or “vibe” of the center, including on matters of race. The tutors expressed very
clearly that they felt a personal responsibility for taking on racism, both in and out of the writing
center, but many were mindful of what additional responsibilities their directors might ask them
as people of color to take on, and felt that White tutors should take on as much or more, in part
because they may hold more natural authority when speaking with other White people. Much of
the tutors’ advice was shaped by their experience as tutors, as well as by their racialized
experiences on their campuses (including in the writing center) and in their lives. They
demonstrate how lived experience works with professional experience to develop expertise on a
topic. They show that tutors of color have valuable contributions to offer writing centers beyond
their daily tutoring sessions. And, they prove that they are engaged members of the writing
center community, that they are part of the “we” not being adequately addressed, but, if asked,
have important things to say about the work they do.
Some of the implications of these conclusions are fairly obvious and have been indicated
before. Writing centers are not as diverse as they could be; there is more work to be done. More
importantly, diversity alone is not enough. Even in centers with a good representation of people
of color, such as Fatou and Carrie’s center, harmful racism takes place and shapes the work of
Black tutors and their comfort in their centers. Kristina, who worked in the most diverse center
on the most diverse campus, also experienced some of the most overt racism, which ultimately
forced her out of the writing center. And so, there is work to be, and it needs to be done
everywhere.
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Further implications are about the significance of tutors’ out-of-lab experiences and
tutors’ perception of campus climate. Writing centers may need to consider what campus racism
means for them as higher education administrators. As many of the participants note, writing
centers’ attachments to and relationships with various departments and offices on campus
increase their potential for meaningful work against racism in higher education. It also may
suggest that writing centers and their administrators do not get to ignore it, but should find ways
to use their skill and authority with language, writing, and student support to make a difference
through those relationships.
Finally, I return to Fatou’s advice that (White) directors interrogate their own racialized
identities, and to the reality of Kristina’s situation, in a very diverse center. The findings in this
study are a strong indication that writing centers, despite the talk at conferences and in
publications, are not antiracist spaces. They are not even unoppressive spaces often, meaning,
they do not, at the very least, do no harm. Writing centers and the racism that permeates them do
harm. It may or may not be lasting for those who experience it, but it is real, and damaging, and
works against the oft-cited goal of increasing diversity in the field.

7.4

Limitations of the Study
Throughout this study I’ve shared very personal, and I believe, very powerful, narratives of

the experiences of several Black tutors. I’ve considered their stories within the contexts of their
writing centers and institutions. However, I have not presented a thorough study of each
institution’s climate and culture, instead relying on participants’ perceptions and understandings,
filtered through their unique lens and experiences. Thus, the findings in this study present a
limited representation on campus racial politics. Further, for ive of the institutions represented in
this study, I was able to speak to only one tutor/student. The single participant’s experiences are
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valuable and helpful for understanding some of what Black tutors experience on PWI campuses,
but the stories of and perspectives of one person do not allow me to draw significant conclusions
about the climate of a particular institution or writing center. I have instead described how the
institution or center has been experienced by that particular participant.
Related to the issue of single participants from most institutions, is the issue of a single
male participants. While the disproportionate representation of female participants allowed me to
make stronger connections across narratives and to broader social and historical constraints on
Black women and womanhood, having just one male participant makes doing the same thing for
Black men impossible.

7.5

Looking Forward: Further Research and Actions
I noted above the limitations of this study to truly speak to the racial climate of the

participants’ institutions. More robust studies of campus racial climate, in which researchers
spoke to multiple tutors from the same center and university, which is common in studies of
campus racial climate, could provide a richer analysis of the climate and of the center. The
multiple perspectives also provide a more well-rounded view of the center and its culture. While
this study has focused on large research institutions, the field may also benefit from studying
other types of PWIs, and from studying MSIs (Minority Serving Institutions) to better understand
what tensions exist in those spaces, and how the directors mediate them, and to diversify even
further the types of institutions and voices we learn from in the field of writing center studies.
This project sought to extend and expand conversations in the field about racism and
antiracism. Yet, in some ways it is a starting point, as voices such as those represented here have
contributed so little thus far to this conversation. Thus, another obvious next step for further
research is more studies that investigate the experiences and perspectives of tutors of color:
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Black tutors, and tutors from other racial (and gender) backgrounds as well. This study has
hopefully shown the value of such work, but the narratives of nine people cannot, and is not
intended to, represent the experience or advice of the entire of Black and African American
tutors in the writing center community. Further studies that include more tutors from more
universities can build upon these findings.
These further studies, that include and highlight the voices of people of color who work
in writing centers, can contribute to the development of the new “we.” They can continue to
promote the voices of people of color and other marginalized groups, including tutors among
those voices. And as a field, we can be more welcoming of administrators and professionals in
the field, more considerate of our “we’s.” Some might argue that the exclusiveness of the
pronoun is simply an inevitability of language, one of the limitations of writing and speaking
English. But I think that it is more the ubiquity of Whiteness. Sometimes this Whiteness is
interrogated. Often it is insidious, creeping subtly into centers and onto pages, shaping
conversations about writing center practice, coloring the “we’s” spoken by the majority of the
field. I believe it is possible to complicate this “we,” to change it into a new, more inclusive
“we.” This project is, in part, an attempt. I give voice to myself, but I also create space or the
voices and experiences of other Black tutors and share those experiences with the field. Kristina
expressed that she wished there were more Black people in the field. I wish the same. When I
attend the annual conferences, I walk around looking for people who look like me, with whom I
can connect. I feel relieved that I am beginning to find them. I feel both validated and saddened
that they share my feelings of isolation and frustration. I feel hopeful that they share my
dedication. I also feel encouraged that there are White practitioners in the field, who, upon
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reading this, will share my motivation. Who will want to work with and for me, so that the entire
burden of creating a new “we” is not on me and those like me.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A:

WRITING CENTER ADMINISTRATOR RECRUITMENT LETTER

Dear Writing Center Administrator,

My name is Talisha Haltiwanger Morrison. I am a current Ph.D. candidate at Purdue University
and tutor at the Purdue Writing Lab. I am contacting you for assistance recruiting interview
participants for my dissertation study.

I am seeking writing center tutors who identify as Black or African-American to participate in
my research study, which investigates the experiences of Black writing tutors at predominantly
white institutions (PWIs) in their centers and on campus, and their perspectives on race as it
relates to writing center work.

Both graduate and undergraduate tutors are welcome, as well as bi- or multi-racial tutors. One
restriction, however, is that tutors have at least one semester of tutoring experience, that is, tutors
currently in their first semester of writing center work should not respond to the request.
Participants will be asked to participate in two rounds of interviews, each interview lasting
approximately one hour in length. If you have tutors on staff whom you believe might be
interested in speaking with me, please pass on the accompanying tutor recruitment letter. If you
or your tutors have questions for me regarding the study, please feel free to contact me at my
email address below.

Thank you very much for your assistance,
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Sincerely,

Talisha Haltiwanger Morrison
Doctoral Candidate
Purdue University
Graduate Tutor/ Usage Analytics Coordinator
Purdue Writing Lab
thaltiwanger@purdue.edu
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APPENDIX B: WCENTER RECRUITMENT EMAIL
WCenter Email or Recruitment (Original)

Hello,

My name is Talisha Haltiwanger Morrison. I am looking for interview participants for my
dissertation research, which seeks out current Black tutors at research institutions for their
perspectives on race, racism and antiracism as part of writing center work. I am contacting
directors for their help in reaching tutors who meet the criteria for my study. I have attached two
recruitment letters with more information, one for writing center administrators, and one for
tutors. If you have tutors on staff who meet the criteria and are interested in speaking with me,
you may have them contact me directly. You may also contact me or my advisor, Harry Denny
(hdenny@purdue.edu), if you have further questions about my research.

Thank you,
Talisha

WCenter Email for Recruitment (Modified)

Hello

My name is Talisha Haltiwanger Morrison. I am looking for interview participants for my
dissertation research, which seeks out current (Spring/Summer 2017) Black tutors at research
institutions for their perspectives on race, racism and antiracism as part of writing center work. I
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am contacting directors for their help in reaching tutors who meet the criteria for my study. I am
especially interested in finding male tutors, as I have had trouble recruiting male participants,
although participants of any gender are welcome, as well as any nationality, as long as they
identify as Black. I have attached two recruitment letters with more information, one for writing
center administrators, and one for tutors. If you have tutors on staff who meet the criteria and are
interested in speaking with me, you may have them contact me directly. You may also contact
me or my advisor, Harry Denny (hdenny@purdue.edu), if you have further questions about my
research.

Thank you,

Talisha
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APPENDIX C: TUTOR RECRUITMENT LETTER
Dear Student,

My name is Talisha Haltiwanger Morrison. I am a current Ph.D. candidate at Purdue University
and tutor at the Purdue Writing Lab. I am contacting you with the assistance of your director
because you are a Black tutor currently working in a writing center at a predominantly White
institution (PWI).

I am seeking current writing center tutors who identify as Black or African-American to
participate in my dissertation study, which investigates the experiences of Black writing tutors at
PWIs in their centers and on campus, and their perspectives on race as it relates to writing center
work. Both graduate and undergraduate tutors with at least one completed semester of experience
are welcome. You may also participate if you identify as bi- or multi-racial.

If you choose to participate in the study, I invite you to take part in two, one-hour interviews
with me. The interviews will be conducted via Skype at a time of your convenience. During both
interviews, you retain the right to refuse to answer any question at any time. I will record our
interviews, and they will be transcribed. The transcripts will not be shared with anyone, and all
names and identifying information will be changed to protect the confidentiality of your
responses.

Your participation in this study is voluntary, and you may choose to withdraw at any time,
including between the two interviews. In exchange for your time and responses, you will receive
a $20.00 gift card for Starbucks or Amazon.com. The gift card will still be rewarded should you
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choose to withdraw from participation in the study. If you have any questions or you are
interested in participating in this research, please contact me at your earliest convenience.

I look forward to speaking with you about your experiences.

Sincerely,

Talisha Haltiwanger Morrison
Doctoral Candidate
Purdue University
Graduate Tutor/ Usage Analytics Coordinator
Purdue Writing Lab
thaltiwanger@purdue.edu
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APPENDIX D: INFORMED CONSENT
Consent to Participate in a Research Study
Purdue University

TITLE OF STUDY: Black Lives, White Spaces: Toward Understanding the Experiences of
Black Tutors at Predominantly White Institutions

Principal Investigator: Harry Denny, Ph.D., Associate Professor, English Department,
hdenny@purdue.edu

Co-Principal Investigator: Talisha Haltiwanger Morrison, Doctoral Candidate, English
Department; thaltiwanger@purdue.edu

STUDY OVERVIEW

This study attempts to collection information about experience of Black tutors working in
writing centers at predominantly white institutions (PWIs). The study also investigates the tutors’
perspectives on antiracist activism within writing centers and if, how, and why they may take on
this work. The researcher seeks to understand the tutors’ experiences on campus and in the
writing center, including their experience with racism and antiracism, and how these may shape
the tutors’ professional identity.

WHY AM I BEING INVITED TO TAKE PART IN THIS RESEARCH?
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You are being invited to participate in this research because of your self-identification as Black
or African-American, as well as your position as a tutor in a writing center at a predominantly
white college or university.

WHO IS DOING THE STUDY?

Talisha Haltiwanger Morrison, doctoral candidate at Purdue University, will be conducting the
study under the guidance of her advisor, Dr. Harry Denny.

WHERE IS THE STUDY GOING TO TAKE PLACE AND HOW LONG WILL IT LAST?

Participation will be two skype interviews, each approximately 60 minutes long, scheduled for a
time of your convenience. The first interview will take place during the month of April or May
2017. The second interview will take place at a time of your convenience, following the
completion of the first round of interviews. The researcher may wish to contact you to follow-up
on your comments.

WHAT WILL I BE ASKED TO DO?

You will be asked to participate in two skype interviews to discuss your experiences as a Black
tutor at your institution. The interviews will last 60 minutes each and will be digitally recorded
with your permission. After the interview, the recordings will be transcribed. The interview
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materials will be kept in uploaded to Dropbox and any identifiable materials will be kept in a
locked drawer in the office of the Co-Principal Investigator.

ARE THERE REASONS WHY I SHOULD NOT TAKE PART IN THIS STUDY?

You should not take part in this study if you do not identify racially as Black or AfricanAmerican, if you are not currently employed as a tutor in a writing center at a predominantly
white institution, or if you are in your first semester of working in a writing center. You should
also not take part in this study if you do not wish to complete both interviews or if you do not
wish for your responses to be recorded.

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS?

Risks are minimal for this study. However, you may feel emotionally uneasy reflecting on past
experiences tutoring or with racism, especially if particular moments were upsetting or
interactions were difficult.

ARE THERE ANY BENEFITS FROM TAKING PART IN THE STUDY?

Participants will be compensated with their time with a $20.00 gift card, $10.00 per interview.
Should any participant choose to withdraw from the study, the gift card will still be rewarded.

DO I HAVE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY?
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Participation in the research study is completely voluntary. You have the right to withdraw at any
time or refuse to participate entirely. If you desire to withdraw, you may inform the researcher
during or between interviews.

WHO WILL SEE THE INFORMATION THAT I GIVE?

We will keep private all research records that identify you, to the extent allowed by the law.

The interview process will not ask you to reveal your identity. Instead, we will work together to
choose a pseudonym to represent your voice in any publication which might result from the
research. The name of your institution will also remain anonymous. As a researcher, I will do my
best to make sure your confidentiality is maintained and will not use any information from the
transcripts which might violate your confidential comments. Further the transcripts will not be
shared with anyone affiliated with your writing center or institution.

WHAT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?

If you have questions regarding this study, you may contact the researcher, Talisha Haltiwanger
Morrison at thaltiwanger@purdue.edu or her advisor, Dr. Harry Denny, at hdenny@purdue.edu.
If you have questions about your rights as a volunteer, you may contact Purdue University’s
Human Protection Program/Institutional Review Board at (765) 494-5942, irb@purdue.edu, or
155 S Grant St., West Lafayette, IN 47907-2114.
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WHAT ELSE DO I NEED TO KNOW?

In order to most accurately record your ideas, I would like to record our interviews. I will ask
you as we begin each session if you allow our conversation to be recorded. You will also have
opportunity to review narratives developed from your interviews and request changes or
omissions. I will review our conversations, and if I have additional questions, I would like your
permission to re-contact you.

Sincerely,

Talisha Haltiwanger Morrison
Co-Principal Investigator
Purdue University Doctoral Candidate
thaltiwanger@purdue.edu

Harry Denny, Ph.D.
Principal Investigator
Associate Professor and Director of Purdue Writing Lab
hdenny@purdue.edu
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APPENDIX E: INTERVIEW ONE QUESTIONNAIRE
Haltiwanger Morrison, Interview 1 Questionnaire

1.

Tell me about yourself
a. Name
b. Age
c. Racial identification
d. major/area of study
e. School level
f. Institution

2. How did you decide to attend (this institution)?
a. Did you consider other schools? Which ones?
3. Do you work anywhere else on or off campus? Where?
4. How would you describe the racial make-up of your campus?
5. How important do you think racial equality and inclusion are to your
school/administration? Why?
6. Have there been any recent events on campus that called attention to race or racism?
7. How long have you been tutoring in the writing center?
a. How many hours do you work each week?
8. Do you have any other duties in the writing center beyond tutoring?
9. What made you want to work in the writing center?
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10. What was the application process like?
11. What was the training or education process like?
12. Describe a typical shift or day in your writing center.
13. Are there other Black tutors at your writing center, or other tutors of color?
14. Are there many Black students or other students of color who visit the writing center?
a. Do you find yourself approaching these sessions any differently?
b.
15. Have you witnessed any incidents of racism in the writing center? If so, can you describe
them?
16. Do you feel comfortable talking about race in your writing center?
a. With students?
b. With fellow tutors?
c. With administrators or other staff?
17. Do you think that writing centers can or should be spaces for challenging racism? Why
or why not?
18. If so, what kind of support do tutors need from administrators to challenge racism in the
writing center?
19. What kind of support to writing centers need from institutions to challenge racism?
20. Are you familiar with the term “antiracism” and its meaning?
a. What do you think the term means?
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21. Do you think it is part of tutors’ responsibility, as tutors, to intervene in or confront
racism in the writing center?
a. Do you consider this part of your work as tutor? Why or why not?
22. Are you involved in any activist activities outside of the writing center, related to race or
any other issues?
a. Does this activism shape your writing center work?
23. Is there anything else you’d like to say about your experience as a tutor or about this
issue in general?
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APPENDIX F: INTERVIEW TWO QUESTIONNAIRE

Haltiwanger Morrison Interview 2 Questionnaire

Since I spoke to you last, I’ve completed the first round of interviews with everyone else, and
also had time to transcribe and work through the first round’s interview data. Based on the initial
interviews, I’ve developed some new questions from themes that arose across participants. I
want to talk to you more about these topics, and you can add anything else you feel is relevant or
important. Is that okay?

1. What are you doing now?
a. Back in the writing center? Working Somewhere else
2. Have you had any new experiences or reflections you’d like to add to your previous
comments?
3. A lot of people talked about their various identities. Can you talk more about your
identity or identities and how it’s shaped your experiences on campus?
a. In the writing center?
4. Have you personally experienced any microaggressions or other incidents of racism on
campus?
a. In your writing center?
5. What impact do you think racism or racist events on or around campus have on the
writing center?
a. People who work in the writing center?
6. What advice would you give to other tutors interested in doing antiracist work?
7. What strategies do you take when talking to writers about race or racism when it comes
up in their writing?
8. Whose responsibility do you think it is to undo or combat racism?
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9. What role do you think White tutors need to play in taking on racism in the writing
center? Why?
10. Is there anything else you’d like to add?

